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SP -8 The Console for Local News 
While Wheatstone is best known for its 

major market clients, we have tailored this con- 
sole specifically for the local facility. It has 
everything operators need, yet it's straightfor- 
ward and easy to operate. 

The SP -8's fast mix -minus system allows 
individual foldbacks to talent, anchors and tech- 
nical crew to keep your hive programming 
moving smoothly. Four auxiliary pre or post 
send controls provide even more powerful 
foldback options. Its channel group muting fea- 
ture lets you energize and de- energize banks 
of channels with the push of a single button, 
so break/live transitions become error free. A 
sophisticated internal logic system has bus as- 
signment dependent monitor mutes to prevent 
accidental studio interruption during live seg- 

ments. The console has plenty of monitoring 
capability and can feed a control room system 
as well as multiple studio outputs -perfect for 
separate morning and evening setups. 

The SP -8 has all the flexibility of its larger 
predecessors. You have a selection of mono 
mic /line modules, dual mic modules (for studio 
one and studio two), and stereo input modules. 
You can even get this console with a preselector 
overbridge, to increase its input capacity eight- 
fold. It's available in countertop, through 
counter, or furniture stand versions to fit any 
architectural theme. 

Take advantage of Wheatstone's experi- 
ence and contact our sales engineers. We've 
got the knowledge! 

4Whoot.rtono Corporation 
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 USA 
tel 315 -452- 5000 /fax 315- 452 -0160 /E -mail: Wheatstonedaol.com 
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ATV TRANSM T I E R S 

The race for the 
first HDTV transmitter is over! 

Harris is first in HDTV 
transmission. 

While others scramble to develop 
ATV /HDTV transmitters, Harris has 
already crossed the finish line. And 
that's no surprise, considering our 
vast experience in every type of 
television broadcasting. 

From installing the world's first 
HDTV antenna, to delivering the 
world's first HDTV -specific exciter 
and Harris HDTV test signal gener- 
ator, Harris has led the way for 
years. Now, with the 
successful demonstra- 
tion of our high -power 
IOT ATV transmitter, 
we've proven once 
again that Harris is 

uniquely positioned 
to help you make the 
move to HDTV. 

Grand Alliance 
compatibility. 

With decades of sys- 

tems integration experience in UHF, 
VHF, satellite and wireless cable tech- 
nology, Harris understands the im- 
portance of compatibility with equip- 
ment from other manufacturers. 
That's why we've developed our 
equipment to meet the anticipated 
standards of the Grand Alliance ATV 
system. 

In fact, since 1989, Harris technol- 
ogy was even used to evaluate every 
HDTV system proposed to the 
Advanced Television Test Center. 

Up and running 
with Harris. 

As with most leaders 
in digital -ready and 
full -digital broadcast 
systems, Harris 
knows that you need 
a top -quality signal 
delivered with your 
bottom line in mind. 
With literally thou- 
sands of successful 

Harris -designed- and -built broad- 
casting systems operating world- 
wide, we have the know -how - 
now - to help make your transition 
to HDTV as efficient and profitable 
as possible. 

If you plan to be competitive in 

HDTV tomorrow, why not put the 
resources of the proven HDTV 
winner to work for you today. 
Call Harris to learn how you can 
win your race. 

HARRIS CORPORATION 
BROADCAST DIVISION 

US and Canada 
TEL: +1 217 222 -8200 
FAX: +1 217 224 -1439 

Elsewhere 
TEL: +1 217 222 -8290 
FAX: +1 217 224 -2764 

HARRIS 
Transmitters: UltravisionTM Solid State UHF - UM Series Depressed Collector Klystron - Sigma Series IOT UHF -Platinum HT EL and Platinum 

Series' Solid State VHF, UHF and HDTV -Ready Antennas Remote Control Systems Digital HDTV /ATV Systems 
©1995 Harris Corp. 
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A 
"This analyzer has raised 
our confidence in our 
facility, and that directly 
benefits our clients." 

A 

Rick Mathewson 
Junten Video 

Sby Sencore 

The Name To Know In Digital Video Testing 

Advanced Audio Visual Systems by Sencore 
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
Direct (605) 339 -0100 Fax (605) 339 -0317 

Need Answers On 
Digital Video Testing? 

t.; ,. 

Bad 

How long will that work? 

('n we swap output boards? 

What if we can't get in that room? 

What would happen if we put 
another DA in line? 

Who should we call first? 

How are we going to get it 
ready by tomorrow? 

Providing Answers To Your 

Digital Video Questions! 

Relax, the answer to these, and all your questions 
are only a phone call away - AAVS offers a wide 
variety of technical information, an exclusive line 
of analyzers, and the best trained technical 
staff in the industry to answer 
your digital video questions. 

Give us a try! 
1 -800- 769 -AAVS, ext. 528 

(2287) 
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EDITORIAL 

What? It's not written down? 

Irecently attempted to follow up on a story that appeared in the Friday, May 31 issue of USA Today 
when I reached a "Whitewater- Watergate." The newspaper's short story mentioned that Microsoft 
chairman Bill Gates had met with FCC chairman Reed Hundt. The meeting concerned the software 
industry's position on ATV The event was apparently coordinated by the Business Software Alliance. 

Following up on the story, I hoped to learn just exactly what the software industry's position was 
on ATV. I talked with Dianne Smiroldo, director of public affairs for the Business Software Alliance. 
Not only would she not discuss what Gates might have said to Hundt, but she also refused to say 
what the association was trying to accomplish with the series of meetings that also included key 

members of Congress. It seems those meetings were part of the 
alliance's plan to lobby policymakers on the future of ATV. 

When I asked about the association's position on ATV, I was 
told, "It's not for public consumption." 

Okay, I asked, could she tell me what the software industry's 
position on ATV was or where I might get a copy of it? Her 
response, "It's not written down." 

What? It's not written down? Let me get this straight.. The 
computer industry wants to affect the outcome of the FCC's 
decision on HDTV and ATV Computer industry moguls are 
meeting with the FCC chairman and congressional leaders in 
"private" meetings, and yet no position papers exist on what 
those technical aspects are? I'll just bet! 

Now I don't subscribe to the theory that there's evil hiding under 
every rock, not even in Washington. But when major industry 
figures begin lobbying the FCC and Congress and their positions 
"are not for public consumption" or "not written down," I begin 
to wonder. You should wonder too. 

I'll be the first to admit that I've given the NAB a tough time 
when I think it has let the broadcast industry down. But when it 
comes to ATV, the association has done a pretty good job of 
expressing its viewpoint and supporting the industry's needs. At 
least the NAB didn't try any sleight of hand tricks under the guise 
of "it's not written down." 

Hey, I think I know what happened. I'll bet there was an official computer industry position paper 
on broadcasting and ATV, and Gates probably wrote it. Unfortunately, he accidentally erased it when 
his mouse skipped and he clicked on disk format instead of document format. 

He should have used the keyboard! 

Brad Dick, editor 

READER 
FEEDBACK 

CompuServe: 74672, 3124 
Internet: be@intertec.com 
FAX b a ck: 913/967-1905 
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"Philips cameras give us the best 
pictures under the sun... or snow... 

or humidity..." 

Gideon Uys 
Operations Manager 

Soljay Productions, Inc. 

"Our mobile production company covers some of the hot 
television sports -NFL games of the week for Fox, college 

football, hockey and baseball for ESPN ...We're on the road 

250 days a year: a new venue every few days. 

"Our clients demand the best pictures whatever conditions: 
today, in Alabama, with 95 degree temperatures and 90 percent 
humidity, or tomorrow in Green Bay, in 14 degrees and snow. 

"We can't have cameras that require constant tweaking.They 
have to function perfectly every time. 

"That's why our Mother Series MU's are equipped with 
Philips cameras. They deliver the finest, sharpest pictures 
thanks to Philips' phenomenal FT -SR CCD sensors. 

Our clients tell us about the 
unbelievably good pictures we 

Philips 
Broadcast Television 
Systems Company 

get - more proof that we've got the right cameras. Some 

have bought Philips cameras for their own trucks, based on 

their experience with ours. 
"We're so satisfied that we're on our third generation of 

Philips cameras. On our newest truck, ' Nother Mother, we 

bought both Philips LIDK IO full size cameras and 10P com- 

panion cameras. 

"In mobile production, there's no time for second -best 

performance. That's why we're such strong supporters of 
Philips cameras." 

Call Philips at I -800- 962 -4287 or ask your local Philips 

representative. 
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June's editorial on 
ISDN service providers 

Hello Mr. Dick, 
After reading your ISDN article in May's 

issue, I thought I could offer some advice. I 
use both CompuServe and Netcom, but for 
Internet access I really never use CIS. Net - 
com's Internet gateway is much faster than 
CIS's, thus more rewarding. They now have 
unlimited access for $19.95 a month at 
28.8kb /s. Then again, so is AT &T 

Hope that helps your "waiting to 
connect" woes. 

Bill Bennett 
Atlanta, GA 

Thanks Bill. I'm still waiting and 
waiting....BD 

More on the mouse 

Brad, 
I began reading your diatribe on the 

mouse first with amusement and then 
concern. There are a couple of things I 
feel compelled to comment on. First of 
all, you mentioned how you would like 
to be able to use the keyboard for your 
editing. I agree with you that this would be 
nice, but I disagree with your assessment of 
who /what is to blame. Instead of blaming the 
mouse inventog you should be directing your 
scorn at the programmers at Microsoft who 
are responsible for such poor implementa- 
tion. An immediate solution I could suggest 
for you would be to get a Mac! 

Moving beyond, if you want, in my humble 
opinion, an ideal example of integrating key- 
board and mouse, look at an Avid Media 
Composer (Mac implementation). Ours came 
with custom -colored and labeled keys that 
make nearly every edit control available via 

the keyboard, but at the same time allowing 
those who desire to use the mouse. 

And, I almost forgot, I got a great kick 
about your comment that the keyboard was 
so fast. If you did any research on the origins 
of the current keyboard, you would know 
that it was designed to slow input clerks 
down. The efficient ones went so fast that the 
mechanical mechanisms couldn't keep up or 
jammed. 

Dwayne Sandall 
S Squared Design Group 

Dwayne. Yep, that's my problem too. The 
keyboard keys keep getting jammed togeth- 
er as they strike the screen. Now if I could 
just get that white -out off the CRT....BD 

linked to the INFOSEARCH site at no 
charge. 

To make things even easier, there is an on- 
line sign -up form. The URL for the IN- 
FOSEARCH site is http /www.xmission.com/ 
-insearch. 

Regards, 
INFOSEARCH 

Brad, 
I've heard of Internet forums that are ded- 

icated to broadcast issues, technical and oth- 
erwise. Do you know where I can find them? 
Are they news groups, Telnet? 

Ed Elser 
solder@rci.ripco.com 

NNAT L!? MJ-yoU Lb? FD `fTCA 
w NO, 

. 
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In response to the 
Interactive column 

Editor: 
I heartily agree that while the Internet is a 

fantastic resource, one of the challenges is the 
lack of a "road map." 

Broadcast Engineering readers may be 
interested to know that there is an indus- 
try resource called INFOSEARCH. IN- 
FOSEARCH maintains a comprehensive 
hypertext directory of broadcast -related 
sites on the WWW. As a service to the 
industry, any bona fide broadcast- related 
company that has a WWW site can get 

Readers: Let Ed know your favorite 
locations. BD 

Response to 
editorial on being 
robbed in Amsterdam 

Dear Brad, 
Having read of your sad experience in 

one of Amsterdam's hotels, I wanted to 
share my experience with you. One time, 
Ilostmy wallet just as I was about to pay 
my restaurant bill. The people in the 
restaurant wouldn't believe that I lost 
my wallet. 

Ihad to leave my wife and kids there as 
a deposit to assure the owner that I 
would return to settle the bill. 

Leopoldo G. Bacusmo 
Philippines 

Leopoldo, I know some guys who would 
have left the restaurant without the wife and 
kids and never returned. BD 

Send your thoughts to the editor 
at CompuServe 74672,3124 

or fax to 913 -967 -1905. 
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WITHOUT TAKING ONE 

STEP AWAY FROM YOUR 

With the introduction of the 

GSC3000, you can now control from 

one to 256 transmitter sites while 

barely moving a muscle. What's 

more, if you decide you've had 

enough of the office and would 

rather monitor your sites from 

home, the GSC3000 can be con- 

trolled from a network - either local 

or wide area. Heck, you can even 

control them from your laptop, on a 

beach in the Bahamas. The GSC3000 

simply brings you more transmitter 

site control and expandability than 

you've ever seen before. And no, it's 

not expensive and it's not complex. 

Because the system is modular, 

each site can be set up to control 

from 8 to 256 channels of metering, 

status, and command. So it can 

meet the needs and budgets of a 

single site radio operation or be 

expanded for the most 

complex television 

broadcast company. 

The GSC3000 also features auto- 

matic and time of day commands, 

and macro command functions. Plus, 

the friendly Windows interface 

makes the whole thing as simple as 

point and click. For more informa- 

tion on specs and features, please 

give us a call. 

_ = Gentner 
1-800-945-7730 
OR 1-801-975-7200 
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NEWS By Dawn Hightower, senior associate editor 

SBE offers professional 
liability insurance 

The SBE is now offering 
its members group rates 
on professional liabili- 
ty (errors and omis- 
sions) insurance. Con- 
tract engineers and oth- 
ers who do not always 
work as employees when 
providing broadcast engineering services 
will find this coverage extremely valuable. 
The program is called PROinsure and is 

administered by MIMS International, Ltd. 
of Towson, MD. The Employers Reinsur- 
ance Corporation underwrites the coverage 
and it is tailored specifically for broadcast 
engineers. 

Up to now, professional liability insur- 
ance was not available or was too expen- 
sive for most broadcast engineers. For more 
information and a no- obligation quote, 
call Debbie Zarzecki at (800) 899 -1399. 

BroadBand and 
DiviCom demo 
MPEG -2 transmission 

BroadBand Technologies and Divi- 
Corn have announced an enhancement 
in the transmission of MPEG-2- encod- 
ed ATM signal- based, live digital vid- 
eo. The two companies successfully 
transmitted MPEG -2, ATM signals via 
BroadBand's second -generation Fiber 
Loop Access (FLXI) 2500 system and 
DiviCom encoders and set -tops. This 
transmission represents the culmina- 
tion of efforts that began in 1994 to 
provide consumers with access to low - 
cost, high -speed digital video on a plat- 
form that is compatible with industry 
standards. The cost -effective, easily de- 
ployed BroadBand -DiviCom solution 
brings switched digital broadband to 
consumers by using existing twisted 
pair phone lines to reach homes and 
existing coax wiring inside homes. 

NAB urges FCC to pre -empt zoning 
on outdoor antennas 

The NAB has urged the FCC to follow Congress' directive in the 1996 Telecom Act 
and pre -empt all private and nonfederal government restrictions that impair a viewer's 
ability to use an outdoor antenna to receive over -the -air television. 

A goal of local TV broadcasters and the regulatory agencies is to ensure that the 
audience is able to receive the signals. However, the actions of nonfederal government 
officials and private organizations often have thwarted this goal and have impaired 
full participation of the viewing audience in receiving free over -the -air television. 

According to NAB comments, from Section 207 of the Telecom Act, all private 
restrictions that impair outdoor TV antennas installation and use must fall. Home- 
owners associations' restrictive covenants may no longer be allowed to prohibit or 
otherwise impair outdoor TV antenna use. 

NAB asked the FCC to adopt a pre -emption rule that applies to all local zoning 
ordinances, rules, covenants and private restrictions that impair installations and/or 
use of outdoor TV antennas. 

SCTE's Cable -Tec 
Expo '96 a success 

SCTE's Cable -Tec Expo '96 at the Opry- 
land Hotel Convention Center in Nash- 
ville, TN, June 10 -13, drew 7,200 attend- 
ees and exhibitors. This was a 6% increase 
in attendance over last year. 

The Expo kicked off with the annual 
engineering conference, which consisted 
of a full day of technical and management 
papers and panel discussions. The key- 
note address was given by NCTA presi- 
dent and CEO Decker Anstrom, which 
followed the annual awards luncheon 
where Alan Babcock was awarded SCTE 
Member of the Year, along with many 
other awards presented. 

More than 325 companies displayed 
products and services. A technical training 
center was set up on the exhibit floor that 
allowed companies to offer formal presen- 
tations of their products and related tech- 
nologies. Technical papers and materials 
that were presented during the engineering 
conference have been collected in the Ca- 
ble -Tec Expo '96 Proceedings. For order- 
ing information, contact SCTE national 
headquarters at (610) 363 -6888. 

KNK sponsors MPEG seminar 
KNK Seminars is sponsoring a two -day seminar on Aug. 22 -23 in Santa Clara, CA. It will 

provide comprehensive analysis and design information on the MPEG -1 and MPEG -2 
international standards, their applications and implementations. Descriptions of the stan- 
dards, as well as trade -offs and implementation information, will be discussed. Topics include 
MPEG -1 and MPEG -2 video, audio and systems and their role in the storage and transmission 
standards and technologies for DVB, Digital Audio -Visual Council, HDTV, SMPTE, DVD, 
video -CD, digital storage medium -command and control and ATM and more. 

The two -day seminar costs $1,095 per person and includes copies of the reference manuals. 
Preregistration is required. For more information, contact Kristine N, Kneib, KNK Seminars, 
La Jolla, CA; telephone (619) 459 -8058. 
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FCC grants first 
experimental HDTV 
license 

The FCC has granted the nation's first 
experimental high- definition television li- 
cense to WRAL -TV, Channel 5, Raleigh, 
NC. The experimental station, with the 
call sign WRAL -HD, will operate on Chan- 
nel 32. According to James E Goodmon, 
president and chief executive officer of 
WRAL's parent company, Capitol Broad- 
casting Company, Inc., Capitol is building 
the station because HDTV is critical to the 
future of free television. 

The engineering and technology staffs at 
the CBS TV network will serve as consult- 
ants. According to CBS spokesman Joseph 
A. Flaherty, senior vice president, technol- 
ogy, the network is fully supportive of the 
initiative in digital TV broadcasting and it 
will cooperate with WRAL -TV to ensure 
success of the experiment. 

A Harris Sigma transmitter system will 
deliver the HDTV signal to a special An- 
drew UHF antenna. The antenna, mount- 
ed at the 1,750 -foot level on Capitol's 
existing tower, will deliver 100kW of pow- 
er to the Raleigh, Durham, Fayetteville 
and Chapel Hill areas. Capitol's HDTV 
project manager John L. Greene said Har- 
ris and Andrew were involved with the 
early Advanced Television (ATV) test facil- 
ity in Charlotte. Harris has been involved 
in HDTV from the beginning when it built 
the test bed for the ATV test center in 
Alexandria, VA. Andrew beamed the first 
over -the -air demo of ATV to the 1993 
NAB Convention. 

Other applications for experimental li- 
censes (including two in the Washington, 
DC area) have been filed with the FCC. 
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Replacing an OLD still store? 
Ready for more than "stills "? 

Imagine access to stills AND real time video clips, 

with key /mattes and audio, and all with uncompressed 

CCIR601 quality. 

Think what that will do for station graphics, show 

open/closes, bumps/teases, and other presentation ele- 

ments that can put alot of repetitive wear and tear on 

your Ms. 

Think Big. Start Small. 

Axess' basic configuration includes an intuitive On -Air 

Control Panel, 2 input/output channels, and digital stor 

age for 1,000 525 -line stills all at a price you can afford. 

But from there, the sky's the limit. 

Network up to 32 Axess nodes, with 

any node having up to 4 channels of 

video +key +audio, and choose up to 4 

hours of uncompressed CCIR601 realtime 

clip storage on every single node. Optional 

compression can be added to any node. 
TAKE 

r Accom, Inc. k' 
Winner of 

ilia2 Emmus f 
Engineering 
Excellence 

Accom, Inc. 1490 O'Brien Drive Menlo Park, (A94025 Tel: (415) 328 -3818 FAX: (415) 32' -21 I email: infoCnaccom.com hnp: //u 
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The Total Digital Solution 

Axess also offers an Extended Control Panel for image 

browse and library management. 

Axess easily interfaces with paint and graphics pro- 

grams via Ethernet, and there's even a Virtual Control 

Panel for SGI platfroms. 

See Axess and Accom's on -line editors and digital disk 

recorders at Broadcast Asia. Booth# 3N2 -01. 

Axess: Stills,Clips&More! 

Ac e orn 
accom.com Accom and Axess are registered trademarks of Accom. Inc. 01996 Accom, Inc. 
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FCC UPDATE By Harry C. Martin 

in May, the FCC closed 12 high- frequency 
(HF) spectrum monitoring stations in Bel- 
fast, ME; Powder Springs, GA; Vero 
Beach, FL; San Juan, PR; Allegan, MI; 
Kingsville, TX; Grand Island, NE; An- 
chorage, AK; Douglas, AZ; Livermore, 
CA; Honolulu and Ferndale, WA. 

The FCC district offices in Buffalo, 
NY; Norfolk, VA; Miami; Houston; 
Portland, OR; and Saint Paul (Maple- 
wood), MN, also were closed. 

Downsized professional staffs will re- 
main in these nine locations affected by 
this action: Buffalo, Norfolk, Miami, 
Houston, Portland, Saint Paul, Anchor- 
age, Honolulu and San Juan. Agents will 
be available in those locations to resolve 
enforcement and interference problems. 

New renewal requirements 
The Telecommunications Act, enacted by 

Congress in February, requires that TV sta- 
tions begin including in their renewal appli- 
cations a summary of all complaints re- 
ceived from the public regarding violent 

FCC announces office closings 

programming aired on their stations. 
A supplement to FCC Form 303 -S (the 

renewal application) is being sent to TV 
stations in their renewal packets and must 
be completed and filed with the FCC along 
with the renewal application. The summary 
of any complaints regarding violent pro- 
gramming must be attached. 

LPTV and TV translator stations that are 
co -owned with primary full -service TV sta- 
tions in the same state and broadcast the 
same signal as the primary station 
may file for 

commission looks favorably upon waiver 
requests that meet either of the following 
standards: 
1. Those involving TV and radio combina- 
tions in the top 25 TV markets where there 
will be at least 30 separately owned broad- 
cast stations after the proposed combination 
(determined by counting TV stations in the 
relevant ADI and radio stations in the rele- 

vant TV metro market); and 
2. Those involving "failed" stations 
that have not operated for a substan- 
tial period of time (e.g., four months) 

or that are involved in bankruptcy 
proceedings. 
Other one -to -a- market waiver requests 

are evaluated on a case -by -case basis. A 

public interest determination will be based 
upon the following criteria: 
1. The public service benefits that will 
result from the joint operation of the 
facilities; 
2. The types of facilities involved; 
3. The number of media outlets owned 
by the applicant in the relevant market; 

4. The financial difficulties (if any) of the 
stations involved; and 
5. The nature of the relevant market in light 
of the level of competition and diversity 
after joint operation is implemented. 
Because not all of the factors will be rele- 
vant in every case, the commission does not 
require that all five criteria be satisfied as a 

pre- condition to grant of a waiver. 
An applicant requesting a waiver under the 

case -by -case standard must demonstrate that 
the proposed combination will result in sub- 
stantial cost savings and enhanced program 
service benefits; the facilities involved are not 
"dominant" with respect to the other sta- 
tions in the market; the applicant will own 
relatively few broadcast facilities in the mar- 
ket after the proposed sale; the station(s) 
sought to be acquired has suffered financial 
difficulties and may go dark if the proposed 
sale is not approved; and there are a substan- 
tial number of broadcast stations in the 
market after the proposed transaction. 

Only a few one -to -a- market waiver requests 
have been denied. In an effort to speed up the 
process by which such requests are reviewed, 
the FCC has authorized its Mass Media Bu- 
reau to act on routine waiver requests in the 
top 100 TV markets. This should shorten the 
process from a year or more for contested 
waivers to six months, and possibly less, for 
uncontested requests. 

DATELINE: V'- i ' 
Commercial TV stations in the following states 

must file their annual ownership reports or 

report certifications on or before Oct. 1,1996: 

Florida, Puerto Rico, Virginia,Iowa, Missouri, 

Alaska, Oregon, Hawaii and Washingt 

stations in Florida, Puerto Rico and the Virgin 

islands must file their license renewal applica- 

tions by Oct. 1,1996. 

license re- 
newals in a single application along with 

the primary station. 

A closer look at 
one -to -a- market waivers 

The FCC's one -to -a- market rule, which 
has been in the news, due to the rapid 
consolidation in the broadcast industry, gen- 
erally prohibits the ownership of a TV and 
a radio station in the same market. The 

Persons in areas previously served by HF monitoring stations or 
district offices that have been closed and who need to contact an 
FCC facility may do so by calling one of the remaining district 
offices. FCC forms or other documents are available from the 
commission's Forms Distribution Center at 800 -418 -3676. 
Following is a list of continuing CIB service facilities for 
locations where FCC offices have been closed: 

a ALLEGAN, MI - contact Detroit office (810) 471 -5924 
a ANCHORAGE, AK - contact Seattle office (206) 821 -9037 
a BELFAST, ME - contact Boston office (617) 770 -4023 
a DOUGLAS, AZ - contact San Diego office (619) 467 -0549 
a FERNDALE, WA - contact Seattle office (206) 821 -9037 
a GRAND ISLAND, NE - contact Kansas City office (816) 353 -3773 
a HONOLULU, HI - contact San Francisco office (510) 732 -9046 
a HOUSTON, TX - contact Dallas office (214) 235 -3369 
s KINGSVILLE, TX - contact Dallas office (214) 235 -3369 
a LIVERMORE, CA - contact San Francisco office (510) 732 -9046 
a MIAMI, FL - contact Tampa office (813) 348 -1508 
a NORFOLK, VA - contact Kansas City office (816) 353 -3773 
a PORTLAND, OR - contact Seattle office (206) 821 -9037 
a POWDER SPRINGS, GA - contact Atlanta office (770) 279 -4621 
a SAN JUAN, PR - contact Tampa office (813) 348 -1508 
a ST PAUL, MN - contact Chicago office (847) 298- 5401 
a VERO BEACH, FL - contact Tampa office ((813) 348 -1508 
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Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildre`h, 
P.LC., Rosslyn, VA. 
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Who Says 
lt's 

Lonely At 
The Top? 

Maxell is ALWAYS at the TOP witi the 
Exacting digital performance of our D -2 and' 
D -3, Digital BETACAM and BETACAM SP 
videocassettes. Using adva i d magnetic 
tape technology, featuring Ceramic Armar 
Metal particles, Maxell has produced the 
perfect production tapes for ew}, recording 
application from ENG/EFP to broadcasting. 
Maxell's " top line " videocassettes featu-e 
unmatched error rats and consistant cpiality, 
even under severe operating ccnditions. Acid 
an incredibly stromg binder system for 
increased durability and lower error rates, 
and you'll be using the super%or digita 
videotapes that keeps Miamll creat :ng 
innovative tape technology for cerniding 
professionals. 

E1-30M Ba 

Digital _ 
BETACAM -- D2S -32M0v 

ln Your Hands, Our Science Turns To Art 

maxell 
22 -08 Route 208, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410 

1- 800 -533 -2835 

Maxell Canada - 111 Stiftern Drive 

Concord, Ontario, Canaca L4K 2R2, p505) 669 -81G7 
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Some recent 
clarifications 

By Leonard Charles 

The clock ticks as the Jan. 1, 1997 EAS 
implementation deadline nears. Feedback 
from manufacturers after NAB 96 indicates 
that attendees came to look, touch and 
become educated on EAS equipment op- 
tions and operation, but few came to buy. 
There were even those attendees convinced 
that the deadline would be pushed back 
once more. 

Another delay on the deadline is highly 
unlikely. The lack of available equipment 
would be the only reason for further delay, 
and manufacturers seem confident that they 
can meet the equipment demand. 

Meanwhile, some official revelations and 
clarifications came out of NAB 96 that bear 
mention as the industry prepares to meet the 
EAS deadline. 

Preparing to meet 
the EAS deadline 

The FCC will expedite the addition of 
local event codes to the EAS rules. Rather 
than follow its established procedure of 
waiting until local areas submit specific 
additional code requests, the FCC, working 
with FEMA and the NV/S, will determine 
an all- inclusive list and then amend it into 
the rules. The process should be completed 
by this fall. Don't put off the purchase of 
EAS equipment pending the release of this 
list, because equipment manufacturers have 
assured the SBE EAS Committee that the 
new list can be added to their devices once 
the rules are amended - even to equipment 
already delivered. 

As a state or local area, you may suggest 
custom codes or local emergency events to 
be covered in this list by contacting the FCC 
EAS office at 202 -418 -1220. The chances 
of adding further codes after the rules are 
amended will be nearly impossible. The SBE 
suggests list of local codes, which are pub- 
lished in its EAS Primer. This list is being 
reviewed by the three agencies for possible 
inclusion in the rules. 

Another clarification that surfaced at NAB 
involves the high- frequency (HF or "short- 
wave") broadcasters in the United States 
and its territories. International broadcast- 
ers are mentioned only once in the new 
rules, in paragraph 11.54(6)(9). Many ques- 
tions have been raised by HF broadcasters 

U.S.D.A. - 
UY*LITY SUMMING & DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 

irrvurs 

SPLIT IT!! 
USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out stereo "mini -DA" 
that can combine or split audio signals for 
distribution. Mix stereo to mono, get both stereo 
and mono outputs from a stereo source. Gain 
trims for each output. Great specs with lots of 
headroom. Keep one on hand! 

HENRY ENGINEERING 
503 Key Vista Drive 
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA 
TEL (818) 355 -3656 FAX (818) 355 -0077 
FAX -on- Demand Doc #103 (818) 355 -4210 
http://www.broadcast.harris.com/henryeng/ 

FC H E N R Y 
ENGINEERING 

We Build Solutions. 
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and the FCC has responded with the follow- 
ing clarifications: 

HF broadcasters must install an FCC - 
certified EAS decoder. 

They must monitor the two sources listed 
in their state plan. 

They must cease broadcasting immediate- 
ly upon receipt of a national EAS message 
containing the event code EAN, then wait 
for the EAT (termination) code to resume 
broadcasting. This can be done in the auto- 
matic mode. 

They are not required to have an EAS 
encoder, because they do not need to acti- 
vate the EAS. 

They do not need to participate in the 
required monthly test (RMT) or the re- 
quired weekly test (RWT). 

They should record the receipt of any tests 
to show that their equipment is working. 

They may share EAS equipment with co- 
owned and co- located stations, even if those 
stations are not HF broadcasters. 

The SBE EAS Committee will post new, 
updated or clarified EAS information as it 
becomes available in the SBE web site at 
sbe.org. You may also E -mail the committee 
chair if you have questions. The address is 
Icharles @wisctv.com or simply click on the 
chairman's name under the EAS heading on 
the SBE web site. 

Leonard Charles is an engineer at WISC -TV, Madison, WI, and 
chairman of the SBE EAS Committee. 

Experience SONEX acoustic treatments - the choice 

among leading audio engineers. *Made entirely from 

FIBER -FREE, CLASS 1 materials. Call today! 

illbruck 
1 -800- 662 -0032 
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Editbox is editing 

`EditboxTM is fast and 

it's fun! It truly is an 

edit suite in a box. 

Cool!' 

1150 Post is engineered 
as an all- digial facility to rice 
high on the next wave of post 
production technology. 
Editbox was the logical choice 
to add to this creative boutique. 
It's perfect for autoconform ng, 

video sweetening and grap tics 
compositing. As a non -linear, 

non -compressed, componEnt 
digital syste n, it doesn't g=_t 

any better an that.' 

CBS '60 Minutes' mgment: 
The National Park Service 

Vicky Braden 
G:neral Manager, Senior Editor 

QUANTEL 

Call our 
In 

No waiting, no worries, just sheer editing power. 

hour Editbox hotline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext.197 
Thorncal Circ e, Carien, CT 06820 Tel: (203) 656 3100 Fax: (2C E.) 656 3459 http: / /www.quantel.com 
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TRANSITION TO DIGITAL 
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Thinking about moving your current tape - 
or disk -based editing to some form of cen- 
tralized server system? Slowly, but surely, 
you are becoming convinced that comput- 
ers aren't all that bad and that disk drives 
and RAM storage, although costlier than 
tape, do have some advantages. Besides, 
parts and maintenance costs on your aging 
tape machines are increasing. Now is the 
time to begin the investigation into server - 
based production systems to determine if 
they meet your needs. Many factors must be 
considered, and despite the major cash out- 
lay required, actual cost may be one of the 
easiest things to get a real handle on. 

Servers are more than 
just big bit buckets 

Successfully implementing server technol- 
ogy requires much more than selecting and 
installing the hardware and software in- 
volved. Before beginning the selection pro- 
cess, evaluate your facility and 
the nature of activities you in- 
tend to support. Examine the 
reasons and goals associated with 
implementing server technology. 

Carefully define the goals asso- 
ciated with moving your pro- 
duction capabilities to a server 
environment. Are you trying to 
reduce tape /transport costs? 
Should the server provide trans- 
parent support for a collabora- 
tive production process? Do you 
want facility-wide access to high - 
quality digital video without gen- 
eration loss? Is the server going 
to replace or complement the 
existing system? If you intend to 
complement existing equipment, 
how will the interface be imple- 
mented? These are all questions 
without right or wrong answers. 
Reasons for moving to a server - 
based system may include any or 
all of the above and possibly 
additional ones unique to your 
facility. 

Once you understand what you 

By Steve Epstein, technical editor 

Integrating servers for post applications 

expect the server to do, look carefully at 
potential candidates. Carefully review what's 
included in each manufacturer's server. How 
much is "off- the -shelf" technology that may 
make maintenance and future enhancements 
less expensive? What about application soft- 
ware? Many server vendors supply a basic 
file /operating system and expect you to de- 
velop custom applications. If this is the case, 
do you have the in -house expertise to devel- 
op the necessary software or will you have 
to contract the work to outside developers - and can you afford it? It might be easier 
and better in the long run to negotiate with 
the server vendor to include the necessary 
development services as part of the overall 
contract. 

Flexibility and 
scalability issues 

Moving to a server -based system is a long- 
term proposition. You need to consider how 
the server will meet your needs today, as well 
as how (if) it will meet the requirements two 
to four years down the road. A server -based 
system likely represents the single largest 
investment that you've made since your 
facility's doors were opened; protecting it is 

crucial. Even the most cost -effective propri- 
etary solution can be a long -term disaster if 
it blocks expansion or access to next year's 
"latest and greatest" technology. 

Carefully consider the number of users 

(simultaneous streams) you need to support 
now and in the future. What are the factors 
that influence facility expansion and how 
well does the manufacturer's expansion path 
sync with these factors? Be aware that this is 

much more than a technical issue; involve 
creative and business staff to ascertain that 
everyone sees the same vision of the future. 

How expandable is the platform that you 
are considering? What are the true upper 
limits in terms of bandwidth, I/O, storage 
capacity and number of users? What docu- 
mented benchmarks can the manufacturer 
offer regarding the impact of multiple users 
on system throughput? Are there plateaus 
that can only be conquered through invest- 
ment in additional system resources? What 
about plateaus that have not been con- 
quered - what is the upgrade path once the 
system is maxed out? Can you buy another 
server and network them together or do you 
have to start over? 

How open is the server architecture? Most 
likely, your creative staff will have one or 
two "must have" software tools that are 
proprietary. Can they be successfully inter- 
faced with the server? Is it possible for the 
staff to easily develop and implement "plug - 
in" effects within the server architecture? 

Asset storage 
and management 

The term "asset" refers to the information 

Moving to a server -based environment does not mean you can get rid of all those racks. Considerable rack -mount 
hardware may be needed, based on your facility's requirements. (Photos courtesy of Avid.) 
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(clips, mattes, audio, backgrounds, 
etc.) that is used to build projects. In 
a tape -based environment, selling 
the client an additional reel of tape 
is relatively simple. The client can 
see it, and if desired, take it home or 
back to the office. But how do you 
convince clients that they need to 
buy (or possibly more accurately - 
rent) an extra 5GB or 10GB of stor- 
age on the server? 

Modeling storage is a complex 
exercise. Assets may need to be stored 
in several different forms including 
compressed and uncompressed. 
Equipping each workstation with 
an SDI interface and providing vid- 
eo I/O at all locations might be 
desirable, but is also expensive. In 
most instances, it is more cost effec- 
tive to limit video I/O to a few (ded- 
icated) workstations. 

Consider the issue of hierarchical 
storage, on -line vs. near -line vs. off - 
line storage and its impact on cost 

To be effective, servers need both horsepower and access to large amounts ofstorage. 

and throughput. Look at the various 
RAID levels and even portable drives. The 
RAID buzz word is a catchall for a wide 
range of features. Spend the necessary time 
evaluating the various options and their pros 

and cons within your work environment. 
(For more information, see "RAID Storage 
Technology," August 1995.) 

Manufacturers or resellers that are unwill- 

ing to take the time to review options with 
you are probably not the vendors you want 
to supply server technology - regardless of 
how attractive the price and promises. One 

"LOOK WILCOX, THE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TREND 
IS CATCHING ON EVERYWHERE, "WHIS ?FRED SNELL. 
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NAB exhibitor was showing a system that 
held seven drives. With 9GB drives installed, 
each unit held 63GB and the units could be 
chained together for a maximum of 1.5TB 
of hot swappable, portable storage. 

While we are on the subject of storage, 
consider backup requirements. Data back- 
up is critical to your operations. Adapters 
exist that allow D -1 and D -5 video decks to 
be used as data recorders. Look carefully at 
the resources required to maintain up -to- 
date backups of all critical data. 

For asset management, look at the avail- 
able options for access and control of assets 
stored on the server. Carefully determine if 
the server solution will require your creative 
staff to serve as system administrators. If so, 
you will be hindering the artists you seek to 
empower. If this is the case, be ready for 
resistance to change on a level unlike any- 
thing you have experienced. 

What tools are available to access or browse 
stored assets? Given a choice, creative types 
will almost always opt for visual search 
engines over database lookups. Does the 
manufacturer have such a solution or can it 
recommend a third -party solution? How 
will the search engine impact system perfor- 
mance? 

Other factors 
After considering these factors, many of 

the major questions will be answered or at 
least be out in the open. Other factors to 
consider include I/O capabilities, cost/per- 
formance trade -offs and work -flow issues. 
I/O capabilities should include options in 
the computer and video arenas. In the com- 
puter arena, look at networking capabili- 

Equipping each 
workstation with an 

SDI interface and 
providing video I/O at 
all locations might be 
desirable, but is also 

expensive. 

ties, including high -speed Ethernet, ATM 
and FDDI interfaces. In the video world, 
SDI and the number of simultaneous streams 
might need to be considered. Cost/perfor- 
mance trade -offs are going to be influenced 
by your budget, profit margin and local 
factors, including the amount of work avail- 

able and how much competition exists for 
the work. It doesn't do any good to com- 
plete an eight -hour job in four hours if you 
can't bill it at a higher rate or your facility 
sits idle because there is no other work 
available. 

Some of the work -flow issues that must be 
considered include the finite number of re- 
sources available for server I/O. If only one 
D -1 deck is available, it can't be used for 
dubbing into the system at the same time as 
your scheduled backup. Facility manage- 
ment software is available to assist in sched- 
uling, however, a basic understanding of 
the work flow can eliminate many of the 
problems before they develop. 

Finally, implementing a server involves more 
than buying a system and doing the installa- 
tion. Understanding the fundamental chang- 
es involved before you commit is essential to 
making the transition successful. 

Acknowledgment: Special thanks to Rich Schmeltz, managing 
director of the Digital Service Bureau, Tele -TV Systems, Reston, VA, 
for his help with this article. 
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"CLEARLY THE RESULT OF AN EARLY 

EXPERIMENT IN COMPRESSION..." MUSED WILCOX. 
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SNELL & WILCOX 
Engineering with Vision 
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MANAGEMENT 

T he passage of the 1996 Telecommuni- 
cations Act and the convergence of com- 
puting and video technologies has its mer- 
its. However, the convergence and forward 
progress is not without its perils. During 
the upcoming years, many stations will be 
absorbed into a larger collective as the limit 
on the number of stations that can be 
owned disappears. 

The alliance age 
Welcome to the new age of alliances, buy- 

outs and acquisitions where the bureaucra- 
cy who makes the final purchasing deci- 
sions among many stations, affiliates, O &Os 
and networks just got a little heavier. 

Whether the facility is in a broadcast 
group, expanding O &O network or part 
of an entertainment conglomerate, nowa- 
days the chief engineer must muddle 
through an endless maze of personalities if 
he or she dares to tread on the holy ground 
of computer equipment acquisitions. 

From the corporate gurus that spawned 
acronyms like CEO, CFO, CAO and COO 
now comes the CIO (chief information 
officer) and his or her henchman, VP of 
MIS, director of information systems, and 
manager and chief bottle washer of corn - 
puter information systems... all with good 
intentions about saving costs and raising 
profits. 

One of the major issues confronting tech- 
nical personnel and corporate technical 
management is the simultaneous arrival of 
the personal PC /Mac and the corporate 
layer (corporate computer management). 
They are trying to control technical acqui- 
sitions, because many of them feel that all 
computer -based purchases fall within their 
domain, and not with the station's chief 
engineer or technical 'personnel. 

This could cause segregated communica- 
tion ties between the computer manage- 
ment and the engineering departments. 
There will be plenty of corporate chess as 
technical managers try to maneuver and 
evade the corporate gauntlet. 

Imagine the shock value in the purchas- 
ing department when a computer requisi- 
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By Curtis Chan 

Getting your purchase requisition through 

tion appears with these comments: virtual 
studio computing equipment -4 -pipe SGI 
ONYX with 1GB of RAM running Dis- 
crete Logic's Flame and third -party soft- 
ware, two 21 -inch monitors, Challenge 
RAID server, Ultimatte -8 and two motion - 
control heads. Needless to say, knowing 
CPR would become a rigid requirement. 

That is not to say that zero -based budget- 
ing and thinking is bad, but the imposition 
of corporate bureaucracy should be care- 
fully considered... especially in light of a 
station's technical -savvy personnel who un- 
derstand the reasoning behind the equip- 
ment purchase. This is especially true if the 
new computer manager doesn't have a clue 
as to what the equipment is and why it's 
needed. 

Similarly, TV : station management must 
also be guarded against superfluous pur- 
chases on computer equipment that is 
technically overkill for the application. So 
what can you do to help the new comput- 
er management department understand 
your technical needs and requirements for 
the station when it comes to computing 
technology? 

Justifying purchases 
If the new computer department person- 

nel is in the same building, invite them over 
to see your operation. Explain to them 
from a laymen's standpoint why the pur- 
chase is necessary and how it will impact 
positively on the station's bottom line. 

Reason No. 1. 

The CIO may be more apt to swing your 
way if he or she understands what it is that 
you want to purchase, why it's needed and 
what kind of return the station would see 
over a specific time period. 

Reason No. 2. 
Perform your own due diligence and find 

out who the new players are, what their 
hot buttons are and what approach you 
need to use with them. The reality is that 
converting one of them into an advocate 
would go a long way in seeing your equip, 
ment request being processed promptly. 

Reason No. 3. 
Keep your computer department advo- 

cates in the communications loop early on, 
as well as throughout your equipment pur- 
chase analysis process, so that they feel that 
they had a part in the decision- making 
process. This can alleviate any concerns or 
questions about your purchase request. 
Remember, you tend to want to push some- 

thing through if you feel that you had a 

part in the making. Pride goes a long way. 

Reason No. 4. 
Justify in writing or verbally why the 

equipment is needed and substantiate it 
with a simple financial pro forma to help 
justify the cash outlay. 

In reality, numerous programs can be 
obtained for quickly analyzing the return 
on investment (ROI) on a proposed prod- 
uct or system. Doing so will not only help 
to quantify your request, but senior man- 
agement will see you as responsible and 
concerned about the company's bottom 
line. 

Reason No. S. 
Make change an ally. Change is not only 

necessary, it's inevitable. When change oc- 
curs, neutralize the risks, find the opportu- 
nities, make sure they come true and pub- 
licize them. 

Also, be heard in the right circles, because 
having the perception of influence also 
means being in the right circle, gaining 
recognition for your achievements and 
making sure that the right people know of 
your accomplishments. This will help grease 
the wheels for your next round of purchas- 
es, because people in authority tend to trust 
people with a consistent track record. 

Curtis Chan is president of Chan & Associates, a marketing 
consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -production, 
Fullerton, CA. 
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If so, let us know. Or, if you would 
like to see a specific topic covered 
in this column, please send us your 
concerns by fax at (913) 967 -1905 or 
by E -mail at be @intertec.com. 
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IMPROVED AUTO - TRACKING INSURES UNINTERRUPTED OPERATION. 

OUR OPTICAL WIRELESS, 
BI- DIRECTIONAL SYSTEM 

EXPANDS YOUR COVERAGE. 
Canobeam is an optical wireless, high -quality 
transmission system that -eçtures fast set -up time 
for up to four video paths, optimum flexibility, 2/2 
or 3/1 (3 iso cameras with return video), path 
security, freedom from interference and remote 
operation with uninterrupted mon.toring of all video 
and audio channels. 

No FCC license is reauired *o operate this bi- directional, 
multi -channel system which can f ee-up valuable 
microwave channels, transmit up to 2.5 miles, and 
features a bandwidth of 5001 MHz. 

A unique Auto - Tracking Adjt.tment System insures 
uninterrupted operation even from the tops of 
buildings prone to sway and vibration to provide 
continuous, high quality communications. 

A built -in "video camera" feEture automatically 
sets -up the bi- directional -IS-40B Heads. 

See us at NAB Booth 39338 

The CA -3CN Transceiver Control urit provides a 
maximum of 4 channels of video (3 channels of audio) 
plus 2 channels for intercom, so \ideo can be sent 
back and forth from on point _o another, with full 
communications and enhancec production values. 

As live broadcasting becomes an ncreasingly 
important requirement for news, sports and special 
events coverage, broaccasters cal benefit from 
Canobeam's unique acvantages. 

For more information on Canobeam 
please cEll Canon's Broadcast Division 
at 1- 800 -321 -4388. 

C/INOBEAM 

DISCOVER CANOBEAM'S 
ADVANTAGES: 

Fast Set -Up. Go On -Air 
Within Minutes. 

Free -Up Valuable 
Microwave Channels. 

License -Free 
Operation. 

Canon 
N'cbsitc @ lmQ://mmn:rrsn.cnnnn.conr 
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PRODUCTION By Terry Skelton 

In TV audio, "surround sound" has be- 
come common. Many homes are equipped 
to receive it, most movies and many corn- 
mercials are mixed in it, and if your broad- 
cast facility is stereo -capable, (Multichan- 
nel Television Sound [MTS]- equipped), 
you're at least passing it through. If you are 
doing stereo origination, then 
you are probably creating sur- 
round sound, if only by accident. 

This is all possible because to- 
day's surround sound is an ana- 
log, backward -compatible 4 -2 -4 
matrix system. That means that 
four channels of audio are encod- 
ed onto two by the sum- and -dif- 
ference and quadrature techniques 
referred to as Dolby Surround. 

The encoded 2- channel signal 
can pass through any reasonably 
high -fidelity stereo transmission 
path or storage medium, including 
the MTS TV audio system. The 
end user can hear the signal through 
monaural or stereo reproduction 
or if a surround -sound matrix de- 
coder is available, the four original 
audio channels can be recovered 
with reasonable faithfulness. 

Original surround -sound de- 
coders did a marginal job recre- 
ating the original four channels, 
but most of today's decoders are 
equipped with steering logic, 
which uses proprietary techniques 
to provide more accurate extrac- 
tion of the four input channels from the 2- 
channel transmission or storage medium. 
This kind of adaptive decoder is generally 
marketed under the Dolby Pro Logic trade- 
mark. Most of these newer decoders can 
also derive a subwoofer feed from the audio 
signal, for extending low- frequency repro- 
duction. 

The convention for use of these four chan- 
nels in television and film -audio surround - 
sound mixing is: left, center and right chan- 
nels are placed in an arc in front of the viewer, 
with the center speaker placed as close as 
possible to the center of the screen. The fourth 

Handling multichannel audio 

channel - the "surround" channel - is fed 
to two or more speakers placed symmetrical- 
ly on either side or slightly behind the viewer. 
(See Figure 1.) Dialog is usually directed to 
only the center channel, while music and 
ambiance/audience sound is fed in stereo to 
the left and right channels. The surround 
channel is driven sparingly, typically with 
reverberation or ambient effects, plus the 
occasional discrete sound effect that is in- 
tended to be localized "off- stage." 

This basic system (Dolby Stereo) has been in 
use on optical soundtracks in the motion 
picture industry for years. It's not a perfect 
system, however, and mixing for surround is 

ideally performed by monitoring through a 
decoder to hear how it will sound to the 
surround -equipped end user. 

compatibility of the audio program. 
You should also be able to activate only 

one speaker at a time in the surround mode 
for troubleshooting. The speakers should 
be fed from a high -quality decoder that also 
provides a subwoofer output. If your main 
speakers aren't flat to 20Hz, then a sub - 
woofer is recommended. 

Surround -sound programs 
With care, any stereo console can be used 

to produce good stereo and surround. Any 
audio source that is phase- matched between 
left and right channels, such as mono or 
coincident -stereo microphone signals, is 
going to be directed to the front speakers. 

Moving a stereo mic pair apart from a 
coincident position will develop surround 

information, as will the mixing 
of multiple coincident pairs and 
the exaggeration of S- levels in 
M -S microphone setups. You 
have to do this by trial and error 
while looking at an X -Y oscillo- 
scope and listening to the decoder. 

Stereo music or stereo effects 
from CDs will often contain some 
L/R phase differences and, there- 
fore, some part of that material 
will be sent to the surround speak- 
ers. You don't have much control 
over that, except to make it mono 
during post -production. 

Phase differences caused by de- 
lay and reverb devices can also be 
used to create surround effects. 
Be careful not to distract with too 
much surround audio. The sur- 
round matrix's phasing arrange- 
ment dictates that any audio di- 
rected exclusively to the surround 
channel will not be heard by 
mono listeners. 

Alternatively, you can install a 
surround -sound encoder and feed 
it from four mix buses on your 
console. This will give you more 

control over where you want to place the 
audio. You must still monitor through the 
decoder in order to get the surround mix 
right - and continue to check for stereo and 
mono compatibility. 

On the horizon is ATV with its 5.1 chan- 
nels of discrete (non-matrixed) digital sound, 
using another Dolby system called AC -3 or 
Dolby Digital. (See "Audio for Widescreen," 
February 1996.) Installing matrix surround 
in your facility can improve your audio, for 
mono, stereo and surround listeners. 

Figure 1. A suggested control room plan for surround -sound monitoring. 
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Monitoring surround sound 
A properly setup surround -sound moni- 

tor system is critical for the production and 
master control room. This should consist of 
three high -quality matched speakers in an 
L, C, R configuration in front of the opera- 
tor, and either dipole or conventional speak- 
ers located on either side of the operator, 
placed about six feet above the floor. Mon- 
itor controls should allow the operator to 
easily switch to a mono sum signal from 
only the center speaker and stereo from only 
the left and right speakers, in order to fre- 
quently evaluate 2- channel stereo and mono 

Terry Skelton is an audio consultant and trainer based in Bucks 
County, PA. 
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BECAUSE SOME OF YOUR 

EQUIPMENT IS DIGITAL 

AND SOME OF IT ISN'T. 

Americas 1 -SO1- 575 -3507 Erra ,r /4Ercca /Middic East 44-1635-52.1939 
Asia /Pacific 852 -28E8 -1993 it ,0tsci.corn lit- p. /'www.utsci_com 

At Utah Scientific, we recognize that you 

need to approach the digital future one 

step at a time. That's why we designed the 

UTAH -300 routing switcher. The UTAH - 

300 handles analog, digital or both in the 

same frame. Combine this with our new 

SC -3 Control System and you have 

a routing system that's powerful and flexible 

enough to take on today's realities while 

preparing you for tomorrow's challenges. 

That means you can upgrade to a digital 

routing system without retiring your 

equipment prematurely. It means you 

have the assurance the UTAH -300 solution 

will be there to provide the switching and 

control requirements of the future. 

Utah SC -3 Control System 

Analog and digital in the same frame 

Backward compatibility 

Windows programming screens 

Open control protocols 

Ethernet control port 
Third party control capability 

Two level tie line option 

RealTime Su'itchTm 

Call your Utah Scientific representative 

at 1- 800 -246 -6744 ext. 5016 for your 

free UTAH -300 Planning Book. 

The UTAH -300. So advanced it 

actually works with your old stuff. 

u n 
A UTAH SCIENTIFIC 
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INTERACTIVE By Steven M. Blumenfeld and Mark Dillon 

Remember those pictures of a '40s family 
cozied 'round that big mahogany radio? 
Whether listening to the stock market crash 
or a baseball game, everyone in the house 
was hearing the same thing at the same time 
in the same place. Socially, 'S0s and '60s 
television was radio with pictures - thus, 
watching the Kennedy assassination or Ed 
Sullivan, everyone in the house watched the 
same thing at the same time. Not any more. 
Our individual media contact is more per- 
sonalized and spread out across time and 
place. In many ways, our world seems to be 
splintering, with broadcast media becom- 
ing more and more like the electronic equiv- 
alent of the railroads. 

The location we choose is our first interac- 
tion with media - and depending upon 
where we go, things will get more, or less, 
interactive. There are four household ven- 
ues for information and entertainment, each 
dominated by a specific media type: 
1. The TV room (linear television); 
2. The home office (personal computer); 
3. The kids' video game room (video game 
console); and 
4. On the road (wireless devices). 

TV room 

Occupancy: 2 or more 
Distribution: Broadcast/ cable TV/ 
satellite 

Interactive level: Low 

Though the headcount is lower, television 
is still a social event that presumes more 
than just one person is in front of the screen. 
If you have any doubt about how much of 
a social event this is, just recall all of those 
remote -control jokes. (The gravity of this 
humor has been ignored by the evangelists 
of interactive television.) The interactive 
options available at home today (pause, 
step frame, slow motion) with discs and 
tape are seldom used - except when the 
phone rings or the refrigerator calls. 

As long as more than one person is in- 
volved, interactivity in the TV room will be 
restricted mostly to decisions about which 
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Is our world splintering or coming together? 

linear program to watch, not interactive 
shopping, banking or getting stock market 
quotes. Video on demand (VOD) is no more 
interactive than VHS tape - just slicker. 

Home office 

Occupancy: 1 

Distribution: CD -ROMs and on -line 
services 

Interactive level: High 

It's not just for spreadsheets any more. The 
multipurpose multimedia home PC is per- 
haps the greatest threat to TV viewership. 
PC owners spend lots of time doing the 
things that interactive TV proponents say 
will happen with ITV - financial planning, 
shopping and games. In reality, these are 
individual activities that require confidenti- 
ality, high- resolution images, complex text 
and X -Y input devices that are not practical 
in front of a television. They are accom- 
plished faster and easier on a computer. 

On -line services provide a communica- 
tions capability beyond what television 
can offer and different from the telephone. 
E -mail, bulletin boards and chat rooms 
have created whole new behavior patterns 
for many Americans. And in a turning of the 
tables, which should frighten John Malone 
and every other centralized broadcaster, such 
activities cause the user of content to simul- 
taneously become the creator of content. (It 
is estimated that 60% of the on -line traffic 
is in this kind of E- mail -chat content.) 

Video game room 

Occupancy: 1 to 2 

Distribution: Game cartridges, CD- 
ROMs, on -line services 

Interactive level: Extremely high 

The fact that video games are increasingly 
realistic and media -intensive is specifically 
the reason why they do not belong in the TV 
room. Do you want the combat sound 
effects of a modern video game pumped 
through your 100W per channel surround 
sound 35 -inch television? Not if you're a 
parent. (If you're single and living alone, 
maybe.) 

Games require either a game console and 
an old 15- to 21 -inch television or a PC. The 
difference here is not so much the physical 
location, but the demographics. Between 
3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m., the PC may be 
operated by 14 year olds and considered the 
game room. After 8:00 p.m. it becomes the 
domain of adults and reverts to its home 
office status. 

Today, most games are distributed on read - 
only media, although multiplayer games 
have already come on -line. Like other on- 
line activities, the user now becomes the 
content developer. This is not limited to 
playing games, but creating them. Many 
CD -ROM games have "game editors" that 
allow a player to create new levels, charac- 
ters or weapons. 

On the road 

Occupancy: 1 

Distribution: Modem, cellular networks 
and pager systems 

Interactive level: High 

Beepers and pagers have increasing at- 
tractiveness as personalized broadcast me- 
dia. Sports scores, stock market quotes and 
even the UV index are now available from 
a pager that's built into your watch. Infor- 
mation that you could only find in the 
newspaper or television on a delayed basis 
is now instantaneously available on your 
wrist. (Dick Tracy, are you listening ?) 

The first entity to fully comprehend the 
opportunity of these multiple media and 
take advantage of them (instead of perceiv- 
ing them as a threat) was ESPN. Besides 
operating one of the most successful cable 
TV services, ESPN licenses video games 
and CD -ROMs. ESPN's web site is the 
most popular in the world, and now you 
can get instant sports scores with its pager 
service. Eventually, ESPN may embed In- 
ternet data into the broadcast signal to 
provide TV viewers with more in -depth 
and real -time information about the broad- 
cast product. 

The social nature of the venues for infor- 
mation and entertainment have a tremen- 
dous technological and economic impact 
on those of us in the business of distribut- 
ing products into the American house- 
hold. With so many options, -he viability 
of any one media is largely based on how 
well it competes with another media for 
eyeball time (a.k.a. mindspace). Televi- 
sion is competing with computer games 
and the Internet. You decide - which 
ones are growing and whic ones are 
shrinking? 

Steven Blumenfeld is vice president of technology and studio 
operations, and Mark Dillon is vice president, on -line services, with 
GTE, Carlsbad, CA. 

READER 
FEEDBACK 

CompuServe: 74672, 3124 
Internet: be@intertec.com 
FAXback: 913/967-1905 
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"Nope. No way. Forget it. 
This Instant Replay is mine:" 

Hey, we understand. After all, Instant Replay puts 

1,000 of his favorite noises right in front of him - 
ready for instant playback. No other audio player 

makes it so easy to be spontaneous and creative. It's 

fast, it's easy and it's fun. 

Check it out. One Instant Replay can store 

up to 16 hours of stereo sound. That's 16 hours of 

sound effects, spots, promos, even entire songs - anything - and you can play any of them back 

instantly just by pressing one of 50 Hot -Keys! 

There's no need for a computer and no need for 

training. It's self- contained and it works right out 

of the box - just push the buttons and go! 

To prove how 

Instant Replay 

can make your 

station better, you can Test Drive one 

with no obligation! Call us now for free 

overnight delivery of your Test Drive 

unit. And like Rick Dees, once you get 

your hands on Instant Replay you 

won't want to give it back either. 

Try Instant Replay Free! 

Call 818-991-0360 

Transfer one cut or one 
thousand between machines 

using the D -NET high -speed 
digital audio network. 

Print hard copy lists of all 
stored cuts so you always 

know what's where! 

Store up to 16 hours 
of CD- quality digital 

audio on Instant Replay's 
internal hard disk. 

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO 

5321 Sterling Center Drive Westlake Village, CA 91361 

(818) 991 -0360 fax (818) 991 -1360 http: / /www.360systems.com 

If you're a call -letter station, you can try Instant Replay for 10 days with no obligation. If you decide to buy Instant Replay, well make 
arrangements through one of our authorized dealers. Offer good in the continental US only. Offer expires December 31, 1996. 

'Suggested retail prices: $2995 for 4 hours of storage; $3495 for 8 hours of storage and $3995 for 16 hours of storage. 
360 Systems Instant Replay is a registered trademark of 360 Systems. 01996 360 Systems. 
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ATV UPDATE By Louis Libin 

The first FCC action on the digital second 
channel for DTV (digital television or high - 
definition television) was on advanced TV 
policy. The second action was the unani- 
mous commission recommendation of the 
advanced TV transmission standard. Now 
the FCC is working on the third action and 
will soon submit for public comment a 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the chan- 
nel allotments and assignments. 

The allocation of a second channel will 
allow every TV station to introduce a DTV 
broadcast service while maintaining its cur- 
rent NTSC broadcast service. In the future, 
the FCC plans to withdraw the current 
NTSC licenses so that stations will be re- 
quired to broadcast only the DTV service. 
When the DTV broadcast service is intro- 
duced, the relative advantages of stations 
could change. The FCC has announced the 
intention to allocate only UHF channels for 
DTV. All channels will be equally accessible 
on the DTV receiver and most DTV chan- 
nels should have coverage comparable to 
their NTSC population coverage. 

The channel assignment table 
By now, you have seen at least one pro- 

posed, specific DTV channel assignment 
table. Generally, the first column in these 
tables provides each existing VHF and UHF 
TV station with a DTV channel specifically 
paired with the NTSC so that it will best 
match the existing population coverage and 
service area contours. This approach is 
known as the "pairing" approach. Without 
the pairing approach, there is little chance 
that a station will obtain a DTV assignment 
that is technically suited to cover its existing 
service area. 

A more random assignment approach 
would create substantially more interfer- 
ence to NTSC service and could exaggerate 
existing coverage disparities among stations. 
At first, the FCC was reluctant to adopt the 
pairing approach because it feared broad- 
caster in- fighting. In January 1995, more 
than 100 broadcasting organizations under 
the auspices of the Broadcasters Caucus and 
MSTV together filed comments proposing a 
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The genesis of the DTV channel assignments 

channel assignment plan. Since then, indus- 
try responses have been muted. The major- 
ity of broadcasters agreed that the Caucus 
plan was substantially better than the orig- 
inal assignment plan of random community 
pools of channels based on geographical 
spacing. The FCC is expected to issue its 
own allotment/assignment table this sum- 
mer for public comment. 

The new FCC channel 
assignment table 

The newly released FCC channel assign- 
ments will be analyzed carefully for their 
NTSC paired station replication. One of the 
primary driving forces behind the FCC DTV 
assignments is spectrum reclamation, the 
"giving back" of the previously reserved 
broadcasters' spectrum for auction and use 
by another service. The FCC proposal may 
reclaim 138MHz of spectrum nationwide. 
This translates into 23 channels, each 6MHz 
wide. 

The FCC claims that there is no substan- 
tial increase in interference in spite of the 
spectrum reclamation. The plan may call 
for the upper UHF spectrum to be reclaimed, 
as well as the VHF spectrum Channels 2 -6. 
A number of issues still remain open: 

1. The differences in propagation between 
VHF and UHF have not been fully explored 
to determine exact replication. There are 
those who claim that UHF broadcasting is 

only reliable as a line -of -site service. On the 
other hand, recent experiments have shown 
that UHF signals can be captured many 
miles past the radio horizon. In addition, a 
higher tower pushes the signal further and 
raising the amount of transmitted energy 
often breaks through the radio horizon, 
even at the higher frequencies. Bear in mind 
that UHF technology is dramatically im- 
proving. 

The new mode of thought is since all 
DTV is new, there will be no UHF stigma. 
Typically, VHF reception indoors with no 
outdoor antenna is poor. The noise level is 
high because of all of the appliances and 
electrical equipment in and out of the typi- 
cal home. For outdoor reception, VHF will 
still outperform UHF; but with maximum 
facilities and good transmitting equipment 
and with a good, clean signal from studios, 

UHF comes close. If the indus_rN pushes for 
minimum receiver specifications for DTV 
reception, DTV will have good service reli- 
ability. 
2. Adjacent -channel issues must still be re- 
solved prior to full station implementation. 
Only full power adjacent -channel testing 
will tell us for sure how well the system can 
withstand the various adjacent- channel 
operations scenarios. For example, do sta- 
tions have to be exactly co-located or is 
nearby co- location sufficient for interfer- 
ence -free operation? 
3. The cornerstone of the Broadcasters Cau- 
cus/MSTV assignment plan has always been 
the replication of existing population served 
and the service area. The exact replication 
figures will have to be studied as the digital 
service is rolled out. The differences posed 
by the channel numbers, your new assign- 
ment vs. your market competitors, can, in 
most cases, be mitigated by new technolo- 
gies and your own facility implementation. 
4. There must be a mechanism for facility 
changes built into the system. Some stations 
may desire a move, a minor modification in 
power or even a change in their assigned 
channel number. The Caucus model recog- 
nizes the need for fine -tuning the plan on a 
local basis to accommodate stations that 
cannot co- locate or ones that wish to move 
their facilities or desire any other facility 
changes. Even channel changes between sta- 
tions are possible if the result is not addition- 
al interference to another station. It is under- 
stood that in congested markets, these sta- 
tion changes become more complicated, 
because they would, by necessity, involve 
other stations changing channels, as well. In 
all likelihood, an industry committee will be 
formed to develop guidelines for pre- and 
post- adoption facility changes. 

How to read? 
It is vitally important that in your com- 

ments to the FCC, you, as a broadcaster 
agree with the basic allotment/assignment 
principles adopted by the commission. Should 
the FCC plan not be wholly embraced by the 
broadcasters at large, the entire D V allot - 
ment/assignment process could be knocked 
off track and broadcasters could find them- 
selves in an auction process. 

NTSC POPULATION SERVED (000s) SERV T ÁREA 

-TATION Ch# h# NTSC NEW IX* DTV NTSC NEW IX* DTV 

WWW 11 ;` - 2,410 0.0% 2,417 44,450% 45,468 

An example of a comparative analysis needed for each new Assignment Table. 
" Note: New IX is new percentage interference into the existing NTSC population or service area contour. 
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Hard Disk. Easy Choice. 
Who Says You Can't Buy Experience? 

_.MO. A disk system is just another 
piece of computer hardware - 
until you add the decades of 

broadcast experience that only Odetics offers. 
Broadcast expertise makes the SpotBank' from 
Odetics your most flexible, cost -effective, and 
dead -on reliable choice in on -air disk systems. 

Actually a complete family of format - 
independent disk automation systems, 
SpotBank integrates network sources, programs 
and spots as well as tags and other still images 
for single and multi -channel applications. It has 

all the features you need: 
Control of up to 24 devices -digital disks, 

VTRs, and a variety of switchers 

Director of Sales Northeast Southeast 
Bill Keegan George Anderson Emerson Ray 

(714) 774-2200 (6C9) 953-9101 (813) 960-0853 

RAID3 disk controller provides redundancy 
to protect against data loss 

MicroSpot' option for easy news replay 
Interfaces for all popular traffic systems 

MediaPrep' software automates dubbing 
new spots to disk 
Four playlists on one screen allows 

single operator control 
Smart management of disk storage prevents 
fragmentation 

So don't compromise on your bottom line. 

Odetics knows disk technology as well as we 

know broadcast. That equals an easy choice for 

you. 
Call today to (800) 243 -2001. 

Odetics 
Broadcast 

® ODETICS 1995 9671 
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New directions in 
transmitter design 
Like everything else in television 
today, the future is digital. 

The technical challenges facing transmitter design engineers over the decades since television 
became commonplace have not changed significantly. Those challenges - not insignificant 
by any stretch of the imagination - focused on higher power, higher operating frequencies, 
reduced transmission artifacts and greater overall efficiency. These design goals, however, 
often work against one another. For example, higher operating frequency can usually be 
achieved only at the expense of maximum available power, and improvements in transmis- 
sion band flatness are usually at the expense of- operating efficiency, for a given active device. 

All of the accomplishments that have been made over the years to improve these parameters 
have dealt with the same basic waveform within the same basic bandwidth (the changes from 
monochrome to color notwithstanding). We are poised now, however, on the brink of a 

technology change that will forever alter the way TV stations do business. I am speaking, of 
course, about digital HDTV. Broadcasters can argue over likely timetables for implementation 
of HDTV or multicasting or whatever happens to finally emerge as the practical application of 
the Grand Alliance system. The fact, however, remains that this change will occur. That being 

the case, we will examine some of the fundamentals of digital 
transmission and how those principles dictate the hardware 
that we will be shopping for in the coming years. 

It is important to understand that digital transmission 
systems for the near -term future include much more than 
just HDTV. Applications for the TV industry include 
satellite relay, STL and microwave point -to- point. The 
benefits of digital systems over analog are well- document- 
ed, and any number of techniques may be used to accom- 
plish a given task. It is important, therefore, to have some 
familiarity with the basic digital coding techniques in use 
today. 

The Bottom Line: 
The FCC has approved the Grand Alli- 
ance system, and although timetables still 
must be set, ATV is now official. Broad- 
casters who have put off making plans 
until the FCC decided must now act. New 
transmitters will be required for the new 
channels in almost every case. As always, 
choosing a transmitter is a decision with 
long -term consequences. Making the 
correct choice can be critical to future 
success. An understanding of the technol- 
ogy involved can make this difficult 
decision easier, and in the long run, easier 
to live with. 

ductor device. MOSFETs were 
equipment was practical. 

Having said that, it is certainly true that semiconductors enjoy a long list of attributes that 
are desirable by station owners and operators, including: 

Low voltage operation, which reduces the chances of arcing and provides certain benefits 
from the standpoint of power supply design. 

Graceful degradation capability through redundant design, as required to achieve the 

In a vacuum 
Conventional logic dictates that a digital system is - by 

definition - a solid -state system, to the exclusion of 
vacuum tubes. With regard to logic, control, signal genera- 
tion and signal- processing circuits, the conventional logic is 

quite correct. With regard to high -power transmission equip- 
ment, however, I would be willing to argue the point. 
MOSFETs are proportional switches. Tetrodes are propor- 
tional switches. Klystrons are proportional switches. There 
is nothing intrinsically digital about an amplifying semicon- 

used in analog transmitters long before digital transmission 
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By Jerry Whitaker 

This Gates (Harris) BT- 
1300L color transmitter was 
state -of -the -art in 1977. It 
used solid -state aural and vi- 

sual exciters and tetrodes for 
the PA section. Contrast the 
old design with an example 
ofmodern transmitter design, 
the Harris SigmaCD ATV 
series released at this year's 
NAB. 

Q / IN es 
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New directions in transmitter design 

desired operating power. 
Simplified cooling requirements. 
Semiconductors lend themselves to more 

efficient circuit configurations, albeit at the 
expense of system complexity. 

The purpose of this article is not to debate 
the relative benefits of tubes vs. transistors. 
That topic has been addressed in great detail 
in the past. Suffice it to say, however, that a 
discussion of digital transmission and the 
devices required to achieve that transmis- 
sion at high frequencies and power levels are 
two different subjects. 

Digital modulation 
Digital modulation is necessary before dig- 

ital data can be transmitted through a chan- 
nel, be it a satellite link or HDTV. Modula- 
tion is the process of varying some attribute 
of a carrier waveform as a function of the 
input intelligence to be transmitted. At- 
tributes that can be varied include amplitude, 
frequency and phase. In the case of digital 
modulation, the message sequence is a stream 
of digits, typically of binary value. hi the 
simplest case, parameter variation is on a 
symbol -by- symbol basis; no memory is in- 
volved. Carrier parameters that can be varied 
under this scenario include the following: 

Amplitude, resulting in amplitude -shift 
keying (ASK); 

Frequency, resulting in frequency -shift 
keying (FSK); 

Phase, resulting in phase -shift key- 
ing (PSK.) 

So- called higher -order modulation 
schemes impose memory over several 
symbol periods. Such modulation 
techniques can be classified as binary 
or M -ary, depending on whether one 

make up an M -ary word. 
Another classification for dig- 

ital modulation is coherent vs. 
noncoherent, depending upon 
whether a reference carrier at 
the receiver coherent with the 
received carrier is required for 
demodulation (the coherent 
case) or not (the noncoherent 
case). In situations where it is 

difficult to maintain phase sta- 
bility, for example in channels 
subject to fading, it is useful to 
employ a modulation scheme 
that does not require the acqui- 
sition of a reference signal at the 
receiver, which is phase coher- 
ent with the received carrier. ASK 
and FSK are two modulation 
techniques that lend themselves 
well to noncoherent detection. Receivers for 
detection of ASK and FSK noncoherently 
are shown in Figure 1. There is one other 
binary modulation technique that is - in a 

sense - noncoherent: differentially coher- 
ent PSK (DPSK). With DPSK, the phase of 
the preceding bit interval is used as a refer- 
ence for the current bit interval. This tech- 
nique depends on the channel being suffi- 
ciently stable so that phase changes result- 
ing from channel perturbations from a giv- 
en bit interval to the succeeding one are 
inconsequential. It also depends on there 
being a known phase relationship from one 

A 500W amplifier module based on silicon carbide, Westinghouse 
showed an ATV transmitter based on these products at NAB 96. 

to the opposite state in the encoded message 
sequence. A "1" is encoded as no change of 
state. Using these rules, it can be seen that 
the encoded sequence shown in the table 
results. 

QPSK 
Consider the case of an MPSK signal where 

M = 4, commonly referred to as quad - 
riphase -shift keying (QPSK) This common 
modulation technique uses four signals in 
the signal set distinguished by four phases 
90° apart. For the case of an MASK signal 
where M = 4, a quadrature -amplitude -shift 

keying (QASK) condition results. 
With QASK, the phase and ampli- 
tude of the carrier take on a set of 
values in one -to -one correspondence 
with the digital data to be transmit- 
ted. 

Message sequence 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Encoded sequence 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

Transmitted phase radians 0 0 ar 0 0 0 0 Tr 

Table 1. Example of the differential encoding process. 

of two possible signals or M > 2 signals per 
signaling interval can be sent. Binary signal- 
ing may be defined as any signaling scheme 
where the number of possible signals sent 
during any given signaling interval is two. 
M -ary signaling, on the other hand, is a 
signaling system where the number of pos- 
sible signals sent during any given signaling 
interval is M. For the case of M -ary modu- 
lation when the source digits are binary, it is 
clear that several bits must be grouped to 

bit interval to the next. This requirement is 

ensured by differentially encoding the bits 
before phase modulation at the transmitter. 
Differential encoding is illustrated in Table 
1. An arbitrary reference bit is chosen to 
start the process. In the table, a "1" has been 
chosen. For each bit of the encoded se- 
quence, the present bit is used as the refer- 
ence for the following bit in the sequence. A 
"1" in the message sequence is encoded as a 
transition from the state of the reference bit 

(a) 

RECEIVED 

SIGNAL BANDPASS i 

FILTER 

RECEIVED 

SIGNAL 

(b) 

BANDPASS 

FILTER 

' 

BANDPASS 
FILTER 

ENVELOPE 

DETECTOR 
-. THRESHOLD DECISION 

r°"1 THRESHOLD DECISION 

Figure 1. Block diagrams of receivers for noncoherent detection of binary signals: (a) ASK, (b) FSK. 
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Several variations of QPSK have 
been developed to meet specific operational 
requirements. One such scheme is referred 
to as offset QPSK (OQPSK). This format is 
produced by allowing only ±40° phase 
changes in a QPSK format. Furthermore, 
the phase changes can take place at multi- 
ples of a half- symbol interval or a bit period. 
The reason for limiting phase changes to 
±90° is to prevent the large envelope devia- 
tions that occur when QPSK is filtered to 
limit sidelobe power, and then the regrowth 
of the sidelobes after amplitude limiting is 

used to produce a constant -envelope signal. 
This condition is often encountered in satel- 
lite systems where, because of power effi- 
ciency considerations, hard limiting repeat- 
ers are used. 

Another modulation technique closely re- 
lated to QPSK and OQPSK is minimum 
shift keying (MSK). MSK is produced from 
OQPSK by weighting the in -phase and 
quadrature components of the baseband 
OQPSK signal with half -sinusoids. The 
phase changes linearly over a bit interval. As 
with OQPSK, the goal of MSK is tc produce 
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BULLETPROOF 
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Looking for a broadcast 
server to get you on air today - 

and keep you there? You should give the 
HP MediaStream broadast sewer a shot. 
Our bulletproof architecture is engineered 
to maximize dependability today. And 
minimize problems adapting to a changing 
industry. A single server provides 6 channels 
and nearly 50 hours of storage. And HP 
servers can be easily networked - 
allowing you to add even more channels 
and storage as you go. Plus, our open - 
systems approach ensures compatibility 
with a wide variety of tLird -party 
hardware and software vendors. 
Combine all that with HPs 24 -hour service 
and support, and you're looking at the 
most reliable server money can buy. 

But don't, just take our word for _t. Ask the 

©1996 Hewlett -Packard Co. TMVID61 î /BE 

engineers at KCRA in Sacramento Or MTV 
Europe in the U.K. Because from Arizona 
to South Africa, broadcasters arcund the 
world count on HP's broadcast sewer 
every day. And it hasn't let them down. 

It's engineered to meet your broadcast 
needs well into the future. But at $100,000, 
it's priced to fit your budget today. 

For free product literature with more 
information, call 1-800- FOR- HPl'V, 
Ext. 1632 today. You'll find out what 
HP's broadcast server can bring to your 
station, both now and in the future. 
If you're looking to invest in a sewer 
you can count on, take a look at the 
HP MediaStream broadcast server. Then 
give it your best shot. 

There is a Nettar way. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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Nothing like it had ever been done before. Ir just fourteen 

months, Sony created an entire 200 -channel direct -to -home 

satellite broadcast center for DIRECTV,® America's largest 

direct broadcasting service. One of our toughest problems was 

the automation and transmission of commercials, promos and 

programs over all those channels. Highly complex interactions 

of constantly changing schedules, resource and material avail- 

ability complicated our job. But we solved the problem, and 

we put everything we leamed into our new 8100 Multichannel 

Transmission System, especially designed for today's-and 

tomorrow's - multichannel and multiple storage environment. 

You can start by buying only the size you need - 

now because expansion is simple and incremental. The 

8100 system facilitates the integration of new and existing 

technologies, allowing you to mix tape (your Liorary 

Management Systemm multicassette system, for example) 

and HDD storage for a more cost -effective solution. 

Dynamic allocation of resources provides automated, cost - 

effective redundancy. Spares automatically switch into any 

failed channel. You can program predetermined fallback plans 

for automated replacement of missing material. You even 

have the option of telling the system to protect your 

01996 Sony Electronics lac. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony and Library Management System are trademark& of Sony 
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primary channels at the expense of a secondary channel. 

Purpose -built User Inte -face too s simplify the presen- 

tation of complex multichannel iiformat on to the operator. 

Highly configurable GUI's gi ve unprecedented control of 

the information flow. And cur Dn -line help will even offer 

suggested corrective action=. 

Whether you start wits oie charnel or hundreds, let 

Sony make your migration into the multichannel environ- 

ment as easy as possible. Ca I us at I- 800 -635 -SONY, 

extension 8100 to learn mcre. We'll simplify at least 

one part of your complex wo-Id. SONY 

DIRECN is a registered trademark of DIRECN Inc., a unit of Hughes Electronics Corporation. 

What we did was 

take a 14 -month 

crash course 

in 200 -channel 

commercial 

automation. 

What we learned 

was how to make 

your job easier. 
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RF COMPONENTS 
Transmission Line 
Rigid /Heliax 
Waveguide 
Filters /Combiners 
UHF /VHF 

TY ANTENNAS 
UHF LPTV 
VHF Dual mode 

FM ANTENNAS 
Sidemounts 
Panels 
Combined Systems 

1111, 
L A hen 
You Want More 
Than Just An 
Antenna 

PANEL ANTENNAS 
FM UHF VHF 

I A /Ars 
111 r4r II- irI v 

M a d e in U S A s i n c e 1 9 5 4 

JAMPRO ANTENNAS /RF SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 292880 

Sacramento, CA 95829 USA 
Phone (916) 383 -1177 Fax (916) 383 -1182 

Web address: http://www.broadcast.net/jampro/ 
E -Mail: jampro@ns.net 
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New directions in transmitter design 

The new Advantage ATV transmitter from Comark is designed specifically 
around the requirements of the Grand Alliance digital standard. 

a modulated signal with a spectrum of reduced sidelobe power; and 
one that behaves well when filtered and limited. Many different 
forms of MSK have been proposed and investigated over the years. 

A modulation scheme related to 8 -PSK is 1r /4- differential QPSK 
(n/4- DQPSK). This technique is essentially an 8 -PSK format with 
differential encoding where, from a given phase state, only specified 
phase shifts of ± -rr /4 or ± 37r/4 are allowed. 

Continuous phase modulation (CPM) comprises a host of modu- 
lation schemes. These formats employ continuous phase trajectories 
over one or more symbols to get from one phase to the next in 
response in input changes. CPM schemes are employed in an attempt 
to simultaneously improve power and bandwidth efficiency. 

Signal analysis 
The ideal choice of a modulation technique depends on many 

factors. Two of the most basic are the bandwidth efficiency and 
power efficiency. These parameters are defined as follows: 

Bandwidth efficiency is the ratio of the bit rate to tie bandwidth 
occupied for a digital modulation scheme. Technically, it is dimen- 
sionless, but for convenience is usually given with the dimensions of 
bits /second/hertz. 

Power efficiency is the energy- per -bit over the noise power spectral 
density (Et/No) required to provide a given probability of bit error 
for a digital modulation scheme. 

Computation of these parameters is beyond the scope of this article. 
Interested readers are directed to Ziemer 1996 for a detailed discus- 
sion of performance parameters. 

Error correction coding 
Digital modulation schemes in their basic form have dependency 

between signaling elements over only one signaling d:vision. There 
are advantages, however, to providing memory over several signal- 
ing elements from the standpoint of error correction. Historically, 
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By Dane E. Ericksen, P.E., ( SRI , ( I l 

A review of IOT 
performance 
The pros and 
cons of IOTs. 

The Bottom Line: 
UHF TV stations, as 
well as all broadcasters, 
are under constant 
pressure to operate their 
transmitting facility as 
efficiently as possible. 
With the adoption of a 
rulemaking by the FCC 
on May 9, advanced 
television (ATV) 
operations using the 
Grand Alliance system 
are now close enough 
for broadcasters to 
consider building their 
second -channel ATV 
facility. This article will 
review the performance 
of inductive output 
tubes (IOTs) and 
address some of the 
tube's advantages and 
disadvantages. S 

The IOT has been around for about five years. 
It was first developed as a means of gaining 
better efficiency than was available from 
klystrons. The IOT uses a control grid to im- 
prove the tube efficiency while still maintaining 
the high power -handling capability and long 
tube life benefits of klystrons. Modern -day IOTs 
have gone through several design iterations and 
can be considered a mature and proven design, 

Above photo: Air -cooled digital IOT next to a 20kW/ 
2kW air -cooled IOT system. 
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with a track record to provide reliable estimates of 
tube life and operating costs. Several important 
aspects of the modern -day IOT, such as the EEV 
model I0T7360, will now be explored. 

Power consumption 
Overall power consumption for a modern -day 

common -mode UHF transmitter is typically 1.35W 
WITH prime input power per watt of peak visual 
sync, with 10% aural power and a 50% average 
picture level. Thus, for a typical 2 -IOT 60kW peak 
visual NTSC common -mode UHF transmitter, the 
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Professional Audio/Video Products 
800.551.4567 509.926.6000 FAX 509.926.8915 E-mail: pro-a/v@telect.com 

http://www.telect.com 
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Nothing added. Nothing masked. The most precise 
analysis possible. That's what 
Asaca /ShibaSoku monitors and test 
instruments offer. 

ShibaSoku monitors provide 
incomparably precise image 

reproduction -with the highest color aid 
luminance fidelity available anywhere. Their remar<able 
durability means less downtime and lower maintenance 
costs in the long run. 

ShibaSoku's 40 year tradition cf 
accuracy is also reflected in a wide 
range of superior test instruments. 
That's why leading electronics makers 
;choose Asaca /ShibaSoku equipment as the standard by 
which to measure their own products' performance. 

For true transparency, unparalleled 
accuracy, and the most precise analysis, 

look to Asaca /ShibaSoku. The clear choic 

/ 1.7/ \U 1J A ShihaSok 
ASACA/SHJSASOKU CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

THE TRUE MEASURE OF PERFO 3MANCE 

12509 BEATRICE STREET. LOS ANGELES. CA 900E6 
TEL: (310) 827 -7144 FAX- (310) 306 -1382 
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New directions in transmitter design 

the first way this was accomplished was to encode data by adding 
redundant symbols for error correction, and then use the encoded 
symbol stream to modulate the carrier. The ratio of information 
symbols to total encoded symbols is referred to as the code rate. At 
the receiver, demodulation is accomplished followed by decoding. 

The drawback to this approach is that redundant symbols are added, 
requiring a larger transmission bandwidth, assuming the same data 
throughput. However, the resulting signal is more immune to channel- 
induced errors resulting from - among other things - a marginal 
signal -to -noise ratio for the channel. The end result is a coding gain for 
the system, coding gain being defined as the ratio of the signal -to -noise 
ratios without and with coding. 

There are two widely used coding methods: 

1. Block coding is a scheme that encodes the information symbols 
block -by -block by adding a fixed number of error correction 
symbols to a fixed block length of information symbols. 

2. Convolutional coding is a scheme that encodes a sliding window 
of information symbols by means of a shift register and two or more 
modulo -2 adders for the bits in the shift register that are sampled to 
produce the encoded output. 

While an examination of these coding methods is beyond the 
scope of this article, it is important to note that coding used in 
conjunction with modulation always expands the required trans- 
mission bandwidth by the inverse of the code rate, assuming the 

There is nothing intrinsically 
digital about an amplifying 

semiconductor device. 

overall bit rate is kept constant. In other words, the power 
efficiency goes up, but the bandwidth efficiency goes down with 
the use of a well- designed code. Certain techniques have been 
developed to overcome this limitation, including trellis -coded 
modulation (TCM), which is designed to simultaneously conserve 
power and bandwidth. 

Toward the future 
We have merely scratched the surface of digital transmission 

principles. Readers are encouraged to explore the subject in more 
detail as the era of digital HDTV transmission nears. As in analog 
modulation schemes, digital techniques are based on a few funda- 
mental principles, as outlined here. 

It is tempting to view a digital transmission system as a black box 
and ignore what really goes on inside the box. However, as you begin 
installing, integrating and maintaining such equipment, the black 
box approach shows its pitfalls rather quickly. Like everything else in 
electronics, the more you understand about the underlying technol- 
ogy, the easier it is to capitalize on that technology. 

References: 
Peterson, R., Ziemer, R., and Borth, D., 1995.Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications, Prentice - 

Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 

Sklar, B., 1988. Digital Communications: Fundamentals and Applications, Prentice -Hall, Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ. 

Ungerboeck, G., 1987. "Trellis-coded Modulation with Redundant Signal Sets," Parts I and II, IEEE Comm. 
Mag., Vol 25 (Feb.), pgs. 5 -11 and 12-21. 

Ziemer, R., 1996. "Digital Modulation," The Electronics Handbook, Chapter 86, J.C. Whitaker ed., CRC 

Press, Boca Raton, FL. 

Ziemer, R., and Tranter, W., 1995. Principles o(Communications: Systems, Modulation, and Noise, 4th 

ed., Wiley, New York. 
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Where do we go after 44 years of 

leadership in television test and measurement? 

Here. And here. 

Our all new MTS100 MPEG Transport Stream Test System is the 
first instrument of its kind, integrating creation, generation and 

analysis of MPEG -2 transport streams. 

Year after year since 1952, the 

test instruments used to create 

an industry have come from 

Tektronix. This year is clearly 

no exception. 

For 525 or 625 line standards, for digital and analog 

formats, and even for the latest MPEG -2 compressed 

video and audio, only Tektronix continues to deliver all 

the design and manufacturing test solutions you need for 

today's evolving worldwide television technologies. 

Multi format analog and digital test signal generation, plus a 
modular, expandable architecture, enable the new TG2000 to 

meet today's needs as well as future requirements. 

Our two latest instruments - the MTS100 MPEG 

Transport Stream Test System and TG2000 Signal 

Generation Platform - will help TV test engineers take 

analog and digital television to the next level. 

Wherever you're going in the world of television, 

Tektronix instruments will be there. Year after year. 

For information on Tektronix communications test 

solutions, just call 800 -426 -2200. (When prompted, press 

"3" and ask for program 455.) Or, find us on the Web at 

http://www.tek.com/mbd/w455 

TESTING THE CHANGING WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS 

01995 Tektronix Inc. VAA.TVTSTI -01 
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IKEGAMI/AVID'S DIGITAL DISK CAMERAS... 

BE READY 
FOR ANYTHING. 

Dead footage can be your worse nightmare. You anticipate, 
record and then discover the shot was missed.. too late. 

RetroLoop solves this dilemma. "etroLoop captures the 

moments before and the moments after the action begins. 
Simply set the record mode in coitinuous loops of 10 
to 60 seconds. When the qction cegins, hit the record 
trigger and you've got the .'hole Story including the 

"footage" contained in the loops recorded just p -ior 

to pushing the record trigger. 

Ikegami's Digital Disk Cameras combine 
camera know -how with Acid's disk -based 
recording and non -linear Editing Software. 

No dead footage, you'll get the shot and be 

ready to air the finished story mead of the 

competition. Pictures are re,corcel digitally 
on a removable Field Pak -This revolutionary 
non -linear recording technique allows instant 
editing back at your facility, or e,\.en in the field 
with the built -in editing cajabilrties. 

These remarkable tapeless cameras are available in two 
models. The DNS-11 with F T CCDs, and the DNS -101 
with IT CCDs. 

Ikegami's Digital Disk Cameras: Be Ready For Anything. 
For fLrther information contcct 
an Ike,gami Regional 
Sales Office. 

DIGITAL DISK. CAMERA NEW FRONTIERS AWAIT 
Ikegami Eectronics (U.S.A.), Inc. 37 Brode Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607 East Coast: (201; 368.9171 

West Coast: (310) 534-0050 southeast: (954) 735 -2203 Southwest: (214) 869 .2363 Midwest: (708; 834 -9774 

RetroLoop aner FieldPak are trademarks of Avid Tecinology, Inc 
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A review of IOT performance 

prime input power requirement would be 
expected to be around 81kW. This is a far 
cry from 1960 -vintage klystron transmit- 
ters, which typically would have required 
more than 200kW of prime input power to 
achieve this same peak visual output power. 

Tube life 
Expected Weibul tube life for an IOT is in 

excess of 35,000 hours. The Weibul life is 

the lifetime where one standard deviation 
(1 - e-'), or 63%, of the devices will have 
failed. This is based on more than 300 IOT- 
equipped sockets with an estimated four 
million cumulative operating hours. Includ- 
ed in this universe of all EEV IOTs are 28 
tubes with more than 20,000 hours; of 
these, 20 tubes have more than 25,000 
hours; and of these, five tubes have more 
than 25,000 hours. 

The average hours to failure excluding 
infant -mortality failures (failures of tubes 
with less than 1,000 hours of operating 
time) are now in excess of 21,000. If infant - 
mortality failures are excluded, the average 
life figure increases to almost 29,000 hours. 
Infant -mortality tube failures are, of course, 
handled under the manufacturer's warranty 
program and are replaced at no charge to the 
customer. Therefore, the higher average life 
figure that accrues when infant -mortality 
failures are excluded is a more realistic esti- 
mate of the tube life a customer can expect to 
actually obtain. 

The success of the IOT is further indicated 
by the fact that more than 100 IOT -based 
transmitters are either being installed or 
contracted for. This is not to say that the 
IOT didn't have its teething problems. Early 
IOTs suffered from premature tube failures, 
but this problem was rectified in 1993 by a 
radical redesign of the cathode/grid struc- 
ture. Early IOTs also had input cavity prob- 
lems, but this has again been rectified by 
design changes. EEV has now almost com- 
pleted its program to retrofit transmitters 
with early -style cavities at no cost to sta- 
tions with the old -style tubes. 

A sample of 231 60kW EEV IOTs manu- 
factured after mid -1993 shows an average 
life of more than 42,000 hours including 
infant -mortality failures, and an average 
life of more than 58,000 hours excluding 
infant -mortality failures. For 40kW IOTs, 
again manufactured after mid -1993, but 
based on a smaller sample of 63 tubes, the 
average hours per failure and average hours 
per failure excluding infant -mortalities num- 
bers are greater than 22,000 hours and 
greater than 42,000 hours, respectively. It 
is, therefore, conceivable that the average 
lifetime of IOTs will ultimately approach 
the 40,000- to 50,000 -hour life of klystron 
tubes. 

The average life of all EEV -manufactured 
IOTs, regardless of manufacturing date or 
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power level and including infant -mortality 
failures, is in excess of 10,000 hours. 

Cooling methods 
IOTs can be air or liquid cooled. For 

liquid- cooled tubes, either pure water or a 
50 -50 mixture of water and glycol can be 
used. This gives flexibility to the transmitter 
manufacturer and to the TV station pur- 
chasing the transmitter. 

Distortion products 
High -powered tubes are nonlinear, and 

nonlinear devices generate distortion prod- 
ucts. When the visual, chroma and aural 
signals are intentionally combined in a single 
tube (or pairs of tubes), the transmitter manu- 
facturer is faced with the challenges of 
controlling out -of -band intermodulation 
products at 4.5MHz below the visual car- 

efficiency advantages of not requiring a ded- 
icated aural tube and cabinet, and do not 
need a large and expensive diplexer to com- 
bine the visual and aural signals. 

VSWR resilience 
An IOT will typically deliver full perfor- 

mance for voltage standing wave ratios 
(VSWRs) of 1.1:1 or better, and will not 
sustain damage for VSWRs as poor as 1.5:1. 
This tolerance to less than optimum loads 
means that transmission line or antenna 
problems are less likely to cause tube dam- 
age than for other types of tubes that are 
more sensitive to poor line matches. 

Maintenance issues 
An advantage of IOTs over tetrodes or 

Diacrodes is that the IOT has a laser -cut 
graphite grid placed about 0.5mm from, 

INPUT CAVITY 

FOCUS COIL 

COOLING AIR 
INLET 

PRIMARY 
OUTPUT CAVITY 

FOCUS COIL 

OUTPUT 
COUPLER 

COUPLING 
"DOOR KNOB" 

IOT OUTPUT 
CERAMIC 

SECONDARY 
OUTPUT 
CAVITY 

IOT 
COLLECTOR 

Cross -section view of IOT tube. 

rier and 9MHz above the visual carrier. The 
manufacturer is also faced with controlling 
in -band intermodulation products, such as 
the 920kHz chroma -aural beat and H sync 
spurs cross -modulating the aural signal. 

Common -mode transmitters employing 
IOTs now have an established track record 
of being able to control these distortion 
products through the use of visual and aural 
correction circuits and high- powered band - 
pass filters. Indeed, some common -mode IOT- 
based transmitters have demonstrated per- 
formance characteristics rivaling that previ- 
ously only attainable using diplexed trans- 
mitters. However, they have all the cost and 

and co- spherical with, the cathode. This 
grid need only be excited with a few hun- 
dred watts of input power. RF power ex- 
traction takes place some distance away in 
the output cavity. Thus, the two critical 
processes of a power tube, cathode action 
and beam modulation and RF power ex- 
traction, are physically separated. 

By contrast, this is not the case for tetrodes 
or Diacrodes. The operating region of a 
UHF tetrode consists of a cylindrical cath- 
ode surrounded by a cylindrical grid, closed 
at one end, which in turn is surrounded by 
a second cylindrical grid, also closed at one 
end. The Diacrode internal construction is 
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No matter where you are on earth, or wiat you do, there is one thing you can count cn: Sennheiser Wireless. It del vers the most natural and transparent 

sound ever transmitted. Phase - locked locp (Pii) frecuency synthesis orovides frequen:y agility and stability, so that you can easily adjust your equipment 

to local RF conditions. Advanced transmi-ter battery management systems evan allow remote status indication. Anc, our HiDynplus noise reduction system 

yields tremendous sigral -to -noise ratios. Only Sennhe ser offers real- ime computer monitoring and remote control of all receiver functions. 

Only Sennheiser provides service facilities worldwi ie. Free yourself with confidence. Coun- on Sennheiser. 

aF Wireless Systems 

7j®ErdI%IHEIZER 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987 OLD LYME, CT 06371 TEL: 203- 434 -9190 FAX: 203-434-1759 
CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100 BURBANK, CA 91505 TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140 

MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, COL. NARVARTE, 03600 MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO - TEL: (5) -605 -7686 FAX: (5)- 605 -6473 
CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTI- _LAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 - TEL: 514- 426 -3013 FAX: 514- 426 -3953 
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C11996 Matsushita Electric Corporation of America 
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April 9th, 1996. News is made 

as Panasonic's DVCPRO hits the 

streets. Time Warner's revolution- 

ary 24 -hour news channel, NY1, 

converts its entire operation to 

DVCPRO. By equipping its 26 news 

correspondents with DVCPRO digi- 

tal camcorders, NY1 has changed 

the face of newsgathering forever. 

Lightweight Panasonic DVCPRO 

camcorders are perfectly suited for 

the station's pioneering videojour- 

ralist concept, which helps NY1 

deliver its round- the -clock cover- 

age of New York news, politics and 

sports. 

DVCPRO camcorders and VTRs 

eiable NY1 "to achieve the highest 

gJality acquisition while significantly 

Icwering operating costs." (NY1's 

own words) 

For fast and first coverage of 

what's breaking in New York, view- 

ers turn to NY1. 

For their breakthrough to broad- 

cast digital technology, NY1 turns to 

Panasonic. 

,-.t-::.; 

Official Broadcast Equipment Supphe, of the 1996 Olympic Games 

0; 
us USC 380 

Panasonic 
Broadcast &Television Systems Company 
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A review of IOT performance 

even more complex. The separation be- 
tween the grids and cathode must be main- 
tained at around 0.5mm everywhere in or- 
der to preserve acceptable characteristics at 
UHF. Thus, cathode action, modulation 
and RF power extraction all take place in 
the same relatively small volume. As a con- 
sequence, high reactive currents flow in the 
anode -to- screen grid capacitance and heat 
up the screen grid and its support. Thermal 
and electrical stresses are consequently higher 
than in the IOT. 

A consequence of the UHF tetrode and 
Diacrode construction is that the screen grid 
must be water cooled at the 40kW to 
60kW peak visual power levels con- 
sidered here. Lower -powered UHF 
tetrodes with air -cooled screen grids 
have not been able to demonstrate 
long lives. Due to high thermal and 
electrical stresses, tetrodes tend to fail 
suddenly, whereas natural IOT end - 
of -life is expected to emulate TV 
klystron end -of -life characteristics, 
where loss of cathode emission causes 
a gradual loss of output power, thus 
providing plenty of warning for 
planned maintenance. 

IOT disadvantages 
To be balanced, one must also ad- 

dress some IOT disadvantages in 
comparison to a tetrode or Diacrode. 
First, plate voltages are much higher. 
A tetrode or Diacrode is happy with 
plate voltages of less than 10kV, where- 
as an IOT needs a beam supply volt- 
age of 28kV to 33kV. For convention- 
al power supplies, this means more 
stored energy that must be dissipated 
if the high voltage must be momen- 
tarily interrupted to quench an inter- 
nal tube arc. This was not necessary for 
klystrons, which the IOT was designed to 
replace, because the vacuum volume of a 
klystron was sufficiently large to not be 
degraded by gases released during a high 
energy discharge. However, for the smaller 
vacuum volume of an IOT, a high energy 
discharge can significantly degrade the tube's 
vacuum, at least on a short -term basis, and 
the tube manufacturer, therefore, requires a 
protective circuit. 

A tetrode or Diacrode has no need of a 

brute -force "crowbar" switch to extinguish 
internal arcs that might occur. This is due to 
the smaller stored energy in a 10kV power 
supply as compared to a 30kV power sup- 
ply. A Diacrode costs approximately 
$29,000 and only one is needed for a 60kW 
transmitter, compared to approximately 
$38,000 each for IOTs, and two such tubes 
are needed to achieve 60kW. Finally, al- 
though the life of an IOT can be expected to 
be double that of a tetrode or Diacrode, 
when the time comes to change an IOT, it 

will require between one and two man - 
hours, compared to probably less than half 
a man -hour for a tetrode or Diacrode. 

Operating costs 
Of course, tube cost per se is largely irrel- 

evant when attempting to determine the 
overall cost over a 20 -year lifetime. What 
counts is the total calculus of tube cost, tube 
life and overall transmitter efficiency. As- 
suming a 20- hours -per -day operating sched- 
ule and a conservative 30,000 -hour tube 
life, over a 20 -year period the IOT tube cost 
can be projected at $380k and the power 

by) transmitter and the appropriate plumb- 
ing to switch to that standby transmitter or 
whether the station, for whatever reasons, 
must make do with just a single transmitter. 

In that regard, a related issue is tube warm - 
up time. Although tube replacement time 
for a tetrode or Diacrode is shorter than for 
an IOT, a new tetrode or Diacrode needs 
blackheat filament voltage applied at least 
10 minutes prior to other voltages, and then 
the full filament voltage must be gradually 
and linearly ramped up over a three -minute 
period, for a total warm -up time of 13 
minutes. By comparison, IOTs and their 

related crowbar thyratrons have a five - 
minute warm -up time. 

SO kW/5 kWIOTsystem (left), anda 30kW /3 kW air-cooled 
system on the right. 
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cost at $1,064k (at nine cents per kilowatt- 
hour), for a total cost of $1,444k or about 
$7.29 per hour for power and about $9.89 
per hour for total cost (power + tube capital- 
ization). Thus, power costs rather than tube 
costs is the most significant factor. 

Redundancy advantage 
of a two -tube transmitter 

There is one consideration that is hard to 
put a dollar value on - the inherent redun- 
dancy of a two -tube IOT common -mode 
transmitter compared to a single -tube com- 
mon -mode transmitter. For the case of a 
60kW two -tube IOT transmitter, loss of one 
tube causes power to be reduced to a still 
respectable 30kW. For a single -tube Diac- 
rode transmitter, loss of the tube means 
reducing power to the 2.5kW available from 
the driver stage. Or, in other words, the 
differences in a short -term "hit" caused by 
a tube failure is 3dB vs. 14dB. Whether this 
is a critical factor depends on whether the 
TV station already has an auxiliary (stand- 

ATV conversion advantage 
of a two -tube transmitter 

A two -tube 60kW IOT common - 
mode transmitter has the potential 
advantage over a single -tube 60kW 
Diacrode common -mode transmitter 
in that with two tubes, the TV station 
has the option to temporarily create 
two transmitters: one tube transmit- 
ting conventional NTSC, and the oth- 
er tube transmitting Grand Alliance 
ATV. Furthermore, at the end of the 
ATV conversion period, when the 
NTSC channel must be returned to 
the FCC, a two -tube transmitter again 
has the potential to either be restored 
to a higher -power ATV transmitter, 
or, more likely, to be converted to a 
main and alternate -main two -ATV 
transmitter configuration. 

IOT Summary 
Whether IOTs or other high- powered 

UHF RF generators, such as tetrodes, 
Diacrodes, or even emerging-technol - 

ogy high- temperature Silicon -Carbide sol- 
id -state final RF stages, represent the best 
overall choice for an individual TV station 
will have to remain a case -by -case evalua- 
tion of the pros and cons of each of these 
technologies. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
the IOT will have a well -established place 
for high -powered UHF TV transmitters for 
many years to come. 

Dane E. Ericksen is with Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting 
Engineers, San Francisco. 

Editor's note: Diacrode is a registered trademark of Thomson Tubes 
Électroniques. 

READER 
FEEDBACK 

CompuServe: 74672,3124 
Internet: be @intertec.com 
FAXback: 913/967 -1905 
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`l'he World Leader 
in UHF TV Transmitters. 

Yesterday. Today. And especially tomorrow. 
As ATV approaches, who's setting the pace in UHF transmitters? The same company that's led the way for 

the past 10 years -Comark. 
In 1986, we invented the first IOT amplifier. In 1988, we placed the first IOT into full -time service. 

And over the past three years, we've supplied the overwhelming majority of IOT transmitters worldwide. 

We've also been at the center of ATV research and development from the very beginning. In 1992, Comark 

had the first digital ATV transmitter on the air at WETA in Washington, DC and was selected to provide the 

transmitter to the Grand Alliance for full system field testing. 

But it's just the beginning. Comark is the first manufacturer to introduce a transmitter designed specifical- 

ly around the requirements of the Grand Alliance digital standard. A system engineered from the ground up, it 

will set new technical standards as well as provide ease of use, simple maintenance and no- hassle installation. 

So before you plan your ATV strategy, team up with the 

company that's set the standard for transmitter innovation 1 COMARK Winner ford 
Engineering 

and excellence for over a decade -Comark. Excellence 

500 Horizon Drive, Suite 503 Chalfont, PA 18914 
For more information, call us today at (215) 822-0777. TEL: (215)822 -0777 FAX: (215) 822 -9129 

® 1996 Comark Communications, Inc. 
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By Thomas G. Crowder, AIA, NCARB 

Maximizing 
vertical 
real estate 
ATV conversion will 
require some major 
changes at the 
transmitter site. 

The Bottom Line: _ 
The need to add a 

second (ATV) transmis- 
sion facility will cause 
many stations to out- 
grow their current tower 
and/or transmitter 
building. Yet, construc- 
tion of new towers is 
not looked upon with 
great favor in many 
communities. The 
efficiency of multi -use 
towers will, therefore, 
become more valuable. 
Broadcasters can exploit 
this efficiency to new 
extremes using some 
innovative transmission 
facility designs. Excess 
capacity can also be 
included for additional 
future revenue from 
leasing. $ 

The need to maximize "vertical real estate" has 
never been as important as it is now with broad- 
casters beginning to plan for the transition from 
NTSC to ATV. Central to the decision process is 

the broadcast tower and whether it will support 
additional loads imposed by a new transmission 
line and antenna(s) for ATV, new design and 
government standards and insurance factors. 

For the duration of the simulcast period, exist- 
ing towers will need to support at least two signals 
or broadcasters will have to look elsewhere to 
either construct a new single or co -op (multista- 
tion) transmitter site or evaluate leasing options. 
As this change occurs, many larger broadcasting 
companies and vertical real- estate developers will 
be looking at providing new multistation towers 
and facilities. 

Adding to your present tower 
Adding a new antenna and transmission line to 

an existing tower first requires a structural analy- 
sis to determine if the existing tower can support 
the additional equipment loads. Armed with the 
results of this analysis, a broadcaster can make 
decisions on future directions, generally by choos- 
ing from one of the following three options: 

Option 1: The tower's structural capacity will 
support the new ATV transmission line(s) and 
antenna(s), allowing installation to proceed. In 
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this situation, little or no alteration will be required 
to the existing tower. 

Option 2: One or more of the tower components 
will be overstressed by the new transmission hard- 
ware, so the tower must be reinforced to accept the 
additional equipment loads. In this situation, struc- 
tural modifications are necessary, requiring addi- 
tional time and expense before installation of the 
additional ATV transmission line(s) and antenna(s) 
can proceed. 

Option 3: Addition of new ATV transmission 
line(s) and antenna(s) will compromise the structur- 
al integrity of the tower to a point that necessary 
reinforcement would be cost -prohibitive or beyond 
good engineering judgment. In this situation the 
only possibility is to construct or lease a new trans- 
mitter site. 

Regardless of which option you will be faced with, 
the cost associated with this change causes all broad- 
casters to look toward maximizing their vertical 
real- estate assets. The advent of cellular telephony 
and personal communication systems (PCS) has 
caused many municipalities nationwide to tighten 
their zoning restrictions, and in some cases, to deny 

Above photo: The Auburn transmitter site near Raleigh, 
NC. (Photo by Jim Sink, Artech, Raleigh, NC.) 
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Fingertip control: With its intuitive 
graphic user interlace anA 
tauch sensitive screen, 
The UVA184 is very easy In use. 

a~ 

Working 
on the Edge 

2M2 

The DVA184 Video BitAlyzer 1 
is the digital video engineer's toolbox 

Introducing the first all in one digital video analyzer. 

Offering in one great product features of an oscillo- 
scope, waveform monitor, jitter spectrum analyzer, 

logic analyzer, Error Detection and Handling (EDH) 

monitor, format analyzer, and test pattern generator 

that will perform complete serial link and format 

tests. For use in designing, manufacturing, and 

maintenance of digital video equipment. 

ML!Nw. 1 Ü 

DVA184 Video BitAlyzer Features 
Jitter FFT and Histogram 

Multi- format Compatibility: 
360 Mb /sec - 525 and 625 4:2:2, 16x9 
270 Mb /sec - 525 and 625 4:2:2 
143 Mb /sec - 525 4A, 

Automatic Edge Measurements 

Test Pattern Generator (up to 100 Frames) 

EDH Monitoring and Insertion 

Bit Error Insertion 

Jitter Insertion 

0. NOKIA 

wI__ 

.3,, 

gialini 
=MEE =MEOW --- 

M11111111-1 
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ome people say digital 

acquisition 
will never catch an 

The new BVP -550 camera and DVW -250 

VTR provide 2 -hour recording for added fle 

4:2:2 digital field production, expanding R ä 

bilities of the one -piece D 

INGJIAL ELtTRONIC 
GINENAT.GRAYNY 
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Digital Betacam® acquisition offers new 

creative options in television and movie 

production. More and more directors and 

cinematographers are seeing for themselves that 

shooting digital is a creative breakthrough - one 

that can lend a unique style and look to their 

projects. Use it for an entire program, or for 

shooting inserts to be used in conjunction with 

film. Either way, 4:2:2 digital origination gives 

you detail you just can't capture on analog video. 

Rich colors, higher picture sharpness and a more 

extended dynamic range than film transfers. 

You get high production values at a 

lower cost than shooting film. For indepen- 

dent filmmakers whose budgets dictate the use of 

16mm and Super 16mm film, this camcorder and 

portable cameraNTR combination offers new 

and innovative production values -at a lower cost 

than shooting film. And 4:2:2 digital transferred 

to 35mm film rivals the quality of 16mm and 

Super 16mm blown up to 35mm for theatrical 

release. Digital masters ensure the highest 

© 1996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. 
Sony and Betacam are trademarks of Sony. 

picture quality and extend the shelf life of 

your television programming investment. 

Program libraries are becoming broadcasters' 

most valuable assets - and 4:2:2 Digital Betacam 

is the best source material for protecting them. 

It also gives you a cost -effective bridge from 

today's post -production world of Betacam SP. 

It's clearer than ever that digital is here. And its 

name is Sony. For more information, and a com- 

plete list of DVW -700, BVP -550 and DVW -250 

rental houses, call 1- 800 -635 -SONY, ext. DEC. 

SONY 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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g vertical real estate 

erection of new cellular telephone and two - 
way radio communications towers. 

With this in mind, even if your present 
tower can accommodate the new ATV trans- 
mission line(s) and antenna(s), how can you 
further maximize your tower's earning po- 
tential? How can you further increase your 
tower's earning potential after the simulcast- 
ing period has ended? Whether you'll be 
adding ATV to your present tower or a new 
site, try to provide the capacity for future 
tenant expansion and rental income during 
your analysis and design processes. 

Your present 
transmitter facility 

After evaluating your present tower's ca- 
pacity for expansion, you should turn your 
view toward your present transmitter build- 
ing. Should you find that your present tower 
is capable of supporting your existing NTSC 
and new ATV transmission line(s) and 
antenna(s), a UHF station will then face the 
additional question of whether to simulcast 
both signals at reduced power on its present 
transmitter or invest in a new ATV transmit- 
ter to simulcast both signals at full power. 

If you decide to simulcast through your 
present UHF transmitter; you must analyze 
the feasibility of adding a new diplexer or RF 
unit within your existing facility. More than 
likely, space is already at a premium, and this 
may require you to expand your present 
facility. 

If market share and coverage issues drive 
your decision to simulcast at full power, or 
you are presently a VHF station, you're even 
more likely to require a transmitter building 
expansion or new facility to accommodate 
the new transmitter. Of course, if your tower 
analysis proves it necessary to construct a 
new tower; these issues are moot - you will 
have to build a new tower and transmitter 
building or arrange to lease equivalent space 
from another party. 

Why multistation sites? 
What makes a multistation site advanta- 

geous? The first answer is a minimizing of 
your capital investment. Whether building a 

co -op facility with other broadcasters in your 
market or leasing from a vertical real- estate 
developer, your initial investment will be 
dramatically reduced along with future main- 
tenance costs. 

The resistance to new communications tow- 
ers concurrent with the growing demand for 
new wireless communications services from 
consumers makes multistation sites even more 
attractive. Besides sharing the cost of the site's 
most expensive components - land and the 
tower structure - many other amenities can 
be shared, in use and cost. Examples include 
access drives, emergency generators, storm 
water systems, water /waste infrastructure, 
power to the site and ice protection. 
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Revisiting an early 
multistation site 

One example of a successful multistation 
site is the Auburn transmitter; located just 
southeast of Raleigh, NC. (See "Building an 
Award- Winning Transmitter Site," March 
1993.) This project was a collaborative effort 
of Capitol Broadcasting Company (WRAL- 
TV and WRAL -FM) and Durham Life Broad- 
casting (WPFT -TV and WQDR -FM), after 
both owners' 2,000 -foot towers collapsed 
during an ice storm on Dec. 10, 1989. With 
two of the three 32 ADI network affiliates 
serving eastern North Carolina off the air; 

both companies scrambled to make temporary 
arrangements to resume broadcasting. 

Once that was accomplished, the compa- 
nies wanted to get back to full power as soon 
as possible. By combining their financial 
resources, both operations aligned to form 
the Auburn Tower Partnership. Still shaken 
by the recent collapse of their towers, a 723 - 
ton, 12- foot -face triangular "supertower" 
was designed, from which both companies 
would broadcast their TV and FM stations, 
along with the provision for future addition- 
al capacity. 

At their new site, one VHF station (WRAL), 
one UHF station (WPTF) and two FM sta- 
tions (WRAL -FM and WQDR -FM) are all 
housed in a single building, with all four 
stations sharing a common ice bridge. In 
addition, two -way radio equipment rental 
spaces were constructed under the ice bridge 
between the building and the tower. With 
their combined resources, these two broad- 
casters were able to construct one of the 
world's heaviest towers and a revolutionary, 
low- maintenance building at less cost and in 

less time than if they had chose to construct 
separate facilities. 

In revisiting the site today, the rental spaces 
are fully occupied (one tenant is a low -power 

TV station). The Durham Life Broadcasting 
stations, WPTF -TV (now WRDC -TV) and 
WQDR -FM have been sold, and their trans- 
mitters remain on site. At the base of the 
tower; a small telecommunications building 
has been added for a major cellular and two - 
way radio tenant. Capitol Broadcasting Com- 
pany, under an LMA, has added a second 
UHF station, WRAZ (Channel 50). A new 
building was added to house WRAZ's trans- 
mitter. The new facility runs perpendicular to 
the existing building, yet 80% of the new 
station's transmission line runs protected 
under the existing roof's ice -protection sys- 

tem and ice bridge. 
Out of an icy tragedy came the cooperation 

and entrepreneurial vision of two market 
competitors. The product of this effort, the 
Auburn transmitter site, has paid (and will 
continue to pay) many dividends to the part- 
nership. Regarding the site's potential future, 
Capitol Broadcasting recently announced 
that it will soon inaugurate WRAL -HD, 
which may well be the first station in the 
country to broadcast high- definition televi- 
sion to its viewers. 

An innovative design 
With more than eight years of research, 

including the Auburn Transmitter site, the 
design firm ARCHITEKTUR of Raleigh, 
NC, produced and copyrighted an innova- 
tive design for transmitter sites. By clustering 
the transmitter buildings around the base of 
the tower, this plan accommodates one, two 
or three broadcast companies' transmitters 
on one combined ice bridge. (See Figure 1.) 

Tower capacity allowing, up to three of these 
triplex facilities can be sited at the base of one 
tower. This new design is economical and fast 
to construct, yet takes advantage of the de- 
signer's earlier innovations in the use of steel 
ice protection. (See "Transmission Technolo- 
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Figure 1. Floor plan of prototypical multistation transmitter building. (Design and dra wing01994 Thomas 
G. Crowder, AIA, ARCHITEKTUR.) 
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Acrodyne's New Diacrode® High Power UHF 
Television Transmitter Is On The Rise. 

Introducing Our New Single Tube 40kW-60kW System. High Efficiency With High Reliability. 

If you're considering a new 40kW to 60kW UHF television makes it an excellent choice today and ideal for future digital 

transmitter, Aerodyne has exciting news! The success of our broadcasting. Water -cooled tetrodes have routinely exceed - 

tetrode equipped water -cooled transmitters from 10kW to ed 20,000 hours of life. The Diacrode, constructed of the 

30kW output has spurred the development and introduction same grid material and similar, yet improved cooling system, 

of a new transmitter featuring a Diacrode® (double- a will meet and exceed these life times. 

ended tetrode) capable of producing up to 60kW in If you have concerns over the reliability of other 

common amplification using just one tube. high efficiency transmitters, or their complexity, 

Our high efficiency tetrode transmitters perform 
The New TH 680 Diacrode 

or their cost to operate, consider the Acrodyne alter - 

superbly and are the lowest cost transmitters to Higb Prnwr Thbe natives- Diacrode and tetrode transmitters. All 

operate and maintain. The tetrode is the most linear UHF Acrodyne high power transmitters are built and fully tested 

amplifying device type and, combined with our high -end at our factory in Blue Bell, 

O TR Series exciter and "super linear" solid state driver, Pennsylvania. 
More Power To You . 

C 1995 Aerodyne Industries, Inc. All rights reserved 

Aerodyne Industries, Inc. 516 Township Line Road, Blue Bell, Pennsylvania 19422 Phone: 800 -523 -2596 / (215) 542 -7000 Fax: (215) 540 -5837 
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YEAH 
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The best digital equipment desen ._ 
than just a table. It deserves Digit II Desk -. 

You invest a lot in digital equipment to give your graphics the I 

little more you can put it on a good -looking Digital Desk design 
multimedia equipment. But there's more than just good looks. 
designed for operator comfort and efficiency, ideal for both line 
systems. If you're serious about your work, get a serious w 
Winsted Digital Desk. Choose from a wide range of multimedia 

FREE CATALOG ... CALL OR 

800 -559 -66! 

10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55438 
Fax: 612 -944 -1546 Web site: www.winsted.com email: racks 

Preferred by Professionals Worldh 
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Maximizing vertical real estate 

gy," January 1996.) 
In this design, the ice bridge is an integral 

part of the building structure. For the first 
three to five bays from the tower face, all 
three broadcasters share the same ice bridge 
and its associated cost. Much like in a multi - 
tenant office building, common areas and 
utilities, such as toilet facilities (located in a 
common vestibule on the ground level) and 
its associated expenses for water and dis- 
charge of sewer are all shared by the co -op. 
To further enhance earning potential, broad- 
casters and vertical real -estate developers can 
provide two -way and telecommunications 
rental equipment spaces in the building, as 
well as on the tower. 

As a way to convenience broadcasters in 
constructing new single or multistation sites, 
Kline Towers of Columbia, SC, and AR- 
CHITEKTUR announced at NAB 96 that 
they have joined forces to help provide broad- 
casters a turnkey transmitter -site solution. 
This arrangement can potentially provide 
sites complete with tower, antennas, trans- 
mission lines and transmitter buildings, all 
with multistation capabilities that provide 
reduced coordination, time and cost. With 
the inevitable onslaught of ATV conversion 
in the near future, this prototypical facility 
design and site -delivery package can help 
ease the delays and cost associated with 
coordinating multiple designers and vendors 
for construction of their new sites. 

The road ahead 
In the post simulcast period, many sta- 

tions may have NTSC transmission facili- 
ties (towers and transmitter buildings) to 
dispose of. With the new telecommunica- 
tions legislation, FM -radio station groups 
are potential buyers, especially for VHF 
sites where shorter transmission lines exist. 
Cellular, PCS and advanced two -way radio 
companies also will become attractive ten- 
ants or potential buyers. 

Most broadcast companies have not been 
faced with building transmitter sites in the 
recent past. Many existing sites have been in 
operation for 30 years or more. As ATV 
conversion and its associated costs come 
closer to reality, broadcasters must address 
the many options at hand. Potential earn- 
ings for broadcasters from their present 
towers and new multistation sites are op- 
tions that can help ease this transition. New 
designs can also reduce overall capital in- 
vestment and future maintenance costs at 
ATV transmission facilities. As these op- 
tions are researched, the maximizing of ver- 
tical real- estate values will be a required 
element in broadcasters' absorption of the 
ATV conversion's financial impact. 

Thomas G. Crowder, AIA, NCARB, is the principal in charge of design 
at ARCHITEKTUR, an architectural, planning and interiors firm in 

Raleigh, NC, which concentrates on broadcast facilities. 
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A professional 
selects equipment 
knowing there are 

no second chances. 

That's why Anton/Bauer is the first choice of 
video professionols around the world. 

lailinraiwr- 
The worldwide standard 

Anton/Bauer is the official battery support facility at the 1996 Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta. 

For [information call (203) 929-1100 or fax (203) 929-9935 
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New acquisition 
formats 
Tape Wars II. 

The Bottom Line: 
Nearly across -the -board 
support from manufac- 
turers for the DV for- 
mat, combined with 
Sony's decision to build 
VHS decks, had consum- 
ers and professionals 
hoping that tape format 
wars were over for good. 
Once again, however, 
Sony and Panasonic 
(Matsushita) have come 
out with similar, but 
incompatible, formats. 
Unfortunately, it appears 
that the tape format 
wars are back. Buyers 
are forced to choose 
between competing 
formats. They are also 
faced with the likelihood 
of having to buy ma- 
chines in each format so 
they can play back out - 
of -house tapes. $ 

Many of us remember the battle between the 
giants: Sony with Betamax, and Panasonic and 
JVC with VHS. Channels for tape rental and 
purchase in the early '70s were just being devel- 
oped. VCRs cost "bleeding- edge" consumers 
$600 -$1,200 each. Few consumers at the time 
had the money to buy more than one. On the 
shelves of the video retailer, the consumer found 
two choices - VHS and Betamax; each had its 
strengths. Betamax had better technical specifi- 
cations, but VHS offered longer playing times 
and more features. In the end, VHS won in the 
U.S. market. The Betamax machines were 
shipped south of the border and sold dirt cheap 
in the Mexican and South American markets. 

Having lost the battle for consumers, Sony 
turned toward professional video where 
Betacam(SP) has found almost universal accep- 
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tance. Panasonic's M and M -II formats found 
success difficult on the professional battlefield. 
The M format never really made it off the ground, 
although M -H continues its struggle as small pock - 

ets of resistance in an ever -widening Betacam world. 
Sony said it would never manufacture VHS decks, 

but about five years ago, the company changed its 
mind, based on VHS's popularity and the size of 
the consumer markets. For the last three years, 
work has been under way on the DV format. At 
present, more than 50 manufacturers are involved, 
and the first DV models are finding their way to 
consumers. It is possible that consumers looking to 
buy digital video equipment may not have to 
choose between competing formats, but profes- 
sionals will not be so lucky. Here is a look at what's 
available for field acquisition in today's profes- 
sional video markets. 
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A Consistent Performer 
With Definite Star Potential. 

Multiple encoding applications 
demand multiple encoding solutions. 
So we developed Argus___the network 
friendly, realtime encoding system___ 

designed for a wide range of 
professional applications. You'll find 
the cost surprisingly affordable...and 
its support of MPEG -1 SIF, MPEG -2 1/2 D -1, 

and MPEG -2 D- 1(F0E) environments practical. 

Ideal for multimedia applicatiors and corporate 
information networks, Argus also comes in an MPEG -Z 

full D-1 version for high quality broadcast applications 
like digital ad insertion and video -on- demand_ 

Argus accepts composite, Y /C, 

YUV, Serial D -1 video and inputs 
for two analog or digital (AES /EBU) 

audio channels. It supports closed 
captioning and uses the Windows 

3.51 NT graphical user interface for 
ease of operation. It's there when 

you need it...performs at a high level___ 

and applies itself in a variety of roles. 
Argus - potentially a star performer in the 

right hands...like yours_ 

ÁVeia 
The W 

esearch.. 
e Of The Future -. 

1- 813-572 -1230 http: / /www.vela.com 2501 118th Avenue North St. Petersburg, Florida 33716 
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HIGH QUALITY 
DIGITAL EDITING 
IS FINALLY WITHIN 
YOUR GRASP. 
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INTRODUCING DIGITAL -S FROM JVC. 

DIGITAL In the race to satisfy the demands 

of the digital age, JVC finishes 

first with Digital -S - the first affordable. high -quality, digital 

video recording and editing system. 

How affordable is Digital -S ? h's comparably priced to 

the lowest cost component analog system. 3ut that's where 

the similarities end. Because when it 

comes to high -end performance, 

Digital -S produces an image that is 

far superior to any analog system, 

any 4:1:1 digital format, and rivals he 

highest priced digital systems. It achieves aid sustains this 

astounding picture quality even through multi -generation 

dubbing by utilizing 4:2:2 8 -bit component processing, and 

Completing the line is the BR-D50 Player, and flexible 

BR -D51 Player with S -VHS playback. 

Wien it comes to flexibility. Digital -S reins supreme. 

For starters, Digital-S is the first and only system in its price 

range to offer video pre -read', an incredibb feature which 

enables layering and A/B roll editing with only two VTRs 

instead of three. Eq.ipped with 

RS -422A control interface, it provides 

seamless integration with computer 

editing, graphic tools, plus S -VHS 

or Betacarn systems. The system's 

BR -D51 Player 'masts S -VHS playback capability so you can 

utilize your present tape library. Plus, the [)igital-S system 

is also applicable to disk -based, non -linear editing systems 

of the future. Complete with analog 

inputs /outputs: comp(); te, Y /C, Y, R -Y, 

B -Y and XLR audio, as .veli as digital 

inputs /outputs: SMPTE 259M and 

AES /EBU, Digital -S le-_t you take advan- 

tage of maximum performance with the 

minimum amount of degradation in 

either digital or analog environments. 

Whether it's a high -mad broadcast 

environment it a budge:-conscious corpo- 

rate setting, the picture quality and afford- 

able price of Digital-S wake it the perfect 

COMPONENT DIGITAL 

a very mild 3.3:1 compression ratio that *Ids a 50Mbps data 

rate. And these technological advancements have been appliec 

equally to both acquisition and editing. For acquisition, 

Digital-S introduces the extremely versatile BR -D40 Dockable 

Recorder. For super high -end editing of tapes, you have a 

choice of two powerful Editing Recorders, tl-e BR -D85 with 

pre - read -and digital I /O, and the very ecor o_nical BR -D80. 

choice kw any application. The revolutionay Digital-S from 

JVC. %day's mist aggressively -priced, hig: -quality, digital 

recording and editing system. For more information, visit 

our Internet wet- site at http: / /www.jvc.ea /jvc/ or call 

1 -800 JVC -5825 and mention 

Product Code 187 0 . 

I' Pre-real is only avæilahlc on the RR 1)85 
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New acquisition formats 

The PanasonicAJ -D700 camcorder is one of several 
units available that allows DVCPRO recording in 
the field. 

DV and its variants 
In professional video circles, tape format 

skirmishes are about as routine as NAB. 
Every year there is another NAB, and it seems 
that every year someone announces a new 
tape format. This year was no exception. 

Starting with DV, the consumer digital vid- 
eo format, numerous manufacturers offered 
products based on the latest round of DV 
specifications. Models shown ranged from 
inexpensive consumer units to professional 
versions. 

For those unfamiliar with DV, it offers 
digital recording on 6.35mm (' /4 -inch) metal 
evaporated tape. Cassette shells come in three 
sizes -a small cassette (up to 60 minutes), a 
medium shell, not currently supported in 
consumer DV and a large shell that allows up 
to 270 minutes of recording time. The video 
signal is recorded in a 4:1:1 scheme that 
provides a 5.75MHz bandwidth for lumi- 
nance. Intraframe DCT compression is used 
to reduce the 4:1:1 data to 20% of its original 
size. The compressed digital data is then 
recorded on tape using a 10µm track pitch. 
Two 16- bit /48kHz or four 12- bit /32kHz 
channels are available for recording digital 
audio. For professionals, camcorders and 
dockable decks are available. 

DV in its original form offers at least one 
interesting feature. The smallest cassette is 

the size of a matchbox. JVC's MiniDV cam- 
corder is small enough to fit in a shirt 
pocket. A camcorder this size capable of 
producing high -quality digital images could 
revolutionize news gathering. Because this 
small camcorder is the first of its kind, it is 

likely that in the next year or two even 
smaller and lighter units will be available. 
This will make field acquisition easier, and 
in some situations, possible under a variety 
of conditions. 

A variation on DV, DVCPRO was intro- 
duced last year by Panasonic. This year, cam- 
corders and studio editors were available for 
purchase from several vendors. Panasonic 
has been given the SMPTE D -7 designation 
to begin DVCPRO standardization around 
the medium and large cassette shells and 
6.35mm metal particle tape. DVCPRO uses 
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an 181.i.m track pitch, which reduces playing 
time to 123 minutes for the large shell and 63 
minutes for the medium shell. 

At NAB, a lower -cost recorder /player and 
4x fast transfer unit were shown. For acqui- 
sition, camcorders are available from sever- 
al manufacturers. Coming soon from Pana- 
sonic is a laptop editor that allows for 
simple cuts -only editing in the field. (For 
more information, see "Special Report: 
DVCPRO," May 1996.) DVCPRO decks 
can play back (depending on model) DV 
and DVCAM tapes. 

Another variation of the DV format is 
DVCAM from Sony, introduced at NAB 
96. DVCAM makes use of a 15µm track 
pitch, which allows 180 minutes of record 

The Sony DNV -Sis a dockable recorder that can be 
used to make BetacamSX or Standard Betacam (SP) 
recordings. 

time on the large cassettes and 40 minutes on 
the small cassettes. DVCAM uses metal evap- 
orated tapes, which can be played back in 
some Sony DV consumer decks. Unique to 
Sony's tapes is a memory chip that stores 
time -code numbers for later edit sessions. 
High -speed upload/download at 4x play 
speed is also offered on some DVCAM mod- 
els. Camcorders and dockable units will be 
available later this year. At present, Sony 
decks will not play back DVCPRO tapes, 
and there have been no announcements con- 
cerning future compatibility. DVCAM, al- 
though it has applications in broadcast and 
news gathering, is not Sony's primary format 
for the task. For professional news -gathering 
applications, Sony developed BetacamSX. 

IEEE 1394 "FireWire" interfaces are 
among the features included in many of the 
units that subscribe to DV or its variations. 
Although few are available, the major man- 
ufacturers have expressed their intention to 
include the interfaces in future products. 
FireWire interface cards for computers will 
also be available in the near future. 

Is digital necessary? 
All the hoopla over the DV format and its 

variants, combined with the computer in- 
dustry's new -found fondness for digital vid- 
eo, have made it easy to miss improvements 
in current analog formats. S -VHS continues 
to thrive, and it's no surprise when you 
consider that some professional three -chip 
cameras are selling for less than $5,000. 
Analog equipment is firmly entrenched in 
facilities nationwide. It will be several years 
before many of these facilities move to dig- 
ital. Improvements in circuit design and 
signal processing have benefited not only 
digital, but analog devices, as well. 

Several new models of S -VHS equipment 
were introduced at NAB, adding consider- 
able flexibility to the format. JVC pioneered 
the VHS in the '70s and since then has 
brought several major improvements to the 
format. The first major improvement was S- 

VHS in the mid -'80s. S -VHS increased the 
luminance bandwidth to 5MHz, and with 
the help of external Y/C (S- video) connec- 
tions, managed to avoid many of the prob- 
lems associated with composite video. 

Several years ago, another improvement 
was the addition of control track time code. 
Control track time code allows tapes to be 
recorded in existing recorders and post 
striped if necessary - without tying up an 
audio track. Finally, JVC took the format 
digital with the introduction of Digital -S. 

Digital -S decks are backward compatible 
with S -VHS. Facilities that have tape libraries 
of S -VHS tapes can move to Digital -S when 
appropriate, without having to maintain older 
S -VHS equipment indefinitely. Be aware that 

The MiniDV camcorder from JVC is small enough 
to fit in a shirt pocket and can be used for digital 
recordings in a variety of locations. 
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New Digital Links" From 
Sierra Video Systems! 
You've known Sierra Video Systems as a leading supplier of analog routing 
switchers, kEyers and converters. Our Digital Links family of terminal equipment 
is your solution for digital and mixed system applications. 

Links Serial Digital Modules 
Mix up to 6 moaules in a single. 1 RU frame: 

10 Bit CCIR 601 A to D and D to A 

8 Bit Manitor D to A 
RGB +Alpha to 4:4:4:4 Serial 
4 and 12 Output DA's 
4 x 1 Switche- 

Matrix Routing Switchers 
8 x 8 to 1,024 x 1,024. Multiple control panels and RS232 control. All standard data raies. 

Mirage Image Cornposit:ng System 
8 input mini -production switch =r, 4:2:2 I/O 4:4:4:4 10 Bit internal processing, program, 
preview and HeadsUp- Vectorscope /control panel outputs. Host, Editor and SOS 
interfaces. 

Working with digital video, now or in the future? 
Link up with Sierra Video Systems. 

` 
L A 

AIIINEEN 
P.O. Box 2462 
Grass Valley CA 95945 USA 
tel: (916)478 -1000 
fax: (916)478-1105 
email: info@sierravideo.com 

Check out our new digital 
products catalog! 
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New acquisition formats 

current versions of Digital -S can- 
not playback standard VHS re- 
cordings. If your library includes 
VHS, you will have to maintain 
a machine for that format or 
bump the VHS recordings to 
another format. Digital -S uses '/ 
2 -inch metal particle tape to make 
4:2:2 component recordings. 
DCT -based intraframe compres- 
sion at a compression ratio of 
3.3:1 is used to provide a data 
rate of 50Mb /s and a recording 
time of 104 minutes on a VHS - 
sized cassette. Two 16- bit/48kHz 
individually editable audio chan- 
nels are available on current 
equipment, with two more avail- 
able within the format. Dockable recorders 
are available for field acquisition. 

Additional offerings 
Another "new" format is BetacamSX from 

Sony. Dockable recorders and camcorders 
are available. BetacamSX is somewhat com- 
patible with BetacamSP in that both for- 
mats use the same cassette shells and tape 
formulations. BetacamSX models can play 
back BetacamSP recordings, but the SX 
format is a digital format that records corn- 

The Avid/Ikegami CamCutter is one of only a few units offering digital disk 
recording in the field. 

pressed video at 18Mb /s conforming to the 
MPEG -2 4:2:2 profile at main level. Sony 
feels that the recording and compression 
scheme used in BetaSX fits neatly into future 
broadcast transmission schemes. An SX 
high -speed feeder unit allows SX recordings 
to be uploaded at 4x play speed. 

Along the lines of digital recording on a 
Betacam -compatible format, Sony also in- 
troduced a field recorder for Digital Betacam, 
the DVW -250. Panasonic added a new cam- 
corder with full playback to its D -3 product 

Discover the Optio 
Offered in Fiber 
Fiber -optic links for transmission of video, 
voice, and data, over multimode or 
single -mode fibers. 

Applications include: 
cast and professional video 

'kin +.stria flhd process control intelligent 
highway systems machinevision distance 

learning security systems CCTV and more. 

c-f ¡ber Optioni ...Light Years Ahead 
80 Orville Drive Bohemia, New York 11716 -5232 

In NY call 516.567 -8320 Toll Free 800.342 -3748 Fax 516.567 -8322 
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line and Avid/Ikegami showed its 
new and improved versions of the 
CamCutter, still the only disk -based 
camera/recorder designed for field 
use. 

With all this variety, how do 
you make an equipment choice? 
Numerous factors are involved, 
including budget, overall quality 
level, current equipment comple- 
ment and features. Today, few 
U.S. facilities have the luxury of 
starting from scratch, and most 
have the problem of dealing with 
archive footage stored on a vari- 
ety of formats. 

Analog formats, like Betacam 
and S -VHS, offer the capability 

to move to digital without having to sup- 
port additional machines solely for the pur- 
pose of archival retrieval. In the digital 
realm, only D -5 offers backward compati- 
bility to an earlier format (D -3). Playing 
back older footage, although it is impor- 
tant, in most cases will not be a primary 
factor. Unless your existing decks are ready 
for the dumpster, they should provide some 
level of service for several years, during 
which time the demand for playback will 
diminish. Additionally, facilities exist that 
maintain machines in most formats. Tapes 
can be sent out of house and dubbed to 
whatever format is necessary. 

Primary factors for choosing a new format 
must be based on your current and future 
needs rather than historical reasons. What 
direction do you intend to go in the next five 
to 10 years, and how will the new format fit 
into that? How will the acquisition format 
fit into plans for studio equipment? Several 
formats are excellent for acquisition, but 
mediocre for studio work. Others are the 
opposite, great for the studio, but useless in 
the field. Do you want to support two 
separate formats or are you willing to corn - 
promise on a single format that performs 
adequately for field and studio use? 

Although this article covers acquisition, 
once acquired, footage must be edited into 
a final product. Look carefully at how you 
intend to do your editing. Converting sig- 
nals causes degradation. Some conversions 
can be relatively clean, while others are not. 
The goal is to choose the format that offers 
the best quality cost -effectively at the end of 
the process. Whatever you do, choose care- 
fully - you may have to live with your 
decision for many years. 

READER 
FEEDBACK 

CompuServe: 74672,3124 
Internet: be @intertec.com 
FAXback: 913/967 -1905 
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EEVs IOT installed base 
grows weekly! 

Over 300 EEV IOTs are in 

operation, with more on order. 
EEV IOT equipped transmitters 
are operating in more than 
20 countries throughout 
the world. 

EEV IOTs have 
proven lifetime! 

EEV IOTs have provided more 
than 4 million hours of service 
since their introduction in 1991. 
Individual tube lives well in 

excess of 20,000 hours have 
already been achieved and are 
increasing daily. 

Substantial family - 
growing all the time! 

IN DAILY 
OPERATION 

Whatever power you want 
between 10 and 60kW, 
EEV has an IOT to 
meet your needs. 

There are others, 
but can they 
match EEV? 

Check the achieved lifetimes 
of EEV IOTs. 

Check the product support 
EEV provides to its customers. 

Check EEV's track record. 

Contact EEV today 
for an infopak. 

Energy Savings 

With more than 4 million hours 
of operation, EEV IOTs have 
already saved UHF 
broadcasters more than 
$12M in energy costs. 

Cost of ownership 

Based on known device lives, 
IOT technology provides 
the lowest cost of ownership 
for UHF transmitters at all 
powers from 10kW and above. 
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EEV 
POWER 
TUBES 
USA: EEV Inc, 4 Westchester Plaza, 

Elmsford NY 10523 

Tel: (914) 592 6050 or 'Toll Free' 

1- 800 -DIAL -EEV Fax: (914) 682 8922 

CANADA: EEV Canada Ltd., 6305 Northam Drive, 

Unit 3, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1 H7 

Tel: (905) 678 9811 Fax: (905) 678 7726 

UK : EEV Ltd., Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM1 2QU, England 

Tel: (01245) 493493 Fax: (01245) 492492 

Subsidiary of the General Electric Company plc 
of England 94C 
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By John D. Weigand 

Networking your 
newsroom, 
part 1 

The Bottom Line: - 
As computer equipment 
provides increased 
horsepower for less, 

computers are finding 
their way into a variety 
of settings. With more 
computers on desktops, 
networking is a logical 
step. However, making 
the interconnection is 

only the beginning. 
Hardware and software 
must be carefully 
integrated to provide a 

complete, workable 
solution that includes 
the tools needed to get 
the job done quickly, 
efficiently and cost - 
effectively. 

' 

' ' nr; '1 * 1`` v 
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Networked computers in newsroom 
environments can make it easier to 
handle routine newsdays, as well as 
those days that are not routine. 

Newsroom automation and network systems 
are in a major transition. Technically, moving 
video can exist in a newsroom reporter's work- 
station. However, network servers will need to 
be bigger and faster to accommodate the new 
wave of technology here and on the horizon. To 
handle moving -video workstations, the typical 
newsroom of the future will need the equivalent 
of Pentium Pro series systems. The newsroom 
network system itself is likely to become a 
switched system rather than the traditional shared 
system. Quickly being outclassed is the 486 - 
based server networked to terminals and 286- or 
386 -based workstations through a 10Base2 thin - 
net LAN. 

Newer systems may include a video server, a 
newsroom server and an archive server con- 
necting workstations through a network switch. 
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The addition of video adds the requirement for 
high- bandwidth steady- stream data. Adding vid- 
eo will overload traditional network systems, 
requiring the purchase and installation of com- 
puter networks sufficient to accommodate in- 
creasing needs. To get it to the workstations, the 
video must be stored on a medium accessible by 
the server - on hard disk or on digital tape (for 
archive). 

Video may be brought to the workstation 
through various means. Network speed may be 
increased by going to a 100Base system, an ATM 
system or the video can go through the IEEE 1394 
serial bus, commonly known as "FireWire." As 

Above photo: CNN Headline News recently installed an 
Avid networked newsroom system at its headquarters in 
Atlanta. (Photo courtesy of Avid.) 
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A S T A R I S B O R N 

CommScope - The New Star in Quality Broadcast Cable 

Cabling The World's Technology. 

Already a top performer in the world's most sophisticat- 

ed markets, CommScope has quickly become the rising 

star in Broadband and Digital Transmissions. And to make 

procurement of your quality broadcast cables even easier 

for you, we've entered into an agreement to make 

GEPCO International our exclusive distributor for all our 

audio and video broadcast products. Since the early 

60's, CommScope's focus has been on cables - and only 

cables. Today, we are one of the Largest manufacturers 

of quality cables designed to perform for today's and next 

generation technologies. Furthermore, all CommScope 

Broadcast Cable is tested to meet your extremely high 

video and audio standards. For your special broadcast 

requirements, contact CommScope or GEPCO, today. 

And discover a full line CommScope 
of star performers. @j General Instrument 

F o r i n f o r m a t i o n c a l l 1- 8 0 0- 9 8 2- 1 7 0 8 or 704-459-5000. 
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Networking your newsroom, part 1 

an alternative, low- resolution video sam- 
ples may be sent to the workstation where 
an edit decision list can be made and sent 
back to the server for editing and assem- 
bling of the news story. Low -resolution im- 
ages can be sent over a 10BaseT network, 
the Ethernet standard, which costs less than 
the high -speed networks. 

Basic networking 
To fully comprehend the concept of net- 

working you need to understand some of 
the basics. A variety of network formats 
include 10Base systems, 100Base systems, 
FireWire (IEEE 1394) and ATM. Data com- 
munication protocols are de- 
fined by the Open System Inter- 
connection (OSI) reference 
model, which is used by ANSI 
and IEEE. (For more informa- 
tion on the OSI model see the 
"Troubleshooting" column, 
April 1994.) 

The 10Base5 system is also 
called "thicknet." This system 
was part of the original Ether- 
net IEEE 802.3 standard. The 
10Base5 system uses RG -8 or 
RG -11 and can have up to 100 
workstations (nodes) per seg- 
ment. The 10Base5 system is 
connected to workstations 
through a network interface 
card (NIC). A DB -15 connec- 
tor attaches an attachment unit 
interface (AUI) to a media at- 
tachment unit (MAU). This 
network can reach 2,500 meters 
and can consist of four repeat- 
ers and five segments, each 500 
meters long. This is commonly 
known as the 4/S rule (four 
repeaters, five segments). 

10Base2 is known as the 
"thinnet" system. This system 
uses RG -58, which is less ex- 
pensive, thinner and more man- 
ageable than coax for 10Base5 
systems. The AUI and MAU are 
built into the thinnet NIC. Only 
30 workstations can be con- 
nected per segment. Maximum 
segment length is 185 meters 
with expansion to four repeat - 
ers/five segments. 

10BaseT systems use two 
pairs of unshielded twisted pair 
(UTP), one pair for transmit 
and the other for receive, along 
with an 8 -pin RJ -45 modular 
plug at each end of the cable. 
Manchester encoding with pre - 
distortion provides reliable 
transmission. Link integrity is 
maintained by a heartbeat 
pulse every 16 milliseconds. 

Typically, there is an LED at the hub and 
MC ends assisting system troubleshooting. 
Maximum segment length is 100 meters 
and the 4/5 rule applies. 

The 10BaseF system is fiber Ethernet based 
on Fiber Optical InterRepeater Link 
(FOIRL), using duplex. There are four dif- 
ferent fiber specifications. These are 
10BaseFP, 10BaseF, FIORL and 10BaseFL. 
10BaseFP specifies passive star configura- 
tion. 10BaseF is used for backbones or 
repeaters, and the MAU is integrated into 
the repeater as it is in the 10BaseFP. The 
10BaseF does not allow nodes and is strictly 
a backbone or repeater system. FIORL al- 

lows for Ethernet nodes. 10BaseFL is based 
on the FIORL standard and is backward 
compatible; it is only used to link repeaters 
and requires MAU receivers. 

In March of 1995, 100Mb /s standards 
were established for high-speed networks. 
The standard was established by IEEE and 
is known as IEEE standard 802.3u. There 
are three 100Mb /s standards - 
100BaseTX, 100BaseFX and 100BaseT4. 
100BaseTX uses two pairs of category five 
UTP wires or two pairs of type 1 shielded 
twisted pair (STP) wires. One pair of either 
type of these wires transmits data while the 
other pair receives data. The maximum 
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Newsroom serverscan be connected in a variety ofconfigurations. Shown here is a switched ATM network combined with 
a standard Ethernet network. Media is moved over the high -bandwidth ATM network, while control and housekeeping 
are handled by the Ethernet connections. 
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Ray Conover, "Dr. Dish" 
L 

VP aid Director of Engineering. 

(onus and U.S. Satellite Broadasting 

Course: How to get a perfect picture 

Course Instructor: Dr. Dish 

Experts like Dr. Dish, also known as Ray 

Conover, agree the Faroudja DFD -U Digital 

Decoder and Dl converter is the ideal 

bridge between the analog world of PAL and NTSC and the digital world of Dl . 

"We use the new Faroudja equipment as a front end to 01% digital 

encoding equipment to improve the quality of the signal that we provide to 

subscribers. The bottom line -it takes our picture and makes it better and 

gives our customers the highest quality picture available. 

"The biggest consumer electronic success is based upon digital 

transmission of television signals via satellite. Digital compression systems 

operate in the component domain. However, most available program 

materials are in PAL or NTSC format and must be properly decoded. 

Faroudja's DFD -U provides the necessary link between the 

PAL /NTSC analog world and the digital world of compression. 

It does not degrade image quality. We are proud to say that 

Faroudja and U.S. Satellite Broadcasting together have set a 

new standard of picture quality." 

Call to arrange a demonstration and learn how you 

can get a perfect picture. 

Emmy Waning Technology 

FAROUDJALaboratories 
150 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408 -735 -1 492 Fax: 408-735-8571 

Cwcie (28) on Action Card See us at SBCA, Booth #1150. 
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Networking your newsroom, part i 

segment length is 100 meters. 100BaseFX is 

fast Ethernet used in fiber -optic cabling, 
suitable for high -speed backbones and ex- 
tended distances. Maximum segment length 
is 10,000 meters with single -mode fiber and 
2,000 meters with multiload fiber. 100 -T4 
is fast Ethernet for UTP voice -grade wiring. 
The maximum length is 100 meters. 

FireWire, the IEEE 1394 high- performance 
serial bus, has a speed of 200Mb /s, and is 

expected to go to 400Mb /s by 1997. Asyn- 
chronous transfer mode (ATM) incorpo- 
rates the features of telephone switching 
networks and packet -based data networks. 
This system uses fixed -length 53 -byte cell 
switching to transmit data, voice and video. 
It provides dedicated bandwidth necessary 
for video transmission. FireWire uses a thin 
serial cable with Nintendo -game -type con- 
nectors, while 100BaseTX and 100BaseT4 
use RJ -4S 8 -pin connectors. 100BaseFX 
(fiber) uses ST connectors. 

The cables and connectors used are impor- 
tant because choosing the incorrect cable/ 
connector may cause you to spend more 
money than needed when upgrading your 
newsroom computer network system in the 
future. If your existing newsroom network 
system is wired with category five wiring, 
for example, you may be able to save the 
expense of replacing existing wiring. 

With all of the above in mind, it is now 
time to build your newsroom computer 
network system. The question is, "Where 
do you begin ?" The -answer is, "At the 
beginning." 

System planning and design 
The first part of developing a newsroom 

computer system is to determine what the 
system needs to do. For the most part, the 
list would include such items as story edit- 
ing, copy timing, wire services, rundowns, 
assignments, E -mail, database archive search 
and automation interfaces to studio equip- 
ment. The news department must determine 
what must be accomplished at the journal- 
ists' workstations. Do they want to simply 
write scripts and perform video editing or 
do they want to complete a ready -to -air 
product? The journalist of the future will 
more than likely want to sit at some sort of 
divided screen that will enable writing and 
timing of copy to go along with the video 
images. 

Ethernet sends data in bursts and was not 
designed to handle the high bandwidths 
and constant rate streams required by vid- 
eo. Low -resolution images can be sent over 
10Base systems and be seen at the worksta- 
tion, but not ready -to -air video. Switched 
and fast Ethernet can usually handle video 
for broadcast and allow it to be seen at the 
journalist's workstation. 

ATM's switchable broadband protocol will 
likely be capable of handling the job of the 
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future. ATM standards have not been set; 
therefore, interoperability is a problem. ATM 
hardware, up until now, has been too ex- 
pensive for networking. However, prices 
seem to be coming down quickly and ATM 
25Mbls interface cards can be purchased 
for about $99 each. 

ATM has two de facto standards: 25Mb /s 
and 155Mb /s. Higher speeds are promised 
for the future. The higher the speed, the 
better the video. ATM promises smooth - 
moving images combined with understand- 
able dialogue at networked workstations 
which, if delivered as promised, will elimi- 
nate many of the problems now associated 
with newsroom workstations that offer 
moving video that may appear jerky and 
stilted, and audio that is somewhat disjoint- 
ed and unintelligible. ATM proponents claim 

fering you added flexibility in future expan- 
sion. This way you can disconnect coax and 
move to category five wiring if needed. Buy 
the most advanced computer station that 
you can afford or make sure you can up- 
grade the computers you are buying. In 
other words, think about how you can 
upgrade the system that you are installing 
today. 

In any event, it is a good idea to plan into 
your budgets replacement or upgrading of 
personal computers in your system every 
one to two years. What is fast today will be 
slow and obsolete tomorrow. The conve- 
nience you receive will outweigh the costs. 
At today's prices, the most it can cost you 
is $3,000 to $4,000 a station, and that is 
relatively cheap in comparison to what 
you purchased for the same dollar value 

Powerful client editing and playback workstations are possible with today's networked systems. (Photo 
courtesy of Avid.) 

to be better positioned than Ethernet be- 
cause the much higher data rates can deliver 
voice and video more effectively. 

Video is a time- critical application (in corn- 
puter networking terms) and typically re- 
quires large bandwidths and a constant 
datastream. Because of this, a switched sys- 
tern is used. This ensures that the video from 
the server to the workstation is continuous. 
If the video is on a shared network, then 
network overloading could render the sys- 
tern useless. Continuous, constant -rate 
datastreams are difficult, if not impossible, 
to guarantee on shared networks. 

If you're installing a computer network- 
ing system now that doesn't have video, you 
should carefully consider purchasing net- 
work interface cards that are 10 /100Mb /s 
32 -bit cards. These cards will work with 
video and most likely can be reused for 
future upgrades. Make sure the NICs have 
RJ -45 connectors and BNC connectors of- 

yesterday. 
If you are starting from the floor up, build 

a computer floor. Install all the cabling you 
will need now and in the foreseeable future. 
Plan for growth options. Each broadcast 
facility should look at its facility in relation 
to what is cost -effective, what serves news 
production and what is revenue -producing. 
Plan an adequately sized room for all the 
equipment that you will need. If you end up 
shoving servers underneath counter tops, 
rather than planning for proper position- 
ing, over time and expansion you are liable 
to end up with a disaster. 

Wiring and 
future upgradeability 

Technology will be moving faster. Sony 
and Oracle have collaborated, and the work- 
station recommended by Sony /Oracle in- 
cludes four PCI slots for ATM. Therefore, if 
you are putting in a Sony /Oracle system, 
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BELDEN MULTIMEDIA 
A STRUCTURE FOR CONVERGENCE 

Uniquely positioned to integrate voice, 

video and data, Belden has the experi- 

ence you need to support your multimedia 

cabling requirements. You benefit from 

Belden's years of leadership in various 

cabling technologies, which now comprise 

multimedia. The option to use copper 

(in coaxial or twisted pair designs), fiber 

optic or hybrid constructions; a wide 

selection of insulations and jackets; and 

the most innovative shield desgns to pro- 

tect your transmission - these are some 

of the many benefits that are yours when 

you choose to converge with Belden. 

As a result of working directly with many in broadcast environments, providing 

industry standards groups, Belden is your services to the home, video conferencing 

best bet to meet the various standards or other applications in the multimedia 

and format requirements of today and marketplace, Belden is your foundation 

tomorrow. AES -EBU Digital Audio, MPEG, for future success. 

JPEG, TIA/EIA 568 -A Category 3, 4 and 5, 

Serial Digital Video, HDTV, SCSI, SONET, Get started on the right path today. Request 

RS 422, Ethernet *, are only a sampling of a copy of our Multimedia Cables Brochure. 

the ever -changing standards and formats 

with which Belden''' cables are designed 1- 800 -BELDEN -4. 
to meet or exceed. 

Whether you're involved in the wiring of 

building or campus networks, audio /video 
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To create 

the first 

truly flexible, 

high 

performance 

monitor, 

we had 

to throw 

convention 

out the 

window. 

You've never seen anything like them. Introducing the BVM Series monitors from Sony. The first monitors that combine true 

flexibility with the legendary quality and performance that is synonymous with the Sony name. Not a bad combination, 

especially when you consider that the new BVM monitors offer more and are priced lower than 

the eminent previous BVM lineup. For example, the new BVM Series delivers unprecedented on. 
flexibility with easy -to- install rear panel input boards. You can use various combinations of decoders and inputs, as well as a wide 

variety of digital and analog signal formats from 4:2:2 and 4fsc to NTSC, PAL, PAL -M, and SECAM standards, and signal types from 
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composite to component. The new and improved CRT delivers performance that's even superior to our own previous high 

resolution monitors. New standard features include: alto white balance compatibility using industry standard color 

amt. analyzers, VITC reader, safe area display, coed caption, an internal test pattern generator 

and on- screen EDH for the display of digital signal error codes. New options include an 

IC memory card which can store and transfer monitor set -up and con'rguration information. Call I -800- 472 -SONY, ext. BVM 

for information on the new standard in monitor technology, and get ready to throw convention out the window. SONY 
© 1996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction In whole or in pan without written pain -¢slon bs prohibited Sony s a tradernork of Sony. 
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No Matter 
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Winning Hand. 

Intraplex, licorporated 

3 Lyberty Way 

Westford, t A 01886 -3636 U.SA 
TEL: (5081 592 -9000 FAX 2200 

England TE: +44 1442 870103 FAX: 87(14: `'eb Address Fttp: / /wwro.H ror lex.com 

Play the EMA;duopoly ore. Irrriplex digital 

cjdio let you deliv, , p-ograrrming to 

nrlipe stations fror c single cor soida-ed studio. 

Or play the ST_ :ord. Radie 50tio1scnd radio 

net rlcs are saving money while erjooy rg higier 
and o Tality by rsig Intraplex qu pm3rtt for STL, 

U.K. y networking epol cations. 

Ic iy radio stcti=.ns have al -eod< dt sen Irtraplex 

fcr-he & LMA, cr STL traisrrissii solution. 

`Men you choose I1rcplex, you' I i tfe benefits of 

deain_ with the irdstry's digital -raism ssion leader 

cid the flexibility to handle all yofr cc'mnunicctions 

needs. 

ggamble? 2311 -or our free bo'oket on radio 

steten; already usrq Intraplex. Ir it, ratio profession - 

aL :iv_ their own -casons for chaosiog Itraple< for 

q of ty transmissor solution htrapiex, nc. 

'50) 692 -9000. In Europe, +441442 8710103. 
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Networking your newsroom, part 1 

plan accordingly. 
For now, your best choice is to install 

category five wire. Specify a system that uses 
category five so you can easily move to 
ATM or other advanced systems of the 
future. As always, some want to be differ- 
ent; in this arena, it is FireWire. It uses a 
different standard with different connectors 
and a different kind of cable. Sony's DV- 
CAM uses a modified version of FireWire 
and the Sony half of the Sony /Oracle news- 
room-network system is using FireWire while 
Oracle is using traditional category five wire 
and connectors. 

Taken at face value, it would appear there 
is a contradiction between what will be the 
wire of the future. However, upon closer 

When budgeting for 
your newsroom 

network system, no 
matter what you do, 
you need to plan on 

upgrading. 

examination exactly the opposite may be 
true. There is some indication and argu- 
ment that ATM and FireWire may be able to 
work in combination. It is argued that from 
the server you can connect to an ATM 
switch, have a long segment of ATM to 
another switch, go to an ATM/FireWire 
bridge, and then go to such devices as PCs 
and video servers. It is believed the packet 
structure of ATM and FireWire is similar 
enough to allow bridging. This may be why 
Sony and Oracle are working in concert 
using ATM (over category five cabling) and 
FireWire. 

When budgeting for your newsroom net- 
work system, no matter what you do, you 
need to plan on upgrading. Your PCs will 
more than likely need replacement every 18 
to 24 months. You need to buy the biggest 
Pentium PC or equivalent and the most 
RAM you can afford. Make sure there is 

plenty of expansion capability to handle 
future upgrades. Overbuild, rather than 
underbuild, your computer floor. Provide 
too much space for expansion of servers 
rather than not enough, and maybe, just 
maybe, you will have exactly the right 
amount of space. 

With the majority of the technical bases 
covered, next month we will take a closer 
look at some of the current products avail- 
able for networking newsrooms. 

John D. Weigand is director of engineering for Tribune Station 
KTTY, San Diego, and owner /operator of BEC consulting services, 
JDW Enterprises, serving the United States and China. 
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WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY? 
WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY? 

Traffic and Billing 

board /Mouse Master Contr31 Switcher 

INSIRITION 

A/V ROUTER 

LAY SYSTEM 

VRNLE( 
NEWSROOM EDIDR Coa 

NEWSROOM PL>YBACK 

VR5 
'Progra 

PROMO EDITOF 

UP TO 24 VRs, UP TO 48 CHANNELS 

LEGEND " °t° "U°° 232/ 

3ecause you can never be too safe. The VR disk -based broadcast 

system incorperates multipe redundancy strategies - including RAID fault 

tolerance techlology - wf ich eliminate any single point of failure. And that 

means an integrated digital solution with total redundancy and absolute 

reliability. Is it possible to have too much of a good thing? 

Choose a VR system and you won't ask twice. 

What digital ought to be. 

Virtual Recorder Systems: Multi -Channel Automation Commercial Insertion Network Delay Nonlinear Editing © 818. 843.7004 
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By Charles Waltner 

Dollars 
from 
data 
Data delivery 
offers broadcasters 
new revenue 
opportunities. 

The Bottom Line: - 
Advances in data 
delivery technology 
offer broadcasters new 
revenue possibilities. But 
ancillary data services 
are laden with 
technological and 
marketing questions. 
Recognizing the dangers 
of wandering too far 
from their expertise, 
broadcasters' best 
option is in using data 
services to augment 
their current video 
delivery and gaining 
revenue through value - 
added advertising and 
content. 

e.CK JOwV n«0,0 .,o. y ... . .e00 . 

46SPORTS TV 
40ENTERTAINMENTTV 

Space Shuttle Concordia Begins Mission 

With its bright orange exhaust visible for miles, the 
from this morning 

to begin its latest missiat. 

Goals include: 

Wet =Mai. ?ft Lo!uscc.M *;, Fla / NEWS IV Nelscepe Fa 

The digital revolution is inspiring cable opera- 
tors to get into telephony and telephone compa- 
nies to get into cable television. Cellular services 
are becoming Internet providers and computer 
companies are even becoming involved in enter- 
tainment content. But when it comes to provid- 
ing data services, many broadcasters might be 
best off staying right where they are. 

As broadcasters watch competition from di- 
rect mail, the Internet, satellite and cable televi- 
sion erode their advertising revenue, they are 
hoping for new avenues to profits. One of the 
most bandied about has been data broadcast- 
ing. Data broadcasting uses auxiliary elements 
of a TV signal to provide real -time delivery of 
stock quotes, news, sports, weather and adver- 
tising messages. Some data broadcasting tech- 
nology has been available for a decade or more 
and now, with the ascent of computers, exciting 
new applications, such as auxiliary channels on 
HDTV, are cropping up. 

But many questions about these technologies 
remain. The fortitude of many are yet unproved, 
while marketing issues pose daunting challeng- 
es. Many data services are already provided by 
numerous sources, such as via pagers, satellite 
and terrestrial telecom lines. Most significantly, 
it isn't clear how much money broadcasters 
could make from becoming involved in such 
services. "If I could find some data services in my 
DMA that would be in demand, I would do it," 
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said Jack Clifford, president of the Providence 
Journal Broadcasting Corporation. Clifford noted 
that he has yet to find any that appeared lucrative. 

But broadcasters can't afford to turn their backs 
on this technology. It promises a means to transi- 
tion from traditional television to interactive, dig- 
ital television. Some data broadcasting technolo- 
gies are now being developed that will allow TV 
stations to transmit Internet web pages with video 
to personal computers. 

Data broadcasting 
pros and cons 

Regardless of what technologies broadcasters 
use to deliver data, much of the issues are the same. 
These emerging technologies are promising, but it 
seems on every front there are equally promising 
technologies from other telecommunications sec- 
tors. Paging, cellular, satellite, terrestrial Internet 
links, FM radio subcarriers and even cable televi- 
sion are all alternatives to delivering data via 
broadcast TV signals. But data delivery via broad- 
cast signals does have some advantages. It doesn't 
tie up phone lines, such as the case with terrestrial 
Internet access, and it can also provide informa- 
tion in real -time. Pager systems, for example, can- 
not match data broadcasting in this regard. Pager 
data typically has a minute or two delay. And for 
such professionals as currency traders or stock 
managers, a two -minute delay of time -sensitive 
data is too long. This has helped make data broad- 
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"This console seems 
to do just aboút 
everything in the 

At th world." 
Steve Davis '96 

Why does Crawford Post in Atlanta, one of the largest full service cost production 

houses in the Southern United States, do their audio mxing on a CS2000F Euphonix 

console? Let's ask Steve Davis, Manager. Crawford Audio Services: 

"We needed a console that cculd handle any type of session, da.r after day, with 

different clients and projects. The ct.phonix C52000 has the rang= of capabilities 

and automation to go back anal forth from TV surrou.id mixing, to a voice over on 

a digital link from California, to sweetening commercials with a D -2 machine, to 

ADR, sound design or to an or_hestra recording date. - 

"When you recall your entire nix, it's complete with faderYevels, pans, mtt`FsrYE @s, 

dynamics, stem formats, tape macniie locate points plus external effects devices 

MIDI program numbers." 

Whether it's two operator film -style post mixing stenos with surround parning on 

every channel, or a stereo music mil( with automation of the en: re environment, 

EuphoniK gives you the ultimate in scuid quality with the ax imumfl xibility. - 

Euphonix and Crawford Audio Services -Doing it all and doing doing it welt 

Crawford 

does it 

all with 

Euphonix 

Headquarters 
(Palo Alto, West US) 
220 Portage Avenue 
Palo Alto CJ. 94306 
(415) 855 0400 
Fax (415) 855 0410 

Los Angeles 
(West US & Int I) 
11112 Ventura Blvd 
Studio City CA 916(4 
(818) 766 1666 
Fax (818) 766 3401 

New York 
(East US) 
2 West 45th St Suite 605 
New York NY 10036 

(212) 302 0696 
Fax (212) 302 0797 

Nashville 
(Central US) 
1102 17th Ave Sut - 202 

Nashville TN 37212 
(615) 327 2933 
Fax (615) 327 3306 

London 
(E. rope) 
6 Ba rghem Mews, Blythe Rd 

Loodon W14 OHN 

(171) 602 4575 
Fa< (171) 603 6775 
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The Hibernia Savings Bank 

NEWSLINE, 

Dollars from data 

casting popular with professionals in the 
finance industry. 

Data broadcasting, however, is held back 
by its limitations of only working one way. 
It can deliver data, but the .cornerstone of 
the information age - interactivity - is not 
available through these systems. 

Unlike the Internet, users of data broad- 
casting services cannot respond directly to 
the information that they receive. But some 
analysts, such as Walter Miao of Interna- 
tional Data Corporation, said that broad- 
casters can find ways around this impasse 
by partnering with phone companies or 
other telecom operations that can run sig- 
nals back out of the home or workplace. 

The current technology for data broad- 
casting places data in the vertical blanking 
interval (VBI) in a TV picture. Decoders 
receive the signal and strip the video portion 
out to deliver just data. It has proven de- 
pendable for stationary receivers equipped 
with powerful antennas. But as Marc Bat- 
ten, director of technology development at 
VBI Data Broadcasting, pointed out, the 
reception of the TV signal must be top- 
notch for the over -the -air data delivery to 
work. Because the VBI only occupies fewer 
than 10 lines out of the more than 500 lines 
in a broadcast signal, any static, ghosting or 
other flaws in a TV picture would likely 
compromise the integrity of the data carried 
in the VBI. And this limitation makes data 

Top: A Reebok enclosure using a Silent Radio 
Display. Bottom: Hibernia Savings Bank enclosure 
also using the Silent Radio display. 

broadcasting wholly ineffective as a deliv- 
ery vehicle for mobile receivers. 

For these reasons, many data broadcast- 
ing companies have turned to cable compa- 
nies for stationary delivery and to satellites 
and FM subcarrier technology for mobile 
delivery of data services. All these limita- 
tions chip away at the potential for TV 
stations to make money providing data 
delivery. Nevertheless, revenue opportuni- 
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A diagram of Silent Radio's proprietary data network system that is used for information delivery. The 
network consists of more than 40 TV stations that use spare capacity on existing TV broadcast and cable 
systems to deliver real -time data. 

ties are available from data broadcasting. 
Current VBI operators are bullish on the 

- market and are scrambling to find new 
ways to apply the technology. "Data broad- 
casting as an industry is just getting start- 
ed," said Ken Swenson, the CFO of Wave - 
Phore, which is one of two companies devel- 
oping a second generation of data broad- 
casting technology. George Robinson, a 
partner in Towey & Associates, estimates 
the industry is growing at 20% or faster. 

Silent Radio, a company that has been 
delivering data via VBI for 12 years, is 
regularly adding new clients and services. It 
just announced a new spin on data broad- 
casting: a service that will allow text mes- 
sages to be broadcast to consumers via the 
four closed- captioning text channels avail- 
able to TV stations. The bulk of Silent 
Radio's revenues come from providing news, 
sports and weather updates to LED message 
boards at airports and retail locations. The 
company estimates its data is viewed by 10 
million individuals. 

Like many VBI companies, Silent Radio 
leases the VBI segment from local broadcast- 
ers. Neil Kohrn, CEO of Silent Radio, said 
the leases vary depending on the location and 
the importance of the market the station 
delivers. A station delivering three million 
people in Los Angeles would be more valu- 
able than a station delivering 200,000 con- 
sumers in Nashville, TN. The monthly fee 
Silent Radio pays broadcasters for access to 
their VBI ranges from $500 to $5,000. 

Intercast casts hope 
for interactive TV 

The technology and market for data and 
electronic information services is moving so 
rapidly that it is difficult to predict the reve- 
nue potential of data broadcasting two years 
from now. A case in point is Intercast technol- 

ogy. The Intel Corporation, with a host of 
content, cable industry and other partners, 
hopes it has found the missing link between 
conventional television and the 'fully digital 
interactive television that has so painfully 
flopped in such tests as Time Warner's Full - 
Service Network in Orlando, FL. "It's really 
moving data broadcasting to the consumer 
market," said WavePhore's Swenson. 

Intel, which created the technology, heads 
a broad consortium for Intercast. Content 
partners include NBC, Viacom, Turner; QVC 
and WGBH -TV. Most PC computer makers 
are involved, including Gateway 2000 and 
Packard -Bell. Intel is also teaming up with 
many cable operators, such as Time Warner 
and TCI, to deliver the technology. 

Intercast allows broadcasters to insert in- 
formation into the VBI signal, which is 
coded in HTML, the programming lan- 
guage of the World Wide Web. If NBC's 
Tom Brokaw is doing a report on Bosnia, 
for example, the network could also broad- 
cast a host of web -like pages with detailed 
multimedia information on, say, the history 
and culture of the region. The video portion 
of the signal would help frame the addition- 
al information and put it into context. Pro- 
ponents of Intercast view it as a broadcast- 
er's best bet to tapping into the momentum 
of the Internet. 

Intercast is launching this month in the top 
20 TV markets. Mariah Scott, director of 
the Intercast Group at Intel Corporation, 
emphasized that the technology would be a 
slow roll -out as it ironed out details with 
cable companies and broadcasters to carry 
the data on their VBIs. 

Scott viewed Intercast as a value -added 
service for broadcasters. Theoretically, it 
would allow consumers to watch television 
on their computers with multimedia capa- 
bility. This content addition could well jus- 
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October 10- 12,1996 Los Angeles Convention Center Los Angeles, California USA 

See the Products That Are Shaping 

Tomorrow -Today 
Planning for the future requires an ongoing commitment to pioneering new 

ideas, new products, and new solutions for your business. And as technology 
constantly advances, you need to continuously evaluate the products, 
services and applications critical to your success. 

World Media Expo is your best fall opportunity to do just that! Experience 

hundreds of hands -on demonstrations and compare the full spectrum of the 
newest and most innovative products and services for broadcasting, video 
production, post -production and corporate communications. 

SMEDIA 
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New for '96 -Two Shows in One! 
ne Rdd1D, Audio Exposition and the Televi i'on/ Video/ Film Exposition will 

make it easier than ever for you tc locate the products and services you 

need! Plus, both expositions will feature an Internet Pavilion with the 

nottest on -une products ana services. 

Tune -In to Value- Packed Conferences 
World Media Expo '96 combines five leading industry conferences from NAB, 

RINDA, SBE, SMPTE and TVB to form the industry's most comprehensive 

fall event. 

SÑ 

RTNIM 

M 
AT WORLD MEDIA EXPO, YOU'LL FIND ' THE TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS 

3 ® TO MOVE YOUR BUSINESS AHEAD. 
Circle (59) on Action Card 

Fax this completed form to: (202)429 -5343 m 
Please send me information on World Media Expo Attending Exhibiting 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City, State, Zip, Country 

Phone Fax 

E -Mail Address 

Call Letters I II I I AM FM TV 

WORLD MEDIA EXPO 
October 10 -12, 1996 Los Angeles Convention Center Los Angeles, California 

For More Information 
For up -to- the -minute registration, exhibitor and program details, visit the NAB 

Website at http: / /www.nab.org /conventions/ or call the appropriate organization's 
Fax -On- Demand services (listed below) from the touch tone handset of your fax 

machine and follow the voice instructions. 

World Media Expo (301) 216 -1847 

NAB Radio Show (301) 216 -1847 

RINDA Conference (503) 721 -5867 

SBE Conference (301) 216-1853 

SMPTE Conference (301) 216 -1850 

For more information on attending, cal, (800) 342 -2460 or (202) 775 -4970 

To learn about exhibiting at World Media Expo call (202) 775 -4988 

J 

Sponsored by: National Association of Broadcasters RINDA Society of Broadcast Engineers Society of Motion Picture and Televisicn Engineers And Introducing a New Conference by T1/8 
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HDTV 
LET US SHOW 
YOU HOW WE 
"STACK" UP! 

CC 

W J 
W 

From 
transmit 
output through 
the antenna, 
one company 
continues to 
provide more 
solutions to 
custom antenna 
and RF 
requirements. 

Looking to 
replace your 
antenna 
system? 

Call Today 
and put our 
expertise to 
work for you! 

DIELECTRIC 
communications 

RAYMOND, ME 207 -655 -4555 
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Dollars from data 

DATACAST NETWORK 

DATA CENTER 

r 
I I { 

NATIONAL DIGITAL 

CONTENT 

)) 

LOCAL AFFILIATE 

r 
DIGITAL 

ENCODER 

LOCAL 

)DIGITAL 

111\ 

// DATA 

BROADCASTING 

RECEIVER 

ms='s _r 
END USERS 

TheDatacastnetworksystem transmits digital data in the vestigial sideband of existing NTSCTVchannels 

tify the $5,000 investment broadcasters 
would need to make to run Intercast con- 
tent. Scott noted that recent surveys indicat- 
ed that many consumers with computers 
are using on -line services and surfing the 
Internet during prime -time TV hours. If 
Intercast could draw a portion of those 
people back to television, that could be 
more valuable than any ancillary revenue. 

Scott also viewed advertising as the most 
viable option for local broadcasters to make 
money from the service. Companies would 
pay extra to have web pages attached to 
their traditional linear video ads. Or, possi- 
bly, companies could pay to have their web 
page "ads" inserted with a program, such as 
a car dealership web page during the broad- 
cast of the Indianapolis 500. 

VSB: Bigger but 
not necessarily better 

Broadcasters will also have a chance to 
make money in a year or two with a new 
technology similar to VBI, but with greater 
bandwidth, making it suitable for faster 
transmission and richer content. 

Two technologies are currently in devel- 
opment that tap the vestigial sideband (VSB) 
portion of the TV signals. John Abel, pres- 
ident of Datacast Partners, one of two com- 
panies developing VSB technology, said his 
company's version of VSB transmission of- 
fers several improvements over the VBI. 
Most importantly, VSB would provide much 
greater bandwidth than VBI. At best, VBI 
services run at about 28.8kb /s; Datacast's 
Digideck technology promises to deliver 
content at up to 525kb/s. 

Abel views multimedia delivered via his 
system as the modern version of direct mail. 
As with Intercast, companies could attach 
multimedia web pages to any program and 
target specific audiences in a format other 
than linear video commercials. Abel said VSB 
will be most effectively harnessed by broad- 

casters to provide value -added multimedia 
content coupled with traditional video, which 
is delivered to a computer. The equipment for 
stations to transmit VSB content would run 
$50,000 to $80,000, Abel estimated. 

VSB technology, however, is still a few 
years away. Besides Digideck, there is also 
WavePhore, another company with a slight- 
ly different technological approach to de- 
livering VSB. Swenson said his company's 
technology, which he calls "TVT1 /4" (in- 
dicating it delivers data at one -fourth the 
speed of a Tl line), could allow broadcast- 
ers to reap revenues from leasing access to 
their VSB signal to third -party operators or 
benefit by collecting a percentage of reve- 
nues such services might generate. 

Abel views multimedia 
delivered via his system 
as the modern version 

of direct mail. 

Broadcasters could also implement such 
services on their own. Swenson would not 
go into detail about what type of consumer 
services his company would offer over VSB, 
but said that the revenue potential for 
broadcasters could be in the "multimil- 
lion" dollar range. 

Although this technology is proving feasi- 
ble in the labs and promising as a method 
for delivering data and multimedia, it is in 
the same position as VBI systems. Competi- 
tion already exists on many fronts, not to 
mention the recently auctioned personal 
communication systems, which are dedicat- 
ed to servicing just such needs that VBI and 
VSB address. 
Charles Waltner is a technology writer based in Seattle, covering 
new media technology. 
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TCI uses Alamar to autotnati its Encore, Pall- 
Per-View and other cable ilia ir 'iris al its 
Littleton, Colorado, facility 

One broadcast channel? Alamar 

runs it like clockwork. 

Up to 200 channels? Same thing. 

With features like regional 

commercial breakaway and true 

From single to 

multi- channel 
automation 

nnly Alamar has 

Those are only a few of the 

capabilities available in Alamar's 

modular, upgradeable system. 

Over 450 facilities -from 

independent and network 

broadcasters to the largest 

direct satellite broadcaster in 

the world -run with Alamar 

automation all day, every day. 

multi -user, full- featured cart and 

video server control. Or multi- 

channel look -ahead tape compile, 

video server caching, net delay, 

satellite recording and much more. 

For your peace of mind, there's a 

hot backup system with a central 

error monitoring computer. And 

you're never alone...Alamar's 

remote diagnostics put our 

talented pool of in -house software 

engineers at your side to analyze 

glitches or download software via 

modem while you're on -air. 

the technical depth 
to make it happen. 

Alamar automation systems are designed to 
interface with a wide range of video servers 
including this one at TCL 

A ALAMAR 

Alamar is now a subsidiary of 

Philips Electronics North 

America, which means 

additional resources and even 

better support for all our 

customers. 

Call, fax, or e-mail us for 

information on how you can 

automate your on -air operations 

cost -effectively and reliably. 

s subs/ago, of Phikin Electronics Non» Americo Corp. 

Telephone: 408- 866 -9373 Facsimile: 408 -370 -4861 E -mail: httpJ/www.alamar- usa.com 

ALAMAR USA, INC., 1711 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008 
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BROADCAST 
NAB ties 
in with 
CE and 
computer 
trends 

By Marjorie Costello 

By now, most of you have digested the 
NAB. Along with the buds and NAB, spring 
also brings a profusion of other trade shows, 
conferences, announcements and the usual 
consumer electronics line showings. Many 
of the trends and announcements from out- 
side the broadcast industry pick up on themes 
orchestrated at NAB 96. This column will 
highlight what the consumer electronics, 
cable and computer industries have been 
serving to provide you with more food for 
thought on the web, DV -based recording 
and HDTV. 

The web's new affiliations 
Until this year, NAB show talk about a 

"web" or a "net" translated into references 
to ABC, CBS or NBC. But at this year's 
NAB, TV station and production pros were 
preoccupied with the World Wide Web and 
the Internet. The dynamic duo of cyber- 
space were prominently featured at NAB's 
booths and seminars. Popular video editing 
systems and desktop video software pack - 

Above photo: Genius Theatre currently features a 
master unit control center for controlling a range of 
technologies through one remote control. The Ge- 
nius Theatre II features a series of storage cubes 
resembling a mini -tower CPU housing a DVD- 
ROM/DVD player, a 28.8 modem, an Internet - 
accessing hardware unit and room for at least one 
other device. 

2000 

ages were transformed into "web creation 
tools" and "Internet enabling technologies." 

At the same time as stations are affiliating 
with the web and video's most experienced 
production operations add site creation ser- 
vices, consumer electronics, cable and com- 
puter powers are readying new Internet - 
related products and services. 

The PC/TV (or is it the TV /PC ?) 

Gateway 2000 shipped the first PC/TV, 
called Destination, this past May. Destina- 
tion links a 31 -inch data -grade tube with a 

Pentium PC equipped with a TV tuner on a 

PCI card, a telephony modem, hard disk 
and floppy drives and a 6x CD -ROM drive. 
Destination is geared toward on -line cruis- 
ing and CD -ROM playback, but can also 
provide a big- screen experience for viewing 
TV programs. Consumers can use Destina- 
tion for running other applications, such as 
word processing and personal finance pro- 
grams. Also available with a Harman sur- 
round sound system, Destination is priced 
from $3,500 to $4,700. 

Thomson Consumer Electronics (RCA) 
showed a second -generation prototype for 
Genius Theatre this past spring. Designed 
for web browsing and CD -ROM playback, 
the RCA product - which the company 
prefers to call a TV/PC - is slated to launch 
next year in the $5,000 price range. 

Genius Theatre features a master unit con- 
trol center for controlling a range of tech- 
nologies through one remote control. The 
technologies demonstrated in Genius The- 
atre II included a conventional TV picture 
displayed on a 36 -inch TV/PC monitor. GT 
II also features a series of storage cubes 
resembling a mini -tower CPU housing a 

DVD- ROM/DVD player, a 28.8 modem, 
an Internet -accessing hardware unit and 
room for at least one other device. 

Genius Theatre will include a special ver- 
sion of the StarSight interactive electronic 
programming guide designed to function in 
what amounts to a video version of Win- 
dows. (By the way, Thomson's parent com- 
pany in France now owns 20% of Star - 
Sight.) Genius Theatre's StarSight imple- 
mentation will let a TV viewer automatical- 
ly link from a TV show to a related web site. 
And, the navigation guide enables easy ac- 
cess to any of the built -in devices, and in 
some cases, coordinates their operation. 

In fact, RCA is touting the interactive 
electronic programming guide as the killer 
app for entertainment management, which 
the company predicts will become more 
important in the 21st century than informa- 
tion management. Thomson and other TV 
makers have made it clear they do not plan 
to surrender one inch of TV territory in the 
home to the computer industry. Declared 
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OiiK AMERICA'S :LARßa 
NTERTAINDIENT. DESIGN 
AMo TECHNOE.00"' SKôW 

Surf by ETEC W3 on the World 

Wide Web and get the latest 
word on LAI 96. 

For registration 
information and 

program updates as 

they occur, call FAX 

ON DEMAND at: 
1 -800- 601 -3858. 

NOVEMBE 22 -24 [Workshops 'November 21 -24) 

ORANGE C3UNTY CONVENTION CENTER ORLANDO, FL 

juin us and more than 8.000 , our colleagues at LI?I96 for the 
nl-)st infOrn.ativc tour days a.u'l spend this November. Its THE 

plsd.es,ional foruni for iitfiti h, and sound de,signer.s, technii 
t.ir; ineers. al,hitec:s. facility managers. manufacturers, distributors 
ne dealers from all rA: or tl re world. 

EXPLORE EXPLORE CUTTING EDGE TRENDS & TECHNIQUES 

O:rr i0 profession ii s rkshops and hands -on tutorials eyplure tlic 
ara of design and the science of lighting and sound teclhnol) ),v. -. 

entertainment technology 
(theatres, cruise il.ips and the Atlanta (;antes) 

sound 6y stews design 
the ined en\ il't'nnlent 
all) .; Cull( art C esign 
architectural liC,I tinta 

film ?; video lighting 

EXPERIENCE TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGHS 

\10,1"( IIeAA ('e\('1O1)mcllN lll II;Ililnb sot 'Ila. 

snir.va c and s,-,ecìa( effects in over 2I1í1000.SCluare 

,,I ivhibits .0 aale Or.nlgc Cuun.) aion\ entia m Center. 

BACKSTAGE ORLANDO: CUTTING EDGE APPLICATIONS 

\,)crial, two-day _zr ,= 1-1)100_ di,( urld of 
)II litchi's :1].ijor t p. riss . lind out ill ('nCClt.l?.nnlent 

)erhnulogv vva)rks in the nr.)st challc°nging applicatilms. I intited to 
If partii \Ion(ta; and -v. Anvcml,er ?í & 

3ONTACT US TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION! 
tennrn this ctnlpor (Lilac or t III ISOt)-?55-II(,IiO Ior nunrc cli.Iils. 
)utside the t .ti. c..11 `(?i-??U-Oi(Hì- 

)l Please send n additional in°I4ntatio i 
EXHIBITING ATTENDING 

NAME 

TETLE 

cc M PANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY & STATE 

ZIIF & COJNTRY i 

PHONE I 

FAX 

E-MAIL 
I..I I, , InteC Prc.-l utions (I30r South Sv taus,: \Vay. tiuitc 

l iralyvv o I I 
tI I- '.;ti-8(iOO 

)utslde s i a ll_ ',,,; 
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Thomson executive VP Joseph Clayton, the 
living room is the "province of the consum- 
er electronics industry." 

Microsoft takes on the TV task 
But that won't stop Gateway and Mi- 

crosoft from trying to move in on the room 
where consumers watch television. At the 
WinHEC 96 (Windows Hardware Engi- 
neering Conference) held in San Jose at the 
beginning of April, Microsoft chairman and 
CEO Bill Gates unveiled the Simply Interac- 
tive PC (SIPC) framework of hardware tech- 
nologies for Windows -based PCs. Accord- 
ing to Gates, SIPC will make the PC plat- 
form the center of entertainment, communi- 
cations and productivity 
for the home and office, 
providing the ease of use 
and convenience of a con- 
sumer appliance. 

And, if there was ques- 
tion as to Microsoft's new 
battle plan, Gates predict- 
ed: "As the PC becomes a 
central device for enter- 
tainment and communi- 
cations, it will be placed 
with these consumer de- 
vices in the family room." 

entertainment fare on the computer monitor 
DirecTv predicts data delivery by the end 

of 1997, with the DSS decoder boards and 
software bundled in high -end PCs selling 
for about $3,000. Microsoft promises the 
required "broadcast extensions" to Win- 
dows 95 by the end of 1996. 

It will be interesting to see how Sony 
figures into the future of the broadcast - 
enabled PC, since the company and other 
TV makers are reportedly working with 
Microsoft to develop on- screen interfaces 
that can operate with a range of satellite and 
PC systems. In addition, Sony - which is 

currently marketing DSS home systems - is 

slated to make a major move into home 

become web friendly was expressed by Phil- 
ips senior vice president Edward A. Volk - 
wein. He noted that with the computer 
industry moving into the living room, "there 
was a rush" to get to market and "stake a 

claim to the digital age." 
Back in early spring, Mitsubishi threw its 

hat in the Internet ring by announcing plans 
to introduce a television in 1997 that can 
access the Internet. Nicknamed "PC Lite" 
by Mitsubishi, to distinguish its entry from 
what the company views as Gateway's "PC 
Heavy" approach, the models will focus on 
web browsing. The televisions will not in- 
corporate hard -disk drive storage or a CD- 
ROM, which is also what appears to be the 

case with MAT -Internet 
and NetVision. 

At the same time as stations are affiliating 
with the web and video's most experienced 

production operations add site creation 
services, consumer electronics, cable and 

computer powers are readying new Internet - 
related products and services. 

Gates also promised that 
even an inexperienced consumer would be 
able to sit down at an SIPC system and 
immediately complete such tasks as playing 
a game, watching a movie or TV program, 
browsing the World Wide Web, connecting 
to a stereo or VCR, listening to voice mail or 
writing E -mail. 

However, it remains to be seen if a compa- 
ny that describes TV watching as a "task" 
can be successful marketing products to a 
mainstream audience. And, it has always 
been amusing to hear Gateway explain, 
during demos of Destination's TV feature, 
that it was "launching the TV application." 

Broadcast -enabled PC 

This past spring, Microsoft also demon- 
strated the broadcast -enabled PC with Di- 
recTv at the SkyFORUM conference for the 
direct -to -home satellite industry. Microsoft, 
now a DSS licensee, is working on the devel- 
opment of this new type of PC with DirecTv, 
the major power behind DSS. 

The PC will include a board containing 
the integrated receiver /descrambler (IRD) 
components found in DSS set -top boxes 
and could be connected to a large VGA 
monitor. Microsoft is developing specifica- 
tions that would integrate the DSS decoder 
into Windows 95. 

From demonstrations, it appears that con- 
sumers who buy this special PC will only be 
able to access select web sites and other data 
provided by DirecTv's content partners. 
However, they will be able to watch DSS's 

computing later this year when it rolls out a 
home PC line. 

Web- browsing TV 
from household names 

While we await word on Sony's plans, 
other TV set companies have already an- 
nounced their Internet intentions. In May, 
Zenith said it will be selling televisions with 
built -in web browsing by the end of 1996. 
Incorporating Internet appliance technolo- 
gy developed by Silicon Valley startup, Diba 
Inc., Zenith plans a line of NetVision televi- 
sions with built -in 28.8kb/s telephony mod- 
els and Ethernet ports for connection to 
cable modems. Slated to arrive in time for 
the Christmas selling season, NetVision tele- 
visions will start at less than $1,000. 

This past April at the Magnavox line 
showing, Philips Consumer Electronics said 
it would be introducing Multimedia Access 
Terminal (MAT). MAT includes two prod- 
ucts, both add -on boxes designed to con- 
nect with standard televisions or monitors. 
MAT -Internet, expected by the end of 1996 
and priced between $300 and $400, pro- 
vides web access and E -mail capabilities. 
MAT -CE, slated for the first quarter of 1997 
in the $1,000 to $2,000 range, adds connec- 
tivity with consumer electronics devices in- 
cluding VCRs, DVD players, audio gear 
(with AC -3), videophones and home securi- 
ty devices. 

An indication of the pressure many CE 
companies (and executives) are under to 

Available in some of 
the company's over 30- 
inch models and set to 
be sold under the Dia- 
mond Web name, Mit- 
subishi estimates the 
web -browsing capabil- 
ity will add $300 to 
$500 to the price of one 
of its larger- screen mod- 
els. Jack Osborn, pres- 
ident of Mitsubishi's 
AudioNideo Division, 

even went so far as to predict, "I don't 
think there'll be an over 30 -inch TV sold in 
the next few years that won't have some 
type of PC Lite, Internet -browsing technol- 
ogy built -in." 

Game systems get web ready 
Also getting into the web access business 

are the video -game console companies. In- 
ternet add -ons and game systems with built - 
in web -browsing capabilities were intro- 
duced in May at the Electronic Entertain- 
ment Expo in Los Angeles. 

This fall, Sega will ship an Internet periph- 
eral called Net Link, which when combined 
with a Sega Saturn game system, will cost 
less than $400. The system is likely to be 
among the lowest -priced consumer Internet 
access device available. 

In September, Bandai will launch the $599 
Pippin in the United States - based on 
Apple's Mac technology - which promises 
easy and low cost access to the web. Pippin 
is now arriving in Japan. And Sony's Play - 
Station is only a modem away from offering 
web access. 

Cable gets caught in the web 
And the TV set is not the only device that 

CE companies are developing for web ac- 
cess. At the National Cable Television Asso- 
ciation show in Los Angeles this past May, 
Sony took the wraps off its long- awaited 
interactive digital home terminal. 

With this terminal, featuring an Intel 
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e GALLERY 

NEW! CDI -4820 - RS -422 
CONTROL for the UVW -1200 

and UVW -1400 
Full function control via Sony RS -422 protocol 
Use with Non -linear systems, Edit/Controllers, 
and Automation Systems 

NEW! CDI -1300 Time Code 
Reader /Generator with Serial Control 
RS -232 and RS -422 interface 
External control of all parameters 
Dynamic User Bit manipulation 
Utilities and libraries included 

Cipher Digital / Communication Development, Inc. 
4509 Metropolitan Ct., Suite D, Frederick, MD 21704 

PH: (301) 874 -3105 FAXBACK (310) 874 -3110 
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SONY & 
Panasonic® 
ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Stocking the Nation's Largest Inventory 
of Professional and Industrial Parts - AND - 

EVERYTHING FOR ALL YOUR 
BROADCAST NEEDS 

!fielded AMPHENOL SHURE 

Ha 
(Yns IYns r IKlif_Gd 

C TELEX a, MUCH MORE! 

MI NOW 111 Sag W/TB NB BBOAOCAST SPECIALISTS.! 

H ® PH 8000938.4316 
Ext. 335 6,336 

7350 Herman Way 
FAX: 305.392° 3311 Miami, FL 33122 ' 
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C a l l For Rigid Line 
MYAT& Components 

New installation? Facility upgrade? 
"Right Now" emergency? 

MYAT is the solution for dependable 
quality, maximum performance, long life 
and on -time delivery. 

Call MYAT at 201- 767 -5380 or 
FAX 201 -767 -4147 for our complete 
catalog and reference guide. 

NINC 
380 chestnut St 

P.O. Box 425 
Norwood, NJ 
0 7 6 4 8 
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Slo -Mo 8 VTRs For Under $3,000 

alualon 

Designed for demanding sports production 
-100 to +200% of variable play speed 
Up to 100 cue points 
Powerful setup menu 
System: ST200 -S /SM Universal Slo -mo 
Controller, SW1x8 RS422 switcher 

PHONE: 
(213] 

650 -5256 

FAX: 
(213] 

650 -6639 
Another Control 

Solution From .. . 

DNF 
INnI'hI Hlr. 
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Take Con 
with Programmabl 

Controllers from LEI 

AUTOMATED BR 

UNATTENDED 

TIMED EVENT VIDEO & A 

REMOTE VCR & SWIT 

jj,? 

* In 

.lt, MI 48842 
517 694-1600 
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H I G H I N F I B E R 

LOW I N FAT 
FTX -95 / FRX -95 FIBER OPTIC SYSTEM 

Exceeds Broadcast and RS -250C specifications. 
Video S/N > 75 dBs, Diff. Gain < 0.5 %, 
Diff. Phase < 0.5 °. 
10 MHz BW for HDTV, NTSC, PAL and SECAM. 
1000 feet video cable Equalizer and Clamp. 
20 bit Digital Stereo Audio, 20 Hz - 20 KHz, AES /EBU. 
Up to two 10 Hz - 5 KHz Auxiliary Audio channels. 
Up to two RS -232C, RS422, or CMOS channels. 
Portable and Rack -mount units available with 

Singlemode and Multimode optics. 

%. 

MUL TIDYNE 
pQP 

In the U.S. and Canada call 1- (800) -4TV -TEST 
191 Forest Avenue, Locust Valley NY 11560 -2132 USA 

1- (516)- 671 -7278, FAX 1- (516)- 671 -3362 
E -mail: multidy@a village.ios.com 

Web Site: http:! /www.zstarr.com /multidyne 
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LIGHTWEIGHT 
25L CARBON FIBER 

2 STAGE TRIPOD 
GO HIGHER 

A 
The new OConnor 
25L Carbon Fiber 
2 Stage Tripod 
goes Higher, gets 
Lower... and is 
Lighter and 
more Stable 
than any 
comparable 
tripod in the 
known 
universe. 
Beam one 
up from 
your 
OConnor 
dealer! 

66" 
to 
15" 

GET LOWER r 
oconnor 

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Tel (714) 979 -3993 - Fax (714) 957 -8138 
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486DX4/75MHz processor, consumers can browse, retrieve and 
download current Internet services. The terminal includes full PC 
connectivity and PC application compatibility. 

Also at NCTA, Zenith, a leader in cable modems, joined forces 
with U.S. Robotics to debut an enhanced cable modem system the 
companies claim will make it possible for one -way cable systems to 
deliver data, such as Internet services, at significantly faster rates. 
Zenith also announced that it was working with Microsoft to 
increase the speed limit for Internet data delivery via cable modem. 
And Mitsubishi - through a division different from the one 
promising a television with built -in web browser - was at NCTA 
demonstrating a web -browsing set -top box. 

And Microsoft, in another collaboration, linked up with Motor- 
ola, a Zenith competitor in the cable modem business. The software 
company will develop applications, software and tools that take 
advantage of Motorola's CyberSUFR cable modem. 

Microsoft's technology includes servers and software for cable 
systems and home PC use of the company's Internet Explorer 
browser. 

LANcity Corporation, Andover; MA, had developed the LANcity 
Personal Cable TV modem (LPC), which provides users of a home 
computer and any cable TV system in any country with two -was 10 
million- bit -per -second connectivity city-wide across 200 miles for 

$595 per desktop. Accord- 
ing to LANcity president 

and CEO Rouzbeh 
Yassini, "LPC is the 

first cable TV 
modem ever 

developed 
to oper- 

ate 

The LANciry 
Personal Cable 
(LPC TVmodem en- 
ables home offices to 
access corporate offices, 
on -line services and the 
Internet at fast speeds, long 
distances and low costs. 

over 
any com- 

mercial cable TV 
channel, extending the 

same power of corporate busi- 
ness networks to today's 500 mil- 

lion worldwide home cable TV subscribers. 

Converging on a new show 
To further bring home (literally and figuratively) the Internet's 

growing importance to the consumer electronics and computer 
industries, a new trade show focusing on technologies at the 
convergence is planned by two former arch rivals. CES and COM- 
DEX are joining forces to co- locate their spring trade shows starting 
in 1997 in Atlanta. And they are adding a third show, one called 
Interactive Content World, to be held at the same time. (Remember 
when the NAB and the Grateful Dead co- located at the Atlanta's 
Georgia World Congress back in 1990 ?) 

Among the products prominently mentioned as the focus of 
Interactive Content World are the PC/TV and the so- called Internet 
appliance. After marching on Atlanta from June 2 -5 in 1997, the 
show threesome will move to Chicago for the next 10 years. 

The DV dilemma 
At NAB 96, another format war broke out between Sony and 

Panasonic, but this battle is spilling over into the consumer video 
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world. The companies were promoting mutually incompatible tech- 
nically enhanced pro versions based on DV, the consumer digital 
video format agreed to by more than 50 companies, including Sony 
and Panasonic. At NAB, Sony introduced DVCAM, which when it 
starts arriving later this yea; will compete with Panasonic's DVCPRO, 
introduced at NAB 1995 and already in use. 

Although these systems are aimed at professionals, the models' pro 
features will make them appealing to prosumers and desktop video 
producers. However, the two iterations on DV offer different degrees 
of compatibility with consumer gear, a 
situation likely to lead to confusion not 
only among consumers, but among 
pros as well, since they are also buying 
DV consumer camcorders. 

Among the companies selling con- 
sumer DV camcorders are Sony, Pa- 
nasonic, JVC, Sharp and RCA. How- 
ever, there were no DV decks intro- 
duced at the spring line showings. 
The consumer electronics and 
motion picture industries are 
currently working together to 
resolve copyright issues, stem- 
ming from the digital cloning 
capabilities of the new format. 
'When that agreement receives 
a congressional seal of approv- 
al, CE companies will proba- 

Compatibility clarification 
As for DVCAM and DVCPRO, both systems include models that 

can play consumer DV recordings, but DVCPRO recordings are 
not compatible with consumer DV machines, which use a 10µ track 
pitch. DVCAM is able to achieve a higher degree of compatibility 
with consumer gear than DVCPRO by using a 15p. track pitch, 
instead of DVCPRO's 18p. approach. 

As a result, DVCAM tapes will play on Sony's upcoming DV 
consumer decks, but not necessarily on DV VCRs offered by other 

CE companies in the future. To provide that compatibility, 
consumer DV decks will have to increase tape 

running speed when sensing a DVCAM 
recording. Since this adds cost - and is 

not required by the DV standard - 
it remains to be seen how many 
consumer decks will offer this fea- 
ture when DV decks finally arrive. 

To confuse things even further, 
DVCAM recordings will not 
play on Sony Digital Handy - 
cams nor on other DV con- 
sumer camcorders that have 
been introduced. 

To play consumer DV record- 
ings on DVCPRO gear, the tape 
must first be placed in an adapt- 

e; not required with DVCAM. 
Panasonic said that future indus- 

Sony introduced the DVCAM at NAB 96. 

bly start introducing DV 
decks. 

However, if you happen to live in Europe, by now you should be 
able to buy the PAL or SECAM versions of Sony's DHR -1000. The 
DV consumer deck has only been demonstrated by Sony in the 
United States. 

Studio Auto 
DAT/VTR control 
Synchronize DAT players and VTRs from your PC with the 
Sealevel AV -COM, a Sony 9 -pin RS -422 serial interface card 
for the ISA bus. 

Satellite control 
Use our optically isolated relay I/O cards in your PC to 
monitor and control dish positioning, frequency monitoring, 
and alarms. 

Cart deck automation 
Automate the playing of prescheduled ads from multiple 
cart decks. Our COMM+ products provide 2, 4, or 8 ports. 
GPI boards with 8, 16, or 32 relays are also available. 

SEALEVEL 
TM 

Communications and I/O 

Sealevel Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 830. Liberty, SC 29657 
(864) 843 -4343, Fax (864) 843 -3067 
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trial DVCPRO machines and the 
company's upcoming DVCPRO laptop editor would be able to 
play consumer DV tapes, again with the special adapter. Consumer 
DV playback, also with the adapte; is offered by some, but not all, 
of Panasonic's initial DVCPRO models. 

According to Sony - currently the only company in a position to 
make the evaluation since DVCAM is not yet available - there is 
no interchange between DVCPRO and DVCAM. 

Making life easier for some at NAB was JVC. While focusing on 
its low -cost pro digital system, Digital -S - which records on VHS - 
size cassettes - JVC also said it would market a pro DV dockable 
camcorder and deck, totally based on the consumer recording 
format. 

DV cassette confusion 
Another aspect of DV causing confusion relates to the cassettes 

designed to work with each of the new pro DV systems and the 
consumer models. The DV standard calls for two cassette sizes, one 
about the size of a DAT cassette, with the other similar to an 
audiocassette box. Metal- evaporated tape was also specified for the 
format. 

While Sony is adhering to both specs for DVCAM, last yea; 
Panasonic introduced a third cassette, about the size of an 8mm 
videocassette. Since Panasonic was concerned about tape cost 
issues, especially among its broadcast customers, the company went 
with the less -expensive metal -particle tape for DVCPRO. 

As a result, DVCPRO customers won't be able to record on 
consumer DV cassettes. On the other hand, in a pinch, DVCAM 
users will be able to shoot on DV minicassettes picked up at a local 
retail outlet. 

To fully exploit DVCAM's ClipLink clip selection feature, profes- 
sionals will have to buy DVCAM cassettes. Through a special 
memory chip featured in the new DVCAM line of cassettes - with 
four times the memory of the chip in Sony's DV consumer cassettes - up to 198 video clips can be stored while shooting. However, 
Sony said its consumer DV minicassettes with memory could be 
used with ClipLink, but storage would be limited to 45 clips. 

One DV- related tape introduction at NAB had nothing to do with 
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the new consumer -inspired format, although it also managed to 
create some confusion. Quantegy, which now owns the rights to 
market Ampex brand tape, kicked off the new Quantegy brand 
name by introducing one of the most out -of -sync tape names ever. 
Dubbing the new line, the DV Series, the new Quantegy line is 

geared for the Ampex DCT digital post- production system, which 
is unrelated to and incompatible with DV, DVCAM and DVCPRO. 
DCT, among other differences, uses tape that is 19mm wide, while 
DV's tape is 6mm. 

FireWire to the rescue 
One DV area that Sony and Panasonic agreed on at NAB is the 

importance of FireWire. Originally conceived for consumers, 
FireWire (a.k.a. IEEE 1394) has migrated upward for professional 
use. Panasonic and Sony are supporting the high -speed serial digital 
transfer system in DVCPRO and DVCAM models. In the consumer 
area, Sony remains the only company offering FireWire, featured in 
the company's Digital Handycam line. And Sony consumer digital 
camcorders are currently the only consumer models featuring 
digital inputs and outputs. FireWire was also promoted at NAB by 
Apple and Truevision, among others. 

Adaptec, a leader in computer input/output hardware and soft- 
ware, is one of the companies spearheading the move to FireWire. 
During a private, off -site meeting with Adaptec at NAB, the 
company predicted the first FireWire add -on PCI cards will be 
available for sale by the end of 1996 with the technology incorpo- 
rated in computers next year. 

Some in the professional industry are calling FireWire a short -haul 
desktop digital transfer protocol, in contrast to SMPTE 259M, the 
digital transfer protocol used by most broadcast VTRs. Although 
SMPTE 259M is designed for moving information over longer 
distances, including throughout a video facility, as new chips are 
developed for FireWire, this protocol's reach is likely to expand, 
literally and figuratively. This prediction was not confined to 
discussions with Adaptec, since it was also offered by some of Sony's 
broadcast marketing executives. 

During the past few months, FireWire has also added some fire 
power drawn from the computer industry. Microsoft announced 
that it will support IEEE 1394 in all future releases of Microsoft 
Windows, and SIPC will also incorporate FireWire. Apple, which 
invented FireWire, is promising to build it into products starting 
next year. Computer companies Compaq, IBM and Texas Instru- 
ments also said they will support the high -speed digital data transfer 
protocol in their upcoming PC platform models. 

To add fuel to the FireWire fire, Sony and Microsoft have signed 
an agreement to develop open device driver interfaces and control- 
lers for IEEE 1394. Sony's DHR -1000 decks, along with its current 
Handycam digital camcorders, support FireWire. And other com- 
panies have been mentioning FireWire at line showings and trade 
shows in connection with future TV/PCs, web- browsing televi- 
sions, camcorders and web -browsing game systems. 

Are you ready for HDTV? 
The big HDTV news occurred after NAB on May 9 when the 

Federal Communications Commission formally recommended the 
Grand Alliance's system as the new digital TV standard for the 
United States. The FCC's proposal paves the way for broadcasters 
to offer digital HDTV or split the channel into five standard 
definition digital channels. 

The FCC, as part of its rulemaking process, has given interested 
parties the opportunity to respond with comments. Already voicing 
objections are the Hollywood creative community and the computer 
industry. 

What's bothering industry people in Hollywood and computers is 

the FCC's decision not to mandate progressive scanning, which 
delivers superior pictures and is more compatible with computers, 

especially important to the Internet -crazed crowd. Instead, either 
interlaced or progressive scanning can be used. Interlaced is pre- 
ferred by broadcasters and set makers to get HDTV off the ground 
because production equipment and consumer sets for this scanning 
scheme are less expensive to manufacture. 

Major motion picture directors and cinematographers are also 
calling for a 2:1 aspect ratio, instead of 16:9, claiming their ratio is 

closer to the one commonly used today in movie production and 
projection. The creative community wants to make sure that as much 
of the original film frame as possible makes it onto the TV screen. 

Consumer electronics companies, however, are anxious, and in 
one case, ready to build and market HDTV equipment. At its May 
line showing, Grand Alliance member Zenith debuted the compa- 
ny's first HDTV product, the HD -ready PRO900 video projector. 

The front -screen model is compatible with the Grand Alliance 
digital HD system (which incorporates key Zenith technology) and 
provides 1,280x720 progressive and 1,920x1,080 interlace pictures. 
The PRO900 projects 60- to 240 -inch diagonal pictures, in either the 
4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratios. Initial customers presumably will be 
commercial accounts and rich consumers getting ready for HDTV. 

At Thomson's spring line rollout, held on the eve of the announce- 
ment, executive vice president Joseph Clayton said that assuming 
the FCC gave the GA the green light on the 9th, Thomson would 
have HDTV sets ready by 1998, although some models, presum- 
ably PTVs, could be ready in 1997. Thomson's HDTV support was 
shared by Philips, another Grand Alliance member, at its line 
showing. Company executives are specifically mentioning HDTV 
as a key area of importance in future marketing efforts. 

To bring our theme full circle, you can find the FCC's digital TV 
standard announcement along with related background and techni- 
cal information on the web. The address is http://www.fcc.gov. 

Marjorie Costello is a broadcast and video industry consultant and Broadcast Engineering contributing 
editor based in New York. Respond via E -mail: MACostello @aol.com. 
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TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY 

With the somewhat imminent arrival of 
ATV (HDTV), most, if not all, VHF stations 
will be changing to UHF channels. The need 
exists, however, to keep the VHF systems 
operable, and it will continue to exist until 
such time as the NTSC channels finally 
disappear from use. That means a lot of 
semi -old and old physical facilities need to 
be treated with a significant amount of TLC 
to keep them operating for up to 15 years 
depending upon which set of rumors about 
the advent of ATV is currently considered 
the most viable. 

Antennas and 
transmission line 

With regard to the antenna systems and 
the transmission line, many VHF stations 
use batwing (superturnstyle) antennas. 
Those antennas, with their semiflexible ex- 
terior feedlines, will probably have to be 
reharnessed at least one more time during 
the next 15 years. On the positive side, one 
more time should be enough. When the 
VHF system ceases to exist, used VHF an- 
tennas will have about as much value as a 
bucket of warm spit. 

The vast majority of transmission lines for 
VHF stations use either dual three -inch feed - 
lines or a single six-inch line. Some of those 
lines are getting a bit long in the tooth. As a 
result, the sliding interconductors or "bul- 
lets" are becoming significantly worn. This 
results in an accumulation of debris on the 
anchor insulators that will eventually lead 
to one of two problems. 

First, the connector will turn up as a result 
of increased resistance, due to erosion of the 
conducting material, accompanied by an 
increase in heating. Or second, the line will 
arc over at the anchor insulators as a result 
of the accumulation of debris on the Teflon 
material. In either case, as the lines grow old, 
the probability of failure increases rapidly, 
much as it does with old engineers. 

For transmission lines, at least 15 years of 
additional life can be obtained by either 
replacing the interconductors with new con- 
ductors and connections or by at least re- 
placing all of the bullets and O- rings. If 
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By Don Markley 

Extending the life of VHF transmitters 

there is no significant damage to the lines, 
this will bring them fairly well back to the 
original specifications. 

A significant argument can be made for 
replacing the inners in total with some of the 
newer -type conductors and connectors that 
do not use sliding surfaces to accommodate 
expansion. The lines will then be good not 
only until the demise of NTSC television, 
but still will be usable in the UHF market for 
years to come. 

Eliminating the sliding interconductors 
means the elimination of wear to the con- 
nectors and of debris on the anchor insula- 
tors, which results from the wear on the 
conductors. Although this costs a little more 
than replacing the old bullets with new 
ones, the used value of the line will be 
significantly better. 

No discussion has been made of the tower 
itself. The same maintenance techniques 
that have kept the station's tower standing 
up until now need to be continued. Your 
favorite tower crew needs to come in annu- 
ally to check guy -wire tensions, repair the 
lighting system as needed and do the stan- 
dard annual examination that you have 
been doing every year up until now. There is 

a problem that may arise if you attempt to 
install the new ATV antenna and line on the 
same tower. This particular action has been 

discussed in previous articles and must be 
considered only after a structural engineer 
goes over your system thoroughly and grants 
his approval accompanied by the approval 
of your insurance carrier. 

Replace or refurbish? 
That leaves the transmitter. If your station 

is going to be going to a UHF channel, there 
really is no sense in attempting to buy a new 
VHF transmitter that can handle ATV. More 
than enough equipment will be sitting 
around for the few VHF stations that use 
VHF channels for their ATV operation. 

VHF stations will fall into one of two 
categories. Under Category A, your equip- 
ment is fairly new and in good operating 
condition. That being the case, there should 
be no difficulty in extending its life for 
another 15 years. Before that time period is 

over, you may reach the point where the 
amount of care required to keep the facility 
in operation becomes excessive. However, 
you can pay for a great deal of technician 
time for much less than it would cost to 
replace the VHF transmitter with a new unit 
when the period of need is small. Category 
B includes all of those transmitters that are 
marginal to bad at the present time. This is 

where the real work comes in. 
If the transmitter needs to be replaced, it 

RCA manufactured the FHSeries in both VHF and UHF models. Many of these transmitters will soon be 
25 years old. Owners will have to decide if their units will make it another 15 years. (Photo courtesy of 
Comark.) 
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may be a poor investment to 
attempt to rebuild it enough 
to last for another 15 years. 
Remember, this kind of engi- 
neering decision is not really 
brain surgery. Working with 
the manufacturer or the parts 
supplier for your brand of 
transmitter, you need to sit 
down and make a list. On that 
list, you need to identify all of 
the major components that 
will need to be replaced over 
the next 15 years based on 
past experience with the trans- 
mitter. Include the cost of re- 
furbishing cavities and sock- 
ets as needed and the cost for 
tubes that you will need over the next 
15 -year period. Also, look at the expected 
power consumption over the next 15 years 
and the cost for that power based upon your 
existing rates. Compare that to the cost of a 
new transmitter and the power that would 
be necessary to operate the new transmitter 
over that same 15 -year period. You need to 
add a little something for the old transmitter 
to cover the technical maintenance that will 
be necessary. This will include the number of 
hours of overtime that the staff will collect for 
getting the `old girl' back into operation at 
3:00 in the morning on many a night. From 
that, you can determine whether it makes 
sense at this time to re- 

ter, 

tt t 

mat i-" 
These 

1980s vintage 
Comark UHF units are only 

15 or so years old and will most likely 
provide their owners with plenty of time to make 

a decision on a new units for ATV. 

PA. It would be extremely embarrassing to 
have to buy a new transmitter with only five 
years to go. 

For the transmitters that are in moderate - 
to -good shape, the solution is simple. Those 
units need to be maintained in accordance 
with good engineering practice. That is, 
keep them clean, keep the filters changed, 
keep the units properly adjusted so exces- 
sive heat build -up does not occur because of 
mistuning and keep the hardware in good 
operating order. These are actions that the 
station's 

it wouldn't hurt to put a little 
more effort into that mainte- 
nance right now. Start by re- 
placing all damaged fingerstock 
while such material is still ob- 
tainable. If the tube sockets are 
starting to show a significant 
amount of wear, replace them 
now. The same goes for water 
pumps and air blowers. Either 
replace them now so that you 
will be done with this work for 
the next 15 years or get a spare 
unit on hand ready to install. 
Doing this before the units ac- 
tually fail allows you to shop 
around and find a source of 
blowers and pumps that may 
be more reasonably priced than 
yóu would be able to do if the 

front office was screaming at you and the 
station was off the air. 

If you have old auxiliary transmitters, get 
them into good operating order and keep 
them there. As your main transmitter be- 
comes older, the need for that auxiliary 
transmitter will become more frequent and 
more significant. 

A transmitter that is in reasonably good 
shape now should last for another 15 years 
with an appropriate increase in the 

Like the RCA 
unit, this25- year -old Gates/Harrismodel (220kW 
UHF) is approaching the end of its service life. The owners will be faced with making 
purchase decisions in the near future. 

place the transmitter or to repair; modify or 
beef up as necessary to extend its life expect- 
ancy. 

There is one small additional consider- 
ation when deciding whether to trade or 
repair. It primarily concerns the cost to the 
station for off -air time and the amount of 
hassle for the engineering staff to keep the 
old girl in operation. You might also give 
some thought to stock -piling a few of the 
more critical components. Parts for VHF 
transmitters are going to become more dif- 
ficult to obtain as the transmitters are phased 
out of use. Ten years from now, it may be 
difficult to get that new tube socket for the 

staff should have been taking over the years 
and would have to take on a new transmit- 
ter or on the old one under any circumstanc- 
es. If your transmitter is less than 15 years 
old, there should be no worry about extend- 
ing its life for another 15 years. 

A little extra TLC 
Although the station may have planned 

on replacing the transmitter at 20- to 25- 
year intervals, a little extra maintenance is 
reasonable when compared with replacing 
a transmitter for a five- to 10 -year life 
cycle. 

If you are stretching the life of a transmit- 

amount of TLC provided. However, now 
is a good time to be making that decision as 
to whether the anticipated life will be 
stretched or whether the old transmitter 
should be replaced within the next couple 
of years. 

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley and Associates, Peoria, I L . 
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 

Imagine having two digital video sources 
that share a single file on the storage system 
and can play back from different points in 
the stream. Add to that four channels of 
digital audio, which can be routed or synced 
with either video stream. This is multistream 
and there are many uses for this, especially 
when the sources are stored digitally. With 
delayed broadcasts, it's necessary to record 
an incoming satellite feed while playing the 
program in the future. This can be done with 
tape machines and is explained in "New 
Recording Technology," December 1995. 

Compression standards 
The acceptance of nonlinear editing and 

the widespread use of Motion JPEG as a 
production coding standard has sparked 
interest in digital disk -based video. Since the 
concept of digitizing, compressing, storing 
and retrieving video on a digital disk was 
accepted, new applications have appeared. 
Seeing compressed video looking better than 
ever at this year's NAB has confirmed 
what many believed would happen - 
D-1 quality from compressed video is 

possible, usable and affordable. 

Hardware standards 
PCI is the key technology making 

this possible. It is a bus standard that 
has gained a foothold in the desktop 
PC arena. PCI has the potential to 
bring PCs up to professional video 
requirements. In addition, Windows 
NT has matured in the digital video 
age. Advanced multimedia controls 
and facilities being incorporated into 
Windows, such as Open DML (Digital 

By Steven Alan Levine 

Multistream digital video 

dards and technologies, it was inevitable 
that cost -effective digital multistream tech- 
nologies would emerge this year. The ever - 
decreasing cost of memory, SCSI disk drives 
and PCI computers, coupled with advance- 
ments in the Motion JPEG techniques re- 
sulted in a product such as the Multistream 
Xpress (MSX). Taking advantage of the PCI 
motherboards, ultraSCSI and fibre -channel 
devices, MSX from Rapid Tech, synergizes 
these advancements into a reasonably priced 
package that occupies a single PCI slot. 

Some of the problems 
To properly implement a multistream sys- 

tem, it's necessary to have a common store 
where clip -based files are kept. A RAID 
device on Windows NT provides this fea- 
ture. Using off -the -shelf hard drives and 
controllers, it is possible to achieve reliable 
throughput for digital media streams on a 
standard Pentium -based system. The multi - 
stream hardware must be capable of deliv- 
ering one or more media streams to the 
output and the Movie -II bus independently. 
This allows for monitoring of streams that 
are being fed to Movie -II bus devices. 

This requires that the individual streams 
be controlled without interaction with each 
other. They must be in perfect sync in order 
to guarantee frame accuracy for editing. 
MSX accomplishes this by a single master 
video timing controller on the board. This 
clock generator can provide master sync to 

ble playback anomalies. With MSX's inte- 
grated, single board design and the power- 
ful on -board RISC processor, this problem 
has been solved. 

Transfer rates 
Another problem that has plagued codec 

boards is the inability to transfer blocks of 
compressed video in bursts to a SCSI device 
over the computer's bus. With ISA and 
EISA, this was a bottleneck for allowing 
clean, uninterrupted video and audio streams 
to record and playback. Often times, the 
host processor and EISA bus limited direct 
memory access transfers to around 5MB /s 
to 6MB /s. PCI offers the most promise and 
many manufacturers have already moved 
their designs there. It also allows the possi- 
bility of deploying the board on the MAC 
and PC platforms. 

The MSX takes advantage of the PCI bus 
master DMA and the PCI 2.1- compliant 
controller chips. Benchmarks show upward 
of 24MB /s sustained with four low -cost 
Seagate Barracuda 2.1GB RAID 0 -inch 
drives that are striped by Windows NT. The 
9GB Seagate Barracuda drives should allow 
performance increases with two or more 
drives striped together. Overall video qual- 
ity is a complex function of drive latency, 
bus speed and application overhead. If any 
of these functions are poor, performance 
suffers. A good rule of thumb for data rate 
vs. quality for Motion JPEG is 5MB /s to 

6MB /s for each channel of Beta SP 
video and 10MB /s to 13MB /s D -1 
when losslessly compressed. 

Practical examples 
The Vistor -II multistream digital disk 

recorder is an example of a product 
that is based on the MSX. One appli- 
cation is a broadcast program delay 
and spot insertion unit. Its primary 
function is receiving satellite programs 
prior to the appointed time of the 
local broadcast, holding them until 
an indeterminate time in the future 
and then playing them back. The chal- 
lenge comes when the total time of the 

The analog daughtercard and the main board of the Multistream 
Xpress. 

Media Library) and Active Movie, have 
excited video manufacturers who are hop- 
ing to deliver solutions to the broadcast and 
production communities. 

An additional standard that is emerging 
on the hardware side is the Movie -II bus, 
developed by Matrox Electronic Systems 
of Canada. (The Movie -II bus is an out- 
growth of Matrox's earlier Movie -I bus of 
which Rapid Tech was an original adopter.) 

With the rapid evolution of these stan- 
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the Movie -II bus and the MSX video cir- 
cuits, as well. The MSX can also be gen- 
locked to an external sync source. 

One of the most difficult tasks to accom- 
plish in previous codec systems was syn- 
chronization of the video, RS -422 and au- 
dio processes together. These devices were 
spread throughout a computer bus, causing 
lag times and the inability to keep every- 
thing in sync. This was seen as skipped 
frames, bad lip sync and other uncontrolla- 

program is greater than the delay time and 
it must start playing back while it is still 
recording the original. 

The ideal configuration is a variable digi- 
tal delay whose time is linearly proportional 
to the amount of disk storage installed. 
With the Vistor's dual stream capability, a 
record -while -play operation is used to facil- 
itate the program delay. In addition to de- 
laying incoming programs, the same unit 
may be used for dual- channel spot inser- 
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tion. The Vistor -II, while being RS- 
422 controllable, can also display a 
Windows -NT user interface so mas- 
ter control may observe or intervene 
during operation. Another aspect of 
the multistream capability is that 
spots may be dubbed in while the 
second channel is on the air. There is 

no need for take -down or clean -up 
times with this auxiliary channel 
standing by. Because the DDR is an 
open Windows NT system, recon- 
ciliation of aired spots can be done 
over the local area network con- 
nected directly to the DDR. 

Production cache 
A second area where the Vistor -II 

is used is in production playback. 
When the device is used as a `server' or cache 
for video clips and stills, it can be instructed 
to call up these elements on short notice. If 
a device, such as the Pinnacle Genie, a PCI 
Movie -II effects board, is connected to the 
MSX, then it's possible to sequence real - 
time A/B rolls with effects from multiple 
streams of digital video. Using an RS -422 
interface to the effects -equipped Vistor, it 
may be possible to edit effects on short 
notice and perform them with a single `go' 
command, drawing from random -access 
video clip libraries stored on disk. Using 
familiar devices to set up and initiate these 
events, professional- looking transitions and 
3 -D effects may be combined with pristine 
digital video coming from one rack -mount 
box. 

gram of the Multistream Xpress (MSX), an integrated risc A diag 
PCI plug -in solution for desktop video. 

Nonlinear editing 
With the functionality of a multistream 

DDR on a card, it is understood that the 
same device can be employed in a nonlinear 
editing system. If the Genie effects processor 
is combined with the MSX and Premiere' or 
In:Sync's Speed Razor, for example, a fully 
nonlinear A/B roll editing system with real - 
time effects can be inexpensively put togeth- 
er. With integral dual RS -422 interfaces on 
the MSX, external VTRs can be controlled 
for unattended dubbing to disk. With mul- 
tistream capability, a long dubbing opera- 
tion may take place in the background 
while other preparatory editing tasks or 
one -channel edits are run. With the multi- 
tasking of NT and the MSX multichannel 
capabilities, there is no down time due to 
critical operations. In digital nonlinear edit- 
ing, the most time -consuming operation is 

rendering of effects. With real -time effects 
directly coupled to the 2- channel video en- 
gine, there is no waiting to see the effect, and 
the need for previews is gone. The editor can 
watch the A, B and C side rolling to get the 
feel of the transition. The linear suite is capa- 
ble of this only after all channels are cued. 

Lossless compression 
The MSX uses the Zoran 016'/050' chipset 

for Motion JPEG compression. With this 
combo, it's easy to produce lossless com- 
pressed video. Lossless refers to a mathe- 
matical measurement that states that noth- 
ing is removed from the original stream that 
cannot be 100% reproduced in the decom- 
pressed file. 

To verify this, it requires a digital image that 
has never been through an analog circuit, to 
be coded with the lossless system under test. 

Then the image is decoded back to a 
digital raster. This file is mathemati- 
cally compared to the original un- 
compressed image and they should 
be identical. JPEG compression per- 
forms lossless compression on every 
image, but it generally combines that 
technique with lossy ones to get more 
image reduction. Today, most un- 
compressed DDRs use D -1 data rates 
to achieve the same result that the 
MSX can with about half the stor- 
age. 

With the advancements in disk - 
drive technology and plug- and -play 
PCI hardware, the nonlinear editing 
user will find it less of a chore to put 
together a powerful system. What 
used to cost several tens of thou- 

sands of dollars, now may be purchased at 
around $15,000 to $25,000 for a full -blown 
editing system. For the established post - 
production or broadcast facility hoping to 
expand on its investment in traditional 
equipment, the multistream DDRs, such as 
the Vistor -II, will make the transition a more 
smooth one as the tapeless world of the 
future rapidly approaches. 

Steven Levine is president of Rapid Tech Advanced Digital Media, 
Buffalo, NY. 

Sure, a Bird THRULINE® Wattmeter is a fixture 
on most benches. But did you know that we offer a 

complete line of power measurement and termination 
products specially designed for the broadcast market? 

Electronic Corporation Tel: 216-248-1200 

aaamrGrow Fax:216- 248.5426 
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FIELD REPORT By Craig Strom 

Performance at a glance: 

Large, digitally controlled, analog 
mixing console 
High -quality audio performance 
Extremely flexible and versatile 
operation 
Intuitive "traditional" console 
design 
Snapshot automation of all 
console parameters 
Immediate, quiet recall of snapshot 
settings 

When the time comes to buy a new 
audio console, the question that comes to 
mind first is, "Should we buy digital or 
analog ?" Although this is certainly one is- 

sue, there are many others, and some are 
much more important than the digital vs. 
analog question. In news, functionality wins 
out over sonic integrity every time. Perhaps 
it is possible to have the best of both worlds. 
The Euphonix CS2000B is a digitally con- 
trolled analog console. This system is corn- 
prised of an (almost) traditional analog 
audio path and a powerful, compact 
and fast digital control surface. 

In mid -1994, WFLD -TV, the Fox - 
owned- and -operated station in Chica- 
go, was given the opportunity to re- 
place the audio console in its main 
control room. By the end of the year, 
Euphonix had been chosen as the sup- 
plies In September of 1995, the new 
console was on the ait The decision to 
replace an older, undersized console 
with a Euphonix board was based on 
the need to do a first -rate job on recent- 
ly expanded news and sports program- 
ming. The CS2000B met those needs 
and has since demonstrated the power 
of its unique architecture. 

In and out in a day 
Euphonix has made installation and 

interfacing practically effortless. A 
field engineer, whose job is to assist 
with installation and verify proper 
operation, is "shipped" with every 
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Euphonix CS2000B mixing console 

board. Had the station been ready, the 
board would have been installed within 14 
hours of delivery. As it was, there was a 
great deal of cabling to do and several 
versions of new software that caused a 
delay. (This board was serial number 1 in 
the new broadcast line.) 

Signal I/O is made entirely through ban- 
tam patchbays made specifically for Eu- 
phonix. These patchbays interface to the 
board and the real world via high- density 
Elco connectors. Euphonix provides the 
interconnection from the console to the 
patchbays. Elco connectors are more com- 
mon in the recording industry than broad- 
cast, but they proved easy to install and 
quite robust. The only exception to the 
above pattern is the time -code input. Time 
code is fed directly into the processing tower 
via an XLR. Apparently, this was done to 
keep time code and audio as far apart as 
possible. 

Euphonix has made numerous accommo- 
dations on the console for the broadcast 
environment. Also, many new features were 
created simply by reassigning functions from 
their existing recording studio console de- 
sign. For example, the 24 outputs used in 
recording studios to send buses to 24 -track 
recorders have been modified for use by 
broadcasters as mix -minus sends. Several 
new features include active fader speaker 
muting, tally lights, GPIs for tape machine 
starts (tied to fader logic), electronic scribble 
strips, redundant power supplies, expanded 
(32 stereo) external monitor inputs and 
external router control (available with soft- 

ware version 2.6). With all of these new 
features, the board fits comfortably into a 
broadcast control -room environment. 

Planning and preparation are the keys to 
a quality system. Detailed operational and 
I/O documentation preceded the board to 
WFLD. Understanding the architecture of 
the board was critical to properly designing 
a new audio control room that could max- 
imize the unique features of the CS2000B. It 
seemed that a logical extension to the snap- 
shot recall feature of the board was to have 
the ability to recall input routing for mics 
and line level sources with each snapshot. 
The snapshots are like e-mems on a video 
switcher: one or two keystrokes can recall 
one of 50 snapshots in each title (recall time 
is less than one frame and can be done live). 

All of the inputs to the WFLD board come 
through either a Euphonix 48x48 mic rout- 
er (the CUBE) or the main house router. This 
configuration allows a complete recall of all 
settings on the board between consecutive 
live shows - everything from dynamics 
setup and EQ profiles to IFB configuration 
and source mapping. Every level and switch 
position (except for monitors) is also re- 
called. It is possible to make MIDI program 
changes as part of a snapshot. All of the 
shows done at WFLD can now be produced 
without ever changing a patch cord. 

Operational fortitude 
System operation is similar to a traditional 

console, with a few notable differences. The 
first change most people observe is the dou- 
ble row of faders on each channel strip. Each 

strip offers six inputs: Ml, M2, Ll- 
L4. They can be assigned in any com- 
bination to either (or both) faders. 
The faders can be operated in any of 
several modes (stereo, mono, stereo - 
reverse, etc.) and assigned to either of 
two main output buses. The Ml and 
M2 inputs can handle levels from mic 
to line; L1 through L4 are fixed at 
+4dBu. Faders may also be assigned 
to aux sends, direct outs or three 
utility outputs known as "Outs 1 -3." 
Most of these can be pre- or post - 
fader. This gives each channel strip 
significantly more capability than a 
traditional console, although it stops 
somewhat short of two channels in 

one, particularly in terms of EQ or 
dynamics on the strip. 

The audio people at the station have 
found this configuration to be im- 
mensely valuable. With a little thought 
about source assignment, the board 
fits 56 faders into what traditionally 

The Euphonix CS2000B in the audio control room at WFLD -TV, 
Chicago. 
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would be only 28. All channel strips are 
identical. This means channel setups can 
easily be copied from one strip to another. 
Similarly, individual sections (called 
"blocks "), such as auxiliary bus assignments, 
can also be copied. This can speed the process 
of making new snapshots. 

The center section of the console is called 
the digital studio controller (DSC). It can 
actually be located anywhere on the main- 
frame, as can the channel strips (in groups of 
four). Unlike many traditional consoles, the 
layout of the CS2000B can be easily changed 
or expanded after installation to suit chang- 
ing needs. The DSC is the key to fast opera- 
tion in a live environment. Except for the 
pots, all functions on the channel strips can 
also be controlled from the DSC and master 
section. This type of assignable surface is 
becoming more common, and the Euphonix 
implementation is effective and powerful. 

All rotary controls on the DSC are shaft 
encoders. Most of its push buttons are of the 
large, illuminated (and patented), industri- 
al- strength variety. The organization and 
layout of the DSC is practical and adaptive. 
Its indicators and controls change function 
based on the current task. A healthy number 
of controls remain unassigned in anticipa- 
tion of future software releases. Although 
this may seem unorthodox, WFLD's opera- 
tors had little trouble adjusting to it. 

The console uses a DOS -based computer 
to load system software, store setup infor- 
mation and control an LCD screen on the 
DSC. If the computer dies, the graphics 
screen goes dark and new setups cannot be 
loaded, but the system is otherwise unaffect- 
ed. This was an important purchasing issue - some other automated consoles passed 
operational data through a PC. If the PC 
locked up, so did your show. The PC is, 
however, at the heart of the CS2000B's 
ability to store and recall setup information. 

The digital control system is built to be 
extremely reliable. Distributed processing 
serves its purpose in the CS2000B for reli- 
ability and speed. Processors are scattered 
everywhere through the system, which en- 
sures that if a subsystem does crash, it will 
not take down the whole system. In a real - 
time system such as this, speed is of the 
essence. When you lift a fader, you expect 
the level to change without delay. To date, 
every control acts as if mechanically con- 
nected to its function. 

The control system has proved to be well - 
designed, reliable and effective. All of the 
intelligence is in the mixing surface. Proces- 
sors send commands to the audio tower 
where they are decoded and applied to the 
analog processing circuitry. As a result, if the 
mixing desk is shut down, the tower contin- 
ues to pass audio. If a power failure occurs, 
the control system takes a minute or two to 
reboot. The tower, however, comes back on 

about one second after power restoration in 
the same state as when it shut down. 

Throw the book at them 
Full documentation is provided with the 

console, and hardware documentation is 
particularly extensive. Schematics for al- 
most every circuit in the system are includ- 
ed. The notable exceptions are several pro- 
prietary circuit designs, which are drawn as 
black boxes. 

Like many software- controlled systems, 
the software documentation lags behind the 
latest release of code. This is not a serious 
hindrance to board operation, because soft- 
ware releases are evolutionary rather than 
revolutionary. Each release builds on the 
features of the previous release. While new 
manuals always seem to be in the works, 
each release of software is accompanied by 
detailed release notes. Euphonix actually 
releases a list of known bugs, as well as bug 
fixes in the current release. The develop- 
ment team at Euphonix is also capable and 
responsive. 

The result of all this nontraditional archi- 
tecture is a flexible console. Is there room for 
improvement? Sure, and this architecture 
will allow all of the new enhancements to be 
retrofitted to consoles already in the field. 
To date, Euphonix is still shipping new 

software to all of its customers without 
those annoying "annual software mainte- 
nance agreements." When the decision to 
buy a console leads to a traditional board, 
you expect to have essentially the same 
console in five to 10 years as the one you 
bought today. You expect to have a sub- 
stantially improved board in five years. If 
someone can think of a better way to do 
something, chances are good it will show 
up in the next software release for the 
CS2000B. 

Craig Strom is assistant chief engineer at WELD -TV, Chicago. 

Editor's note: Field reports are an exclusive Broadcast Engineering 
feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified 
staff at a broadcast, production or consulting company. 

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. 
Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan equipment, and 
to aiding the author if requested. 

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the 
results of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should 
be considered an endorsement or disapproval by Broadcast Engi- 
neering magazine. 

For more information on the 
Euphonix CS2000B, circle (100) 

on Action Card. 

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
Engineering Supervisor 

Position requires a BS/MS in EE, Physics, or equivalent, plus a minimum of eight years experience in 

television systems integration, operation, and maintenance.The successful candidate must have 

extensive knowledge of NTSC and PAL standards;AES digital audio and CCIR 601 transmission 

systems; digital routing switchers; computer controlled audio mixing and video editing systems; 

digital video disk recorders; standards converters; and various formats of videotape recording 

equipment.The individual must also be familiar with SMPTE standards relating to film production 

and exhibition. Experience with 35mm film projection, film sound production, and theatrical film 

and video projection systems is highly desirable.The individual must be highly disciplined in creating 

and maintaining schedules, operating and capital equipment budgets, and plant documentation, and 

must possess excellent communication, supervisory, and interpersonal relations skills. 

Audio/Video Equipment Operator 
Position requires a minimum of three years experience in, and detailed operational knowledge of 

audio/video editing and post production, videotape recordings and duplication, and operation of 

professional audio/video production systems including audio mixing consoles, videotape recorders, 

switching systems, patch bays, timecode reader /generators, and Mac and PC based computer 

controlled audio/video editing and mixing systems. Responsibilities will indude setup of audio and 

video editing and mixing systems for production personnel and generation and duplication of 

videotapes for daily review. 

Please send resumes to 
Fox Animation Studios, Inc. Attn: Personnel Director 

2747 E. Camelback Rd. Phoenix,AZ 85016 FAX 602.808.4699 

FOX 
ANIMATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer A Unit of Fox Filmed Entertainment A News Corporation Company 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

3 -D graphics workstations 
Intergraph Computer Systems 

TDZ -310, TDZ -410 & TDZ -610: 
the TDZs incorporate Intergraph's new 
RealiZm 3 -D graphics to achieve 1.2 
million lit, Z- buffered, Gouraud -shad- 
ed, 50 -pixel 3 -D triangles /s; RealiZm 
includes RenderGL, a new Intergraph - 
developed library of graphics exten- 
sions that work with the OpenGL 
graphics library; the new generation of 
TDZ workstations deliver real -time, 
interactive 3 -D graphics with no com- 
promise in performance, texture qual- 
ity, display resolution or picture color 
depth. 
Intergraph, Huntsville AL, 35894; 800 -763- 

0242 or 205- 730 -5441; fax 205 -730 -9478; 
http: //www.intergrpah.com/ics 

Circle (350) on Action Card 

High -end RAID solution 
MicroNet , 
Technology 

DataDock 7000: a high - 
end RAID 0/1/3/5 solution 
that complements the Data - 
Dock family of products; the 
DataDock 7000 drive mod- 
ules lock into a seven -bay, 
innovatively engineered 
chassis that is available in 
tower or 19 -inch rack mount 
configurations; DataDock 
7000 is an ideal extension 
for existing high -end Data - 
Dock users, as well as users 
who require flexible, reli- 
able and high -performance 
RAID solutions with trans- 
fer rates up to 40MB /s for 
critical server applications, 
such as video and the Inter- 
net. 

MicroNet Technology, 80 
Technology, Irvine, CA 92718; 

714 -453 -6100; fax 714 -453- 
6101; http: / /www.micronet.com 

Circle (353) on Action Card 

TV channel splitter 
Micro Communications Inc. (MCI) 

TV channel splitter: a device that allows 
two UHF channels to be separated to feed 
individual antennas; any two UHF chan- 
nels can be uncoupled provided that there 
are at least three channels separating them; 
resonant -loop technology is incorporat- 
ed into the design making the device 
insensitive to the elements. 

Micro Communications, 438 Kelley Ave., 
Manchester, NH 03108 -4365; 603 -624 -4351; 

603 -624 -04822 
Circle (356) on Action Card 
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Conveyor degausser . 
Research Technology 
International (RTI) 

Pulsar: a conveyor degausser featuring 
unique pivoting coil pulse discharge tech- 
nology; it operates on standard 117V AC 
and uses five amps to quickly and complete- 
ly erase any metal or oxide videotape for- 
mat up to 1650 Oe in one pass. 

RTI, 4700 Chase, Lincolnwood, IL 60646 -1689; 
800 -323 -7520 or 847 -677 -3000; fax 800 -784 -6733 

or 847-677-1311; 
Internet: Email:Pulsar @RTI- US.com 

Circle (351) on Action Card 

Compression solutions. 
Snell & Wilcox 

Range of compression solutions: products for interface technology 
linking the past, through the present to the future; the products focus 
on compression, digitization, conversion, DVE and HDTV; some of 
the products include the Prefix compression pre -processing range, 
the MSA100 MPEG -2 transport stream analyzer and the MSP100 
MPEG -2 transport stream player; the Kudos NRS50 noise- reduc- 
tion system accepts all analog composite and component formats as 
inputs and provides all analog composite and component formats as 
outputs with an additional output of 4:2:2 SDI. 

Snell and Wilcox, 6 Old Lodge Place, St. Margaret's, Twickenham TW1 
1 RO, UK, +44 (0) 181 607 9455; fax +44 (0) 181 607 9466 

Circle (359) on Action Card 

Al Oscilloscope 
Hewlett -Packard 

HP 54616B: a high -performance two - 
channel digital storage oscilloscope that 
features a combination of power and per- 
formance specifications, including 2Gsa/s 
and 500MHz bandwidth, to boost produc- 
tivity; other features include lns digital 
peak detect at all sweep speeds, 5K memory 
depth and 5011 input capability to ensure 
accurate high -speed measurements. 
Hewlett Packard, Direct Marketing Organization, 

P.O. Box 58059, MS51 L -SJ, Santa Clara, CA 
95051 -8059; 800 -452 -4844 (ext. 1454); http: // 

www.tmo.hp.com 
Circle (357) on Action Card 
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Disk -based 
broadcast systems 
ASC Audio Video 
Corporation 

VR -300: addition to 
the ASC Virtual Re- 
corder line; the VR -300 
features two channels 
of video, for simulta- 
neous recording and 
playback or dual play- 
back, and four chan- 
nels of audio; by choos- 
ing your own compres- 
sion rates, you can pre- 
cisely control the sys- 
tem's channel and stor- 
age capabilities 

ASC Audio Video 
Corporation, 3816 

Burbank Blvd., Burbank, 
CA 91505; 818-843-7004; 

fax 818 -842 -8945 
Circle (358) on 
Action Card 

Auto -nulling telephone interface A 
Clear -Corn Intercom Systems 

TEL -1000: a microprocessor -based telephone interface that intro- 
duces a state -of- the -art solution to the problem of interconnecting a 

standard analog dial -up telephone line to a Clear -Com, Matrix Plus, 
RTS or any four -wire intercom system; features include automatic 
hybrid -nulling, auto -answer, auto -disconnect, auto -gain control 
and remote -control functions; when used in the auto -answer and 
auto -disconnect modes, it provides unattended dial -in operation. 

Clear-Corn Intercom Systems, 945 Camelia St., Berkeley, 
CA 94710 -1484; 510 -527-6666; fax 510- 527 -6699 

Circle (361) on Action Card 

Disk arrays for Windows 
FWB Inc. 

SledgeHammer: a broad range of high - 
performance disk array storage sub- 
systems featuring architecture that is 

extremely versatile and easy to custom - 
ize; SledgeHammers are complete plug - 
and -play disk array subsystems that 
range in capacity from 2 to 17.4GB. 

FWB, 1555 Adams Dr., Menlo Park, CA 
94025;415 -325 -4392. 

Circle (362) on Action Card 

Fiber -optic triax interface 
Telecast Fiber Systems 

Cobra: a fiber -optic camera 
"snake" system designed to 
extend or replace triaxial ca- 
ble in remote teleproduction; 
it interconnects Sony and 
Ikegami triax- equipped cam- 
eras to their base stations us- 
ing ultralightweight fiber - 
optic cable; the system al- 
lows the operator to locate 
cameras more than 50,000 
feet away from their base sta- 
tions, with no repeaters or equalizing. 

Telecast Fiber Systems, 102 Grove St, Worchester, MA 01605; 
508 -754 -4858; fax 508- 752 -1520 

Circle (354) on Action Card 
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Cobra 

Post -production system 
Pinnacle Systems 

GeniePlus: a com- 
plete set of profes- 
sional- quality, real - 
time 3 -D digital ef- 
fects, switching, 
character genera- 
tion, paint and still 
storage available 
on a single PCI 
board; the system 
integrates easily 
into most linear desktop editing environments and features such 
effects as single -pass page turns, warps, ripples, spheres with 
lighting, trails, shadows and borders; multiple layers can also be 
created in a single pass. 

Pinnacle Systems Inc., 870 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 
408 -720 -9669; fax 408 -720 -9674 

Circle (360) on Action Card 

Component video in sync with Xpon 
Prime Image 

Xpon: a time base corrector /synchronizer with component capabil- 
ity for both input and output offered in a plug -in circuit board for the 
AT bus of any PC; the Xpon allows the mixing of component and 
composite sources for multi -input switcher effects; Xpon is available 
in NTSC, PAL or PAL -M. 

Prime Image, 19943 Via Escuela, Saratoga, CA 95070; 
408- 867 -6519; fax 408 -926 -7294 

Circle (352) on Action Card 

FREE 44pg Catalog & 80 Audlo/Video Applic. 
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view 

®GPAMP LABS INC (213) 934 35581 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

p:nwww.opampraus. 
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I N T R O D U C I N G 

ToneJacic 
1 Hz- 29,999 Hz (1 Hz steps) 
Sine and Square wave outputs 
RS -232 controllable 
Store and Recall 10 user frequencies 
Uses 9 V battery or external power 
Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz 
Level control from 0 to 6.3 V P -P 
Compact (5 "W x 1.5 "H x 3 "D overall) 

CONEX SYSTEMS 11111 

A Portable Audio Generato 

VISIT OUR WES SITE 
www conex-electro.com/-,conex 

1602 Carolina St PO Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227 1.800.645.1061 360.734.4323 FAX 360.676.4822 
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New Products continued 

Digital desk 
The Winsted Corporation 

Model E4697: an extra -sturdy 94 -inch (W) desk with a 

large, wrap- around 30 -inch (D) desktop and 18 -inch (D) 
adjustable riser, both in black granite laminate; it is big 
enough to hold most multimedia systems; there is black 
contour trim on both the desktop, riser top and vertical 
rack with an available color accent trim insert to match 
your electronics. 

The Winsted Corporation, 10901 Hampshire Ave. So., 
Minneapolis, MN 55438 -2385; 800 -447 -2257 or 612- 944 -9050; 

fax 612- 944 -1546 
Circle (363) on Action Card 

CONNECTOR 

Gold Center Contact Pin 
Superior Cable Pull Strength 

Use with Solid or Stranded Coax 
Mates with any standard female F 

CATV HOME SATELLITE 

CA/VARE 
531 5th St Unit A San Fernando, CA 91340 

(818) 365-2446 FAX (818)365 -0479 
canare @canare.com 

Circle (63) on Action Card 
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PC- compatible relay card , 
Sealevel Systems 

REL -32: a PC- compatible relay card 
that provides 32 reed relays; it can be 
used for PC -based control of equip- 
ment, such as satellite antenna control 
systems and video /audio studio auto- 
mation; the REL -32 can also be used 
to integrate unattended status moni- 
toring equipment and fall -back net- 
work switching circuits. 
Sealevel Systems, PO Box 830, Liberty, SC 

29657; 864- 843 -4343; fax 864 -843 -3067 
Circle (364) on Action Card 

MMDS transmitters 
Acrodyne Industries 

MMDS/ITFS series: new line for MMDS/ITFS that includes 
power levels of 10W, 20W, 50W and 100W peak visual output 
with 10% aural; the series is designed for complete compatibility 
with all formats, all amplifiers are broadband class A linear 
including the aural side; a single RF output connector providing 
combined visual and aural is used for the 10W and 20W models 
while the higher power transmitters make use of an external 
diplexer. 
Acrodyne, 516 Township Line Rd., Blue Bell, PA 19422; 800 -523 -2596 or 

215 -542 -7000; fax 215 -540 -5837 
Circle (380) on Action Card 

Expanded feature package 
for Ensemble Gold 
Editing Technologies 
Corporation (ETC) 

Enhanced Ensemble Gold: a nonlinear series of 
editing systems that now feature infinite video layer- 
ing for compositing and effects through multiple 
video channel control; Ensemble Gold eliminates the 
need for pre -digitizing and pre -selecting of scenes 
and footage. 

ETC, 1192 Challenger Court, Moorpark, CA 93021; 
805 -529 -7074; fax 805 -529 -6744 

Circle (370) on Action Card 

UHF TV klystron tubes 
Communications & Power 
Industries (CPI) 

VKP 7983, VKP 7982 & VKP 7981: three wideband external 
cavity UHF TV klystron tubes; the four -cavity tubes cover the 
standard UHF frequency bands in a single tube, have air -cooled 
bodies and cathodes and water- or vapor -cooled collectors; each 
model includes an annular control electrode (ACE) for improved 
efficiency and uses electromagnetic focusing. 

CPI, 45 River Dr., Georgetown , Ontario, Canada L76 2J4; 
800 -267 -5387 or 905- 877 -0161; fax 905- 873 -7416 

Circle (366) on Action Card 

Telephone handset interface , 
JK Audio 

RemoteMix: a telephone handset interface that replaces the 
handset of your telephone with a mini broadcast console; 
RemoteMix is perfect for those times when you need to do 
a remote broadcast and the only phone available is a 

digital PBX or Key telephone - replace the handset with 
RemoteMix, choose a dial line and dial from the tele- 
phone. 

JK Audio, 2701 N. 45th Rd., Sandwich,IL 60548; 815- 786 -2929; 
fax 815- 786 -8502 
Circle (368) on Action Card 
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Broadcast video servers 
Hewlett- Packard 

Digital broadcast video servers: servers 
that provide a complete digital storage 
and playback solution and deliver ap- 
proximately twice the performance of the 
current platform - with up to six chan- 
nels and up to 50 hours of video quality in 
a single package; the system is expandable 
and upgradeable and includes such fea- 
tures as full networking capabilities, a 
fault -tolerant architecture, industry -stan- 
dard MPEG -2 video compression and an 
open platform for leading -edge applica- 
tion development. 
Hewlett- Packard, Direct Marketing Organiza- 
tion, P.O. Box 58059, MS51 L -SJ, Santa Clara, 

CA 95051 -8059; 800- 452 -4844 (ext. 1454); 
http://www.tmo.hp.com 
Circle (382) on Action Card 

Character generator . 
Videonics 

PowerScript: a 

stand -alone or 
computer net - 
workable device 
designed for all 
video post -pro- 
duction, multi- 
media and pro- 
fessional video 
graphy applications; PowerScript supports 
PostScript and uses digital video technology 
to produce fully anti -aliased characters, an- 
imation and graphics with 17.5ns effective 
pixel resolution. 
Videonics, 1370 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008- 

6604; 800 -338 -3348 or 408 -866 -8300; fax 408- 
866 -4859; http: / /www.videonics.com/ 

,info@videonics, corn 
Circle (367) on Action Card 

Portable color LCD . 
digital video scope 
Hitachi Denshi 
America, Ltd. 

VC -5431: a por- 
table color LCD 
digital video 
oscilloscope 
that pro- 
vides 
measure- 
ments for 
video and signal 
applications in one compact unit; it com- 
bines an active -matrix color LCD, 
50MHz, 30MS /s/Ch, deep 2kW memo- 
ry, timed data acquisition, GO/NO -GO 
testing oscilloscope together withvec- 
torscope, waveform monitor and a full - 
color monitor. 

Hitachi, 371 Van Ness Way, Ste. 120, 
Torrance, CA 900501; 310 -328 -6116; 

fax 310- 328 -6552 
Circle (384) on Action Card 

Portable mixer , 
JK Audio 

RemoteMix C +: a portable mixer for 
remote broadcasts; this battery- powered 
telephone /mixer has two balanced XLR 
microphone inputs, RCA jacks for tape send 
and receive, and a headphone jack; it also has 
the standard telephone features, such as a DTMF 
keypad, ringer with on/off switch, a handset jack and an adjustable 
hybrid null circuit; you can plug into a regular RJ -11 wall jack or a 

fax/modem adapter connected to your cellular telephone. 
JK Audio, 2701 N. 45th Rd., Sandwich,IL 60548; 

815 -786 -2929; fax 815 -786 -8502 
Circle (381) on Action Card 

UHF TV klystron rebuilding program extended to IOTs 
EEV Inc. 

EEV has extended its UHF TV klystron rebuilding program to its 
complete range of UHF TV inductive output tubes (IOTs); the features 
of the current program will be available to users of IOT- equipped 
transmitters; rebuilt IOTs will be available ex -stock from EEV; to take 
advantage of the program, you will be required to return your old IOT, 
which will then enter the rebuild program. 

EEV, 4 Westchester Plaza, P.O. Box 482, Elmsford, NY 10523; 
914- 592 -6050; fax 914 -682 -8922 

Circle (369) on Action Card 

Broadcast enterprise- management solution 
Odetics 

Spectrum: system designed to provide total automation of multichannel spot 
insertion and program on -air presentation; Spectrum will increase the lifespan for 
on -air presentation equipment and improve the on -air look and reliability by using 
a digital -disk cache and a centralized spot tape archive. 

Odetics, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92802; 714 -774 -5000; 714 -780 -7857 
Circle (385) on Action Card 

"Did You See It At N\800 ?" 
We introduced our new Self- Setting Analog Clock. Knowing that this 

unit can operate as a Time Code Reader (SMPTE, EBU, ASCII & ESE), 

Stand -Alone Clock or an Impulse Clock, our LX -5112 was definitely a 

highlight at NAB. 

FEATURES 

Reads Multiple Time Codes 
Lighted -Dial Option 
Silent Sweep or Step Hand 
Wallmount or Rackmount 
Time Code Error Indicator 
Extended Battery Back -up 
Time Zone Offset 
Simple & Reliable Operation 

LX-5112 

3 Year Warranty 
Practical Timing Solutions Since 1971 

142 Sierra St. El Segundo, CA 90245.310- 322- 2136FAX 310 -322 -8127 

Circle (61) on Action Card 
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INDUSTRY BRIEFS 

BUSINESS 

Panasonic, Secaucus, NJ, announced that New York 1, 
Time Warner's all -news cable station, has selected Pana- 
sonic's DVCPRO' /4 -inch component digital video format 
to convert its operations to a fully digital news facility. 
New York l's purchase includes 38 AJ -D750 DVCPRO 
VTRs, 22 AJ -D700 DVCPRO camcorders and 20 hand- 
held AG -EZ1U DV camcorders. 

Panasonic also announced a strategic alliance with 
Avid Technology, Inc., Tewksbury, MA, that included 
Panasonic's support of the industry- standard Open Me- 
dia Framework file format, as well as Avid's endorse- 
ment of DVCPRO as an excellent format for digital 
news -gathering field acquisition for use with existing 
Avid systems. 

StreamLogic Corporation, Chatsworth, CA, announced 
commencement of operations under its new company 
name. The genesis of the new company is the recent sale 
of the Micropolis name and internal disk drive assets to 
Singapore Technologies, Singapore. Built upon two 
former divisions of Micropolis Corporation, Stream - 
Logic's products are sold to OEMs and system inte- 
grators and through distribution channels world- 
wide. StreamLogic's headquarters are located at 21329 
Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311; telephone 818- 
701 -8400; fax 818 -701 -8410; E -mail http: // 
www.streamlogic.com. 

BTS Broadcast Television Systems Company, Simi 
Valley, CA, announced that it has become Philips Broad- 
cast Television Systems Company. The transition is part 
of the company's plan to broaden its involvement in 
professional television. 

Vela Research, Clearwater; FL, announced that it has 
been selected by Digital Equipment Corporatin, May- 
nard, MA, to provide video compression/decompression 
technology for its Mediaplex ad insertion and near 
video -on- demand systems. Silicon Graphics is also using 
Vela Research's MPEG -2 video compression/decom - 
pression technology for its ad insertion and video -on- 
demand systems. 

In addition, NBC chose Vela Research to provide video 
compression technology for it high -speed data commu- 
nications video trial. 

Canon USA, Lake 
Success, NY, an- 
nounced that with 
the purchase of six 
DIGI -SUPER 70 
lenses, LIN Produc- 
tions, Arlington, TX, 
owns the Iargest 
compliment of 70x 
lenses dedicated to baseball coverage. 

Pinnacle Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, announced wide- 
spread industry support for its Genie 3 -D video effects 
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technology. Companies employing Genie include Ado- 
be, Avid, Data Translation, Matrox and Play, Inc. 

Also, Pinnacle completed the purchase of the Video 
Director software package from Gold Disk, Inc., Santa 
Clara, CA. 

Prime Image's, Saratoga, CA, line of digital video 
processing products will now be represented in all states 
west of the Mississippi River by Progressive Marketing 
Products, Brea, CA. 

The karden group, headquartered in Apollo Beach, CA, 
has been selected as the manufacturer's representative 
for Prime Image products in the southeastern United 
States and Puerto Rico. 

YES Productions, New 
Orleans, LA, is employing 
66X9.5 and 20X8 lenses by 
Fujinon, Inc., Wayne, NJ. 
YES used its new lenses in 
its coverage of the SEC bas- 
ketball tournament. 

Hitachi, Woodbury, NY, announced that WLIG -TV, 
Melville, NY, is on the air with three of its Z -2000 digital 
cameras. The cameras are being used in the studio for 
live news and talk -show programming. 

Chyron Corporation and BVR Technologies Ltd. an- 
nounced that the Challenge Fund, an investment fund 
based in Israel, entered into an agreement to make a cash 
investment in RT SET Ltd., Herzelia, Israel, in exchange 
for approximately 11.7% equity interest. 

Telemetrics, Inc., Mahwah, NJ, signed a worldwide 
OEM agreement with Hitachi to supply the TM -9250 

Triax control 
system. The TM- 
9250 will be 
marketed with 
Hitachi ENG 
cameras for ap- 
plications that 
demand full -fea- 
tured studio op- 
eration and long 
cable runs. 

Sullivan Broadcast Station WZTV -TV, Nashville, TN, 
purchased a Panasonic DVCPRO Smart -Cart automat- 
ed record/playback system and 11 DVCPRO AJ -D750 
studio VTRs. 

ABC placed a substantial order for a complement of 
Tekniche Genesis 6000 digital interface products, in- 
cluding serial digital component decoders, frame syn- 
chronizers, audio delay, audio -analog -to- digital and 
audio -digital -to- analog converters, to be installed at its 
New York facility. 
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"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE" 
) Circle (57 on Action Card 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800 -947 -9928 800 -947 -9003 
212 -444 -5028 212 -444 -5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

onto tiouor 
Logic Series DIGITAL Gold Mount Batteries 
The Logic Series DIGITAL batteries are acknowledged to be the most advanced in the 
rechargeable battery industry. In addition to the comprehensive sensors integral to all 

Logic Series batteries, each DIGITAL battery has a built -in microprocessor that com- 
municates directly with Anton/Bauer InterActive chargers, creating significant new 
benchmarks for reliability, performance, and life. They also complete the communica- 
tions network between battery, charger and camera. With the network in place, DIGI- 
TAL batteries deliver the feature most requested by cameramen: a reliable and accu- 
rate indication of remaining battery power. 

DIGITAL PRO PACS 
The Digital Pro Pac is the ultimate professional video bat- 
tery and is recommended for all applications. The premium 
heavy duty Digital Pro Pac cell is designed to deliver long 
life and high performance even under high current loads 
and adverse conditions. The size and weight of the Digital 
Pro Pac creates perfect shoulder balance with all 

cameras/camcorders. 

DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY 
14.4v 60 Watt Hours. 5 1 /81bs. Run time. 2 hours IA 27 
watts, 3 hrs. IA 18 watts 
DIGITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY 
13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs. Run time: 2 hours 4J 25 
watts, 3 hours IA 17 watts 

GOLD MOUNT BATTERIES 
Logic Series Gold Mount batteries are identical to the respective 
DIGITAL versions with respect to size, weight, capacity, IMPAC 
case construction, and application. They are similarly equipped 
with micro -code logic circuits and comprehensive ACS sensors 
They do not include DIGITAL microprocessor features such as the 
integral diagnostic program "Fuel Computer ", LCD/LED display 
and InterActive viewfinder fuel gauge circus. 

PRO PAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 60 Watt Hours) 
PRO PAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (13.2 v 55 Watt Hours) 
TRIMPAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Waft Hours) 
TRIMPAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (13.2 v 36 Watt Hours) 
COMPAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Watt Hours) 
COMPAC 13 MICAS BATTERY (13.2v 36 Watt Hours) 

sachtler . 
VIDEO 14/100 FLUID HEAD 

Sachtler Touch and Go System 
Integrated sliding battery plate 
Strengthened dynamic counterbalance 
in 2 steps 
Frictionless leak proof fluid damping with 
three levels of drag 
Vibrationless vertical and horizontal brakes 
Buis in bubble for horizontal leveling 

HOT POD TRIPOD SERIES 
Especially developed for use ìn ENG, the Hot Pod tri- 
pod is the fastest in the world. The central locking 
system is activated on all three legs at the same 
time, while the pneumatic center column easily 
makes lt possible to have the lens at a height of over 
7 feet. The elevation force of the center column is 

factory set and doesn't require any setup. When 
moving to another location can be carried by its 
handle located at the center of gravity. 

ENG TWO -STAGE TRIPOD SERIES 
Sachtler two -stage tripods have an enlarged height range (lower bottom and higher top position) so they are more universal. Legs can 
be locked in seconds with Sachtler's quick clamping. There are also heavy duty versions for extra stability. The heavy duty aluminum 
has a 20mm diameter tube vs. 16mm and the heavy duty carbon fiber has a 24mm diameter tube vs. 22mm. All heavy duty two -stage 
tripods have a folding tripod handle. 

NEW ! Sachtler CADDY Systems 
Now Sachtler quality is available to low budget 
users. The price of a CADDY system includes the 
new 7 -step dampened CADDY fluid head, ufra- 
light but rugged carbon fiber tripod, lightweight 
spreader and either a soft bag or cover.The CADDY 
fluid head features an adjustable pan arm, 7 step 

adjustment for quick counter balance and the self- 
locking Sachtler Touch and Go System. 

CAD 01 

Single -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System 

CADDY Fluid Head 

ENG Single -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod 

SP 100 Lightweight Spreader 
Transport Cover 100 

CAD 2A 

2 -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System: 
CADDY Fluid Head 

ENG 2 -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod 

SP 100 Lightweight Spreader 
Soft padded ENG Bag 

Vinten 
Vision SD 12 and SD 22 

Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag 
The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the "Serial 
Drag" pan and tilt system. The system consists of a unique. perma- 
nently- sealed fluid drag and an advanced lubricated friction drag. 
Now you can achieve the smoothest pans and ties regardless of 

speed. drag setting and ambient temperature. 
Patented spring- assisted counter -balance system permits perfect 
"hands -off" camera balance over full 180° of tilt 
Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia and 
friction for excellent "whip pans ". 
Consistent drag levels in both pan and tie axis. 
Flick on, flick off pan and tilt caliper disc brakes. 

Greater control, precision, flexibility and "touch" 
Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble. 
Working conditions from as low as -40° up to +60 °C. 

SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs. 

SD 22 weighs 12.7 lbs and supports up to 55 lbs. 

Vision Two Stage ENG and 
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods 

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are available 
with durable tubular alloy (Model #3513) or the stronger and lighter, 
axially and spirally wound carbon fiber construction (Model #3523). 
They incorporate torque safe clamps to provide fast, safe and self - 

adjusting leg clamps. 
"Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design adjusts 
itself when required, eliminating manual adjustment and mainte- 
nance and making for a much more reliable clamping system. 
New hip joint eliminates play and adds rigidity. 
They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, fold down to a compact 
28 ", and support 45 lbs. 
#3513 weighs 6.5 lbs - #3523 CF (Carbon Fibre) weighs 5.2 lbs. 

Vision 12 Systems 
All Vision 12 systems include #33643 SD 12 dual fluid and 

lubricated friction drag pan/tilt head, single telescoping pan 

bar and clamp with 100mm ball base. 

SO -12A System 
3364 -3 SD -12 Pan and Mt head 

3518 -3 Single stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl 
3363 -3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader. 

SD -12D System 
3364 -3 SO -12 Pan and tif head 

3513 -3 Two -stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 

Vision 22 Systems 
All Vision 22 systems include #3386 -3 SD -22 dual fluid and 

lubricated friction drag pan and tilt head, single telescoping 
pan and clamp with dual 100mm /150mm ball base. 

SD-22E System 
3386-3 SD-22 Pan and tilt head 

3219 -52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp 

3516 -3 Two -stage EFP tripod with 150mm bowl. 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

JVC 
GY -X2B 3 -CCD S -VHS Camcorder 

Newly designed three 1/2" CCD image sensors deliver 750 lines of horizon- 

tal resolution 8 superb signal -to-noise ratio of 62dB 
New micro -lens technology provides exceptional sensitivity of F8.13 at 

2000 lux and LOLUX mode lets you shoot with almost no light! Shoot 
superb footage with excellent color balance at a mere 1.5 lux 

Variable Scan allows flicker -free shooting of a computer screen 
Quick Record Mode - when turned on the camera is set to the auto iris 

even if lens is set at manual. Also activated is (ALC) Automatic Level 

Control and EEI Extended Electronic Iris which provides both variable gain 
and variable shutter. Now you can shoot continuously from dark room to 
bright outdoors without having to adjust gain, iris or ND filter. 

Full Time Auto White circuit lets you move from incandescent to fluorescent to outdoor lighting without changing white balance or 

the fitter wheel. Dual output system allows camera output to be connected directly to an external recorder 

Panasonic 
Broadcast &Television Systems 

A G- D P 8 0 0 H, l;'s u a Ea cA m 
S -VHS 3 -CCD Digital Signal Processing Camcorder 

Three high -density 380,000 pixel CCDs with half -pitch pixel offset achieves 
over 750 lines of horizontal resolution, a S/N ratio of 60dB and remarkable 
sensitivity of f8 at 2000 lux. Additionally the Frame Interline Transfer (FIT) 

CCD5 minimize vertical smear, so you maintain impressive picture quality 
even in very bright illumination. 
Digital Signal Processing circuitry provides four valuable benefits 
1I Consistently reliable up-to -spec performance. 
2) Fine adjustment of a wide range of parameters. 
3) Memory storage and instant recall of specific settings. 
4) More flexible and higher quality image processing, as well as 

easier maintenance. 
Some of the DSP circuits and their functions: 
- CHROMA DETAIL - This function compensates for poor resolution in the high chroma areas of the picture. 
- DARK DETAIL - Determines optimum degree of contour enhancement in dark areas to deliver crisp, natural -looking images 
- HIGHLIGHT COMPRESSION - Expands the dynamic range of the highlighted areas and prevents halation. The highlight compres- 

sion circuit allows a wide dynamic range producing detailed images even against bright backlight or daylight. 
- FLARE CORRECTION CIRCUIT - Compensates for unsteady black caused by light or by a subject's movements. 
Six Scene File modes. There are two user modes for custom digital parameter settings including Horizontal Detail, Vertical Detail. 
Chroma and Dark Detail, and Color Correction. The four preset modes are normal, fluorescent, special and sparkling. 
In addition to regular AGC (Automatic Gain Control), Supercam has a Super High Gain mode. At F1.4 this enables shooting under 
illumination as low as 2 lux while retaining detail and color balance. 
Synchro Scan function allows flicker -free shooting of computer mondons. Electronic shutter increments can be set variably from 
1/61 seconds to 1/253 of a second. 
Built-in internal time code generator lets you record with SMPTE LTCNITC (LOngitudinalNertical Interval) time code 
Two hi -fi stereo audio channels with a dynamic range of 80 dB, as well as two linear audio channels with Dolby NR. NormalHi -Fi 

recording is selectable. Uses XLR connectors to further ensure high-quality sound. 
Has a 26 -pin connector on the back that outputs a composite or component video signal. This enables convenient backup 
recordings using an additional VCR equipped with a 26 or 14 -pin connector 
Phantom power can be supplied to an optional microphone. Power can be switched off to prevent battery drain when not in use 

DP -800H "LS" Package: 
DP -800H Supercam 3 -CCD camera head with 1.5" electronic 
viewfinder and Anton Bauer Gold Mount battery plate 
Fujinon 5147.5 BRM 14:1 servo zoom lens 
CC -S800 soft carrying case 
WV -07700 tripod mounting plate 

DP -800H "XL" Package: 
DP -800H Supercam 3 -CCD camera head with 1.5" electronic 
viewfinder and Anton Bauer Gold Mount battery plate 
Fujinon S14x7.5 BRM 14:1 servo zoom lens 
CC -H800 Thermodyne hard shell carrying case 
WV -OT700 tripod mounting plate 
Two Anton Bauer Digital Trimpack 14 batteries 
Anton Bauer 2- position quick charger 

Witily. precision optics 

WIDE ANGLE ADAPTERS 
Tools For Creative Videographers 

Century Precision's wide angle adapters open new possibilities for videographers. By providing a wider angle of view they let you 

capture more of the action from close up-especially crucial when shooting in tight quarters. Using a wide angle adapter also yields 
increased depth of field and shorter MOD (minimum object distance), enabling you to move closer to the subject and to arrange sub- 

jects within a shot over a greater range of distance relative to the lens. Century's wide angle adapters are divided into two classes: 
fixed focal length adapters and zoom -through converters. The Wide Angle Adapter Set, .6X Double Asphere and Super Fisheye are 

designed for use with a zoom lens set at its widest focal length. With one of these adapters a zoom lens performs as a wide or super 

wide angle fixed focal length lens. (Focus is done by using the lens' macro function.) For zoom -through applications, the .8X Wide 

Converter is perfect for shooting situations which require wide angle Bbd the ability to zoom. 

WA -7X5X WIDE ANGLE ADAPTER SET 
Compact, lightweight and economical. erage by 30 %. 
the Wide Angle Adapter Set is the indus- For example, when attached to a lens that 
try standard. The set consists of two zooms to 9mm, the.7X W/A adapter shoe - 

lenses; the .7X Wide Angle and .5X ens the effective focal length to 6.3mm. 
Super Wide Angle. The .7X attaches to Adding the .5X Super Wide When afters 
the front of a zoom lens, increasing cou- the wide end of the lens to just 4.5mm. 

WA -7X93 .7x Wide Angle Adapter .................445.MI WA -7X5X Wide Angle Adapter Set (WA -7X93 and WA -5X45)........ 895. DD 

WA -5045 .5X Super Wide Angle Adapter......535.00 FA -60 Step -up Ring (specify 75mm, 80mm, 85mm, 90mm)..ea. 104.95 

.8X ZOOM -THRU WIDE ANGLE CONVERTER 
The .8X Wide Converter offers the high quality, economical way to expand a lens' angle of view when the shot requires a zoom -as 
well as situations which require both a wider angle of view and the ability to zoom. 

The .AX attaches quickly to the front of a zoom 
lens, effectively shortening its focal length while 
maintaining full zoom capabilities. With the con- 
vener attached, 20% more coverage is realized 

when the lens is set to wide angle, telephoto or 
anywhere in between. For example,when added to 

an 8.5 -119mm lens, the .8X Wide Converter 
alters the focal range to 7 -98mm. This can be 

especially advantageous when shooting in con- 
fined quarters. 

The .8X not only expands field of view but also 

reduces minimum object distance (MOD). The 

camera can therefore move considerably closer 

to the subject while maintaining focus. And 

because there is no light loss with the .8X, there 

is no need to change exposure or lighting. 

WA -BXCY .8X Wide Zoom -Thru Converter.1479.00 

FA-388X 138mm Filter Adapter 164.95 

SEVEN -DAY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
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FOR ORDERS CALL: çm FAX )Pit flçtuRs): 

800 -947 -9928 800 -947 -9003 
212 -444 -5028 212 -444 -5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.5701ucompuserve.com 

JVC DIGITAL S 
BR -D40 Digital Dockable Recorder 

BR-D80 Digital Editing Recorder 

BR-050 Digital Player 

BR-085 Digital Editing Recorder with Pre-Read 

High Quality Digital Editing Is Here and It's Affordable! 
An affordable, broadcast quality digital video recording and editing system, the 
Digital -S series reproduce images that not only are superior to any analog or digi- 
tal 4:1:1 format but rival even the highest priced digital systems. It offers the 
robustness and reliability of a 1/2 -inch format and combines 4:2:2 component pro- 
cessing with very mild compression to achieve and sustain excellent quality 
through multi- generation dubbing. 
The quality of Digital -S applies equally to acquisition and editing, plus it has the 
flexibility to easily integrate into any digital or analog format -tape or disc. 
Purchase the enbre system or one component at a time, its flexibility lets you to use existing equipment. 

Digital -S starts with the versatile BR -D40 Dockable Recorder. Designed to produce the highest quality raw footage, the BR -D40 
features automatic editing which utilizes a built -in time code reader /generator to ensure perfect, frame -accurate in- camera edits. 
Time code input and output slave -lock function facilitates editing the tapes from multi- camera or iso -cent shooting. Edit with a 

choice of two powerful adding recorders- top-of- the -line BR -D85 with pm -read and digital I/O or the economical BR -Dito. 
Completing the line is the BR -D50 Player and the flexible BR -D51 Player with S -VHS playback (Available Oct.96). Both players 
accept the optional SA -050U digital I/O interface card. 

n ' 

m.m 

Broadcast Duality Digital Video 
Utilize 4:2:2 digital component processing to add a richness 
and warmth unobtainable with any lesser system. In addition, 
only 4:2:2 stands up to the rigors of sophisticated chroma-key- 
ing, multi- generational editing, special effects, blue- screen 
compositing, matting, AN up/down conversion, and multiple 
transconversion between compression systems. 
Reproduces finest colored details and subtlest contrasts while 
minimizing artifacts using extremely mild compression ratio. 
Set to 3.3:1 with OCT -based intro -frame coding, Digital S yields 
a data rate of 50 Mbps, plus it pumps out horizontal resolution 
of 720 pixels or 540 N lines. S/N ratio is an incredible 55dB. 

- Audio is recorded by 2- channel, 16 -bit PCM signals with a 

sampling frequency of 48kHz. The audio is superior to CD and 

allows frame accurate editing. PCM audio channels can be edit 
ed independently 
Standard analog inputs/outputs provide outstanding perfor- 
mance for most applications. When virtually perfect dubs are 

required, they use SMPTE 259M interface for digital video and 
AES/EBU for digital audio. The one true digital video standard 
today, SMPTE 259M permits long cable runs and is used for 
direct professional connection to digital switchers, disk -based 
recorders and digital tape recorders. 

Robust 1/2 -Inch Format 
Achieves its super -high image quality using a robust, 1/2 -inch 
metal particle cassette tape. The cassette housing has a dust- 
proof structure to increases tape life as well as your images. 
Tape speed is 57.8 minis for a recording time of 104 minutes. 
Digital S features an extra wide track -width of 20 microns for 
improved stability and reliability. One frame consists of 10 

tracks with the video area on either side of the audio track. 

Equipped with powerful error correction circuitry that not only 
replaces data in the unlikely event of a tape dropout but con- 
tinues to play back a picture even weh a clogged head. 

Digital Editing 
Digital -S VCRs are equipped with variable slow motion which 
can be accessed by standard editing commands. Smooth and 

noiseless, the image quality of slow motion is equal to regular 
playback and is available within a range of :1/3X. 
Longitudinal tracks include two auxiliary audio (cue) tracks and 

a control track for tracking purposes. Cue tracks provide easy 

location of edit points which can be heard at any tape speed. 

Because of es linear control track, Digital -S has a short lock -up 
time which eliminates long pre -rolls. This feature achieves a 

stable picture faster, saving precious editing tire. 
Auxiliary video (sub -code) area stores two selectable uncom- 
pressed lines of video. Suitable for recording closed caption or 
other information located in the vertical blanking interval. 

PRE -READ EDITING (BR -Dos only) 
Previously an exclusive feature of very high -end digital 
systems, video pre -read enables the recorder to first play 
back the digital signal on the tape, before recording a 

new signal in its place. Operable with either digital or 
analog signals, pre -read lets you perform layering and 
NB roll editing with only two VCRs, instead of three . 

Operational Conveniences 
Comprehensive analog inputs/outputs (composite, S -video and 

component), video and audio monitor output, RS-422 interlace 
and VITC/LTC time code. 
Jog/shuttle and system timing controls on the front panel. 
Footage can be searched in color at up e32X normal speed. 
They have a self diagnostic warning system.plus, an RS -232 
diagnostic service service port measures digital data perfor- 
mance during playback. There is also a standard hour meter. 
They also feature flying erase head, rack mount capability and 

built-in head cleaner. 

S ONY DFS-300 DME Switcher 
The DES -300 features basic transitions such as wipes and mixes, as well as complex 

DMEs, or digital multi effects. It allows you to insert sophisticated pattems like pic- 
ture-in- picture, mosaic, mirror, slide and matrix wipe designs. With the optional 

BKDF -301 3D Effects board installed, you can perform three dimensional rota- 
hoes, page turns, image twists, multi -splits and 3D spherical effects -in real 
time No sitting around waiting for loading or rendering. With it's digital multi - 
effects, numerous keying options, 3D transitions and user -friendliness, the 

DFS -300 is in a league of its own. 

POWERFUL MULTIPLE EFFECTS 
Up to 500 Effects 

330 factory preset 2D effects and wipes stored for immediate 
use. They include wipe, compression, rotation, slide, split, 
mirror, stream, etc. as standard. 
With the optional BDKF -30t 3D board installed, 130 additional 
preset effects such as twist, page turn, sphere, etc. can be 

memorized and recalled whenever required. 

Powerful User Program 
Provides powerful, yet easy to operate effects program- 
ming to build your own effects. Cut, mix, wipe, slide, rota- 
tion and many other 2D effects and optional 3D linear and 
digital effects can be created with the unit's programming 
function. Up to 20 created effects can be stored for instant 
recall and that is doubled when the 3D board is installed. 

HIGH PERFORMA 
Multi- Format Inputr/Outpuls 
Three primary inputs accept composite, S -video and component 
signals. A fourth input accepts either component, R/G/B/Sync or 
a computer generated RG8 signal. Color correction can be 

applied to any input. Two program outputs provide composite, 
S -video and component signals. 

Luminance Beyer 
Foreground sources such as titles, captions or figures can be 
self -keyed over a background source and rotated, compressed 
and positioned optionally in 3D space. 

Chrome Seger 
Superimpose video from a foreground source onto a back- 
ground source. 
Clip and Hue can be controlled for clear and sharp key edges. 
Any preset effect can be applied to the chroma keyed picture. 

Snapshot Function 
Stores up to 99 control panel settings in "Snapshot" memory for 
hstant recall. Every parameter such as background color hue. 

border width, shadow density, etc. can be stored and recalled. 

Effects Modification 
To suit individual tastes, allows effects modification for some 

of the preset effects like mosaic, posterizaaon, solarization, 
wave, multi- picture, strobe, frosted glass, cinema mode, etc. 
Fine control over various parameters such as size, density and 
amplitude further enhances effects editing. 

Transitions 
111 of the most frequently used wipes are available from the 
preset patterns and 13 of them are directly accessed with a 

press of the keypad. 
Mixes, wipes, as well as digital effects transitions can be per- 
formed manually or automatically. Automatic transitions can 
be varied from 0 to 999 frames in duration for both foreground 
and background bus transitions and the DSK transitions. 

NCE SWITCHER 
Optional Down Strum Sayer 

Optional BDKF -504 DSK (Down Stream Beyer), lets you intro- 
duce captions, characters, etc. with clear edge quality, after 
mix/effects processing. 
DSK key input accepts composite, component or RGB signals 
Position and type of the DSK are selectable and a box mask is 

provided to mask unwanted areas of the picture. 

Built -in Matte Generator 
Three matte generators for backgrounds; can be a solid color 
or one of 31 different textured patterns, border and effect matte 
signals. Also instantly selectable color bars, grid pattem and 
solid black. With the BKDF -504 DSK, you get two more matte 
generators for DSK matte and DSK border matte, 
Other Features 

Four different title modes offer the ability to perform key 
effects such as luminance key, chroma key, external key or 
downstream key from a variety of input sources. 

Three black -burst outputs provide synchronization to equip- 
ment requiring sync signals. A genlock input allows the DFS - 

300 to be synchronized to an external timing source. 

S ONYCOLOR MONITORS 
PVM -1350 13" Presentation Monitor PVM -1351Q 13- Production Monitor 

Employs a P -22 phosphor fine pitch CRT to deliver stunning Hu all the features of the PVM -1350 PLUS 
horizontal resolution of 450 horizontal lines. A muhisystem monitor, h accepts NTSC, PAL and NTSC 
Beam current feedback circuit eliminates white balance drift video signals. NTSC 4.43 can also be reproduced. 
for long term stability of color balance. Equipped with a SMPTE 259M Serial Digital Interface. With 
Has analog RGB, S -video and two composite video (BNC) optional serial digital interface kit BKM -101C for 
inputs as well as 4 audio inputs. video and the BKM -102 for audio the PVM- 
Automatic Chroma/Phase setup mode 3510 can accept SMPTE 259M component 
facilitates the complex, delicate pro- - rial digital signals. 
cedure of monitor adjustment. Using Equipped with RS-422 serial interface. With 
broadcast standard color bars as a optional BKM -103 serial remote control kit, 
reference, this function automatically all of the monitor's functions can be remote - 
calibrates chroma and phase. ly controlled. 
Chroma/Phase adjustments can also Inputs include analog RGB. S- video compo- 
be easily performed with the mono- - nent, 2 composite video (BNC) and 4 audio 
chrome Blue Only display. - n for complete flexibility. 
Factory set to broadcast standard See Aspect ratio is switchabte between 4:3 and 

6500K color temperature 16:9 simply by pressing a button. 
On power up, auto deguassing is per- Underscan function allows you to view 
formed. There is also a manual entire image and check the picture edges. 
degauss to demagnetize the screen. Also HAI delay to view the blanking area, 
On- screen menu facilitates adjust- sync/burst timing by displaying the horizon - 
menVoperation on the monitor. Menu tal and vertical intervals in the center of the 
display is in English, French, German, screen. 

Spanish or Italian. Color temperature switchabte between 6500K/9300K/User 
Sub control mode allows fine adjustments to be made on the preset. 6500K is factory preset. 9300K is for a more pleas - 
knob control for contrast, brightness, chroma and phase. ing picture. User preset is 3200K to 10,000K. 

PVM -1354Q /PVM -1954Q irand 19- Production Monitors 
Mho features of the PVM -13510 PLUS: 

SMPTE C standard phosphor CRT is incorporated in the PVM- 13540/19540. SMPTE C phosphors permit the most critical evalua- 

tion of any color subject. Provides over 600 lines of horizontal resolution. 
The PVM -13540 mounts into a t9 -inch EIA standard rack with the optional MB-502B rack mount bracket and 

SLR -102 slide rail kit same as PVM -13510. The PVM -19540 mounts into a 19 -inch EIA rack with the optional SLR -103 slide rail kit. 

Why pay $10,000 to $15,000 for a 
BROADCAST QUALITY CHARACTER GENERATOR 

when you can get it for only $2995? 
Introducing the new 

virf VIDEONILS P wERTM 
(ortif)t 

Animated Postscript Character & Graphics Generator 
A technological and engineering breakthrough, the PowerScript 
sets new price /performance standards for broadcast video pro- 
duction, multimedia and industrial applications. It delivers the 
huge range of titles and graphics supported by PostScript display 
technology, plus animation, effects, transparency and keying. It 

features anti -aliased, 17.5 ns (nanosecond) pixel resolution and 
4:2:2 broadcast -quality video, plus high -speed RISC processing 
to provide real -time Level 2 PostScript imaging and fast render - 
ing-even with the most complex images. The PowerScript works 
stand -alone or with a computer, has a built-in TBC, otters a pow- 
erful and intuitive interface, and is suitable for the desktop or can 
be rackmounted. 

Powerful Character Generator 
Choose from 35 built-in fonts or download hundreds of 
PostScript fonts from your computer. It's high -speed RISC 
processor provides real -time PostScript Level 2 imaging. 
Characters can be rotated at any angle, scaled to any size, 
stretched horizontally or vertically. 
Styles include variable bold and italic, underline and shadow 
(drop shadow, variable displacement and opacity). Each 
character can be adjusted separately. 
Text can be positioned anywhere on the screen or automati- 
cally centered, vertically or horizontally. 
Left, right, top, bottom 8 center justification is provided as well. 

Characters are automatically kerned, using the font's stan- 
dard keming information. 
Spacing is highly flexible with variable word and letter spac- 
ing and line spacing (leading). 

Intuitive User Interlace 
Built-in real -time object -based drawing tool and text editor, 
no external computer or software required. Design can be 

done ahead of time and displayed later, or can be done on 
the fly. Display is real time. 
Supplied keyboard and mouse are used with easy on- screen 
menus to place and modify graphics and text. 
Customizable function keys let you change fonts, colors, 
and other characters instantly. 
Separate preview output allows you to create and edit titles 
while another set of titles is being displayed. 

Roll, Crawl, Animation, Effects 
Variable speed roll, crawl and push (slide) in all directions 
Every text object, graphic, and logo can be separately ani- 
mated. Complex animations include ability to have elements 
follow paths, bounce, etc. 
Elements can change outline and/or till color, transparency, 
position as they move and results are displayed in real time. 
Move individual characters in different directions; make col- Built-In Test Generator 
ors change; flash words; make letters and words bounce; The PowerScript can generate standard video test patterns 
spin a letter across the screen. including color bars, crosshatch, ramp, gray wedge, multi- 
Use effects like fades and wipes to transition between titles burst and blackburst. Titles can be placed atop any of the 
and video or between two pages of titles. patterns. 

Keyer 
Intemal linear keyer superimposes characters and graphics 
on S -video or composite sources. 
Also provides anti -aliased dawn- stream keying via a separata 
linear KEY output. 

Backgrounds and Graphics 
Titles can be placed on solid color, patterned or graduated 
backgrounds. or they can be genlocked to incoming video. 
Lines, squares, rectangles, ovals and circles can be created 
and placed anywhere on the screen. 
Each graphic object can use a different color, 
transparency, rotation, size, fill and outline. 

Transparency and Colors 
Characters can be made transparent (0 -100%) over video, 
other characters and graphics with 64 levels of transparency. 
Opaque characters can use over 4,000,000 colors , transpar- 
ent characters can use over 8,000. 
Different colors can be used for fill and outline (variable 
width) as well as each letter and graphic. 

Imported Logos and Graphics 
Import and display complex graphics created with standard 
Mac, Windows, Amiga and UNIX -based programs, such as 

Photoshop, Corel Draw and Adobe Illustrator. Accepts most 
PostScript or EPS format graphics without modification. 
Imported images can be any see and can be scaled, skewed, 
and rotated when placed on screen. 
Transparency and anti- aliasing can be defined when graphic 
is generated. 

Expansion Capabilities 
PowerScript operates on its own but you can still add 
peripherals and connect to a computer or network. Two 
PCMCIA slots allow the addition of non -volatile flash-RAM 
and Ethernet cards, and an RS -232 serial port allows con- 
nection to computers. 

still not convinced, Liven call us for a free 
PowerScript demo tape and see for yourself. 1016 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS 
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PVR -2500 Digital Video Recorder 
The PVR -2500 offers powerful features for awesome animation, morphing and rotoscoping capabilities. With features like 720 
x 480 resolution, 10 -bit 2x oversampled video encoding, better than Di scaling, component and S -Video outputs, multi- 
processor support and integrated FAST SCSI -2 controller, it empowers your computer to rival the finest professional produc- 
tion studios. 

The PVR -2500 is a full -length PCI card with a SCSI -2 interface that Can perform real -time interpolation of 30 fps video to 24 
connects up to seven dedicated hard drives. Because the SCSI con- fps film rates or vice versa. 
troller is integrated with the PVR -2500, video data never has to move VCR -like controls on the Perception's GUI simplifies the 
over the PCI bus during playback. This avoids the bottlenecks found task of batch digitizing and recording. In this mode, it 
in systems which use the computer's hard drive for video storage. reads SMPTE time code from the source deck. 
Designed to run under Windows NT 3.51 on computers employing Drivers for Windows 3.1 are supplied as well, so third 
Pentium, DEC ALPHA or MIPS processors. Perception's software party editing software like Adobe Premier can be used. 
utilizes NT 3.51's native support for multitasking and multiple In tact, the PVR -2500 bundled with the AD -2500 capture 
processors, allowing use with -in the most powerful computers. card, a sound card. editing software and one or more 
Perception's multi- format virtual file system ensures complete inte- SCSI hard drives becomes a non -linear editor of unpar- 
gration with your existing Windows NT applications. Any acquired ailed performance at an unbeatable price. 
video or computer generated Perception video clips appear simulta- AD -2500 CAPTURE CARD 
neously in many different file formats including TARGA, SGI, BMP The optional AD -2500 is a video capture daughtercard, 
and TIFF. Also compatible with new NT versions of Lightwave 35, that transforms the Perception into a digital video 
3D Studio, TOPAS 5.1, Softlmage and Elastic Reality. recorder. It has component, composite and S -Video 
Video output section utilizes 10-bit 2x oversampled encoding and inputs for real -time recording, and storage capacity is 

provides broadcast quality CCIR -601 (720 x480) resolution. Its limited only by the size and number of your hard drives. 
dynamic range is in excess of 21 scaling so that images are brighter, Captured video can also be exported as sequential RGB 

have more color and greater spatial resolution. Outputs component, files for rotoscoping and other compositing applications. 
composite and S -Video via the included breakout cables. The AD -2500 incorporates a sophisticated automatic 
Use with any compatible sound card while synchronization of audio entropy prediction circuit that analyzes the content of 
and video is maintained by the PVR software. Captured audio is incoming video and dynamically calculates the optimum 
stored on the computer's system hard drive, not on the dedicated amount of compression on a field -by -field basis-even 
drives. This approach provides maximum flexibility for manipulat- during real -time recording. You also have complete 
ing audio and video during editing. manual control over compression Ievellquality settings. 

riltUEVISION TARGA1000 /2000 
PCI -based Digital Video Capture Boards for Windows 

The TARGA 1000 and 2000 is an easy and affordable way to transform your computer into a powerful digital editing system. Along with 
their high -speed PCI interlace, both the TARGA 1000/2000 incorporate all the functions you need to create spectacular multimedia con- 

tent. They support NTSC and PAL video standards and let you capture, edit and playback full- motion. full -resolution digital video with 

fully sychronized CD or DAT quality audio. Designed for high performance IBM compatibles, their advanced architecture provides 
incredible processing speed for video and audio effects, titling and compositing capabilities. 

Allows recording and playback of video directly todrom hard 
drive at full motion, full frame rates (50 fields/sec - PAL. 60 
fields/sec-NTSC). Video is stored and played back at the high- 
est resolution for each format (768 e 576 x 24 bit - PAL, 640 x 

480 a 24 bit - NTSC). Compression can be adjusted on the fly 

to optimize for image quality and/or minimum storage space. 
Genlock using separate sync input for working in professional 
video suites 

TARGA 2000 Additional Features: 
Equipped with composite and S -video inputs/outputs 
Also available with component input/output 
(TARGA 2000 PRO). 
Accelerated Windows 3.11 and Windows NT display dri- 
vers offer integrated, true -color (24 -bit), non -interlaced 
desktop up to 1152 e 870 pixels. 

Equipped with composite and S-video inputs and outputs. Also 
available with component input/output (TARGA 1000 PRO). 

The audio is digitized at 16-bit resolution (at 44.1KHz or 48KHz 

sampling rates), yielding professional quality stereo sound. 
Since all audio and video processing is done by on -board DSPs, 

you are assured of perfectly synchronized sound and images. 

Optimized to work with Winsows NT -based software (Adobe 
Premiere 4.2, in:sync Speed -Razor MACH Ill) 

Provides a large work area for displaying video, as well as editing 
application controls. Any part of the display (or even the whole 
image) can be recorded to tape (video- out -of -a- window). 
View your desktop and video -in -a- window on your non -interlaced 
high resolution desktop display while the processed video is out 
put at NTSC or PAL resolutions to a video monitor and/or a VCR. 

Turnkey TARGA 1000/2000 and PVR -2500 Perception Systems: 
Video capture board (specify) 220 -watt, 6 -bay midtower case 
PCI motherboard with 256K pipelined burst cache Pentium 133 MHz 

processor Diamond Stealth64 Video 2MB VRAM PCI display card 
32MB of EDO (Extended Data Out) RAM Quantum 1.28GB IDE 

system drive Seagate (Barracuda) 4.2GB SCSI -2 FAST/Wide hard drive 
Adaptec AHA- 2940UW FAST/Wide SCSI -2 controller card 
3.5" floppy drive Teac CD -56e 6X EIDE internal CD -ROM drive 
Attec- Lansing 300.1 three -piece deluxe speaker system 
Princeton Ultra 174-high resolution 17 -inch muRiscan monitor 
Focus 2001A keyboard Microsoft MS mouse MS -DOS 6.22 and 

Windows 3.11 or Windows NT 3.51 operating system software. 

PVR- 2500 /AD -2500 Windows System with Adobe Premiere 4.0a $7295 
PVR- 2500 /AO -2500 Windows NT System with in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III $8495 
TARGA 1000 Windows System with Adobe Premiere 4.0a $7795 
TARGA 1000 PRO Windows System with Adobe Premiere 4.0a $0295 
TARGA 1000 Windows NT System with in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III $0795 
TARGA 1000 PRO Windows NT System with in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III $9150 
TARGA 2000 Windows NT System with AVID Real Impact $11.250 
TARGA 2000 Windows NT System with in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III $11,250 
TARGA 2000 PRO Windows NT System with in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III $12,000 

PVR -2500 System Notes: 1) Does not include Adaptec SCSI -2 controller card (has built-in SCSI -2 port) 
2) Includes Seagate Barracuda 4.2GB Narrow hard drive (doesn't accept Wide drives) 
3) Includes Stealth64 Video 2MB DRAM PCI display card (Add $100 for 2MB VRAM card) 

4) Requires sound card (DSP- equipped card preferably) -see "Expansions and Upgrades" 

Expansions and Upgrades for all Systems: 
Substitutions 
Full Tower Case (10 -bay) ..- ......-- ......- ......- ..............add 100.00 Super Tower Case ( 12-bay)..............__..._......_. 
Pentium 150 MHz processor ......... .............._.............add 150.00 166 MHz processor........... .........._.............._..... 
Seagate Elite 9.158 Narrow drive (tor PVR- 2500)._...add1000.00 Seagate Elite 9.1GB Wide drive ..........__...__..... 
Matron Millenium 4MB VRAM PCI Display Card .........add 250.00 Matron Millenium 8MB VRAM PCI Display Card. 

MAG Innovision MXP -17F 17" mutiscan monitor ....add 225.00 MAG MXP -21F 21 -inch mufiiscan monitor....... 
Altec Lansing ACS -500 three -piece surround sound stereo system ....... ........._..... _..... ....... ........ . ....... ......... ........ ........ 
Add -Ons 
APC Smart Ups 650 power backup .......... ......................... 349.00 Conner 4GB 01C/ Wide tape backup IDE/SCSI ... 

Ensoniq SoundScape Elite DSP- equipped 16 -bit audio card (for PVR -2500 systems only) ............ ............................... 
MediaTrix Audio Trix Pro DSP -equipped 16 -bit audio card (for PVR -2500 systems only) ........._ . ............................_.. 
Elastic Reality for Windows/Windows NT (includes Transjammer -30 transitions) ...................__... ............................... 
Tmnsjammer Vol 1 (with 100 transitions) ....................................................................................... ............................... 

.._.add 200.00 

.....add 400.00 

...add 1000.00 
....add 400.00 
...add 1100.00 
.....add 140.00 

439.00 

199.00 
.279.00 
.349.00 

89.00 

in:sync 

SPEED ARlO A 

Digital Video Editor for Windows NT 
The ultimate digital video editing software, Speed -Razor MACH Ill allows you to edit full screen, 60 fields per second, CCIR 601 broad- 
cast- quality video. Designed for the DPS PAR DR -2100/ Perception PVR -2500 and Truevisions TARGA 1000/2000 video capture cards, 
Speed -Razor MACH Ill is the fastest and most powerful tool for editing and compositing video clips, animations, stills, music and 

sound effects. Experience straight cut editing in real time and effects which fly on the fastest machines out there, Alpha,lntel, MIPs- 

based and PowerPC -based workstations, making this the fastest, most flexible software you've ever seen. Running under Windows NT, 

it offers three times faster than Windows 3.1 on the same machine and up to ten faster when used on Alpha -based systems. 

Speed -Razor features infinite video, audio, transition and There are two user definable resolution modes (thumbnail 
effects tracks and comes with Razor Blades -transitions and and final) to facilitate editing. The thumbnail mode allows 
effects to enhance your production. There are preset tum- you to use Speed Razor in the field on a laptop computer 
bles, fades and wipes which you can easily customize and then transfer the project file back at the edit suite and auto - 

save as new presets. In addition, there are special image matically recapture and re- render the entire project at final 

effects which are unquestionably the highest quality of any resolution. Speed -Razor also features RS -422 control and 

system- analog or digital. Speed -Razor sports anti- aliased even does batch capture (new batch capture module allows 
3D DVEs, an infinite channel chroma keyer and an excellent you to automate video capture via SMPTE time code), so 
character generator. Use the effects or transitions which digitizing video and audio is simple and painless. In fact, with 
come with the package, layer them to create new ones, make the innovative "Virtual Editing- function you can actually edit 
your own grayscale bitmaps to use as transitions. or use your project, complete with effects and transitions- before 
third party plug -in effects -the flexibility is yours. you've digitized a single frame of video. 

MACH Iii 

EDITING FEATURES: 
Real -time straight cut editing (this does NOT require a new file 

to be made and requires less space onthe hard drive to edit) 
The only video editor with the ability to cut to the field 

Work in Thumbnail or Final Output resolution mode (you set 

the resolution for each) 

AUDIO: 
Handles audio up to DAT (48 kHz) quality 
Infinite number of audio tracks for multi -layer audio mixing 

EFFECTS: 
Blur (circular. gaussian, fast), tint, brightness adjustment, 
chroma key, crop, displacement, emboss. freeze frame, glass 

COMPOSITING: texture, greyscale, invert, loop. matte, pixelate, repeat fields, 
Infinite number of layers of video clips, still and animations scale, transparency, strobe. turn red /green /blue 
can be composited together 3D DVE (translates and/or rotates an image in three dimen- 
Handles any resolution Irom Betacam (720 X 480) up to sions on the X, Y and Z axis) 
Omnimax film (4000 X 4000) Sets a color channel to an assignable value) 
Video clips can be combined using an alpha channel, key color Titles (full blown CG using any Windows font in any color with 
transparency, still or traviing mattes automatic drop shadow) 

Sub -pixel rendering for incredibly smooth motion 
Effects can be applied to infinite sources 

FILE FORMATS: 
Reads and writes ANI files (created by DPS' PAR), PVD files 
(Perception). DVM files (TARGA 1000 and 2000) and TRANSITIONS: 
sequences of TARGA files Includes over 100 grayscale image transitions, croustades, 

Convert files between any of the following formats: ANI, PVD, luminance fades, fade to /from black. fade to/from white, push. 
DVM, AVI, BMP, TGA, FLC, ELI. WAV twirl, twist in /out tumbles, flip, turn. scale (zoom) 
Project -based Library for organizing your work Transitions can be applied between infinite inputs. 

Real Impact 
Windows NT -based Video Editor for TARGA 1000 and 2000 

With the introduction of Real Impact. Avid provides Windows users with the same protessionai nnmle 

quality, intuitive cut/copy /paste editing, and instant random access capabilities that have won 2 

Emmy awards -for thousands of dollars less than outsourcing an average video. Designed exclu- 

sively for Truevisions TARGA 2000, Real Impact lets you create professional -quality video with 
audio, graphics, animations. special effects and titles -with the speed. flexibility and creative free- 
dom you need. Create sales, training and product videos right on your PC quickly and easily -with- 
out compromising quality. Produce video in 24 -bit color, with CD- quality sound and perfect lip sync. 

Nay to Use: A true 32 -bit application (Windows NT 3.51). Real Add Audio: Polish your audio 
Impact's intuitive interface and extensive on -line help get you with music and narration. Adjust 
productive right away. It's powerful editing features let you work pan and volume in real time. 
with video, audio, graphics, animations and titles with the sim- Simultaneous playback of four 
plicify of cut, copy and paste. audio tracks makes audio editing 

Video Capture: Digitize video and audio -without dropping a quick and easy. View your four audio tracks in sync with the 

video immediately. no waiting for tracks to compile. frame. Your video is full- screen, full- motion, 60 fields -per -sec 
and and your audio in sync. With its Dial -a- Duality image fea- 

ture. Real Impact allows you to adjust image quality for differing 
system. storage and delivery requirements. 

Croats a Storyboard: Extensive media management with built -in 
media library and database let you easily find the video and 
audio clips that you want Instant access makes previewing edits 
simple and immediate. And, with timeline editing, you just click 
and drag to experiment with different cuts, rearrange clips and 
assemble your story. There are 32 levels of undo /redo. 

Add Graphics, Titles and Special Mots: Create and seamless- 
ly incorporate audio, graphics and animations into your video 
using popular Windows -based applications. Real Impact sup - 
pons AVI video files, WAV audio files, FLC animation files as 

well as BMP, JPEG, PCX, TGA and TIFF graphics files. 

FEATURES: 
Video 

Real -time JPEG compression / 
decompression and playback at 60 
fields per second 
Supports RS-422 control protocol 
and SMPTE time code. 
Edit two tracks of video for layered 
effects. 

Audio 
Edit up to four tracks of 44.1 KHz, 
16 -bit CD- quality audio. 
Real -time pan and volume adjust- 
ments, digital audio scrub. 
Waveform for precise audio editing. 

Digital Media Interchange: Compatible with the Open Media 
Framework (OMF) Interchange, a file format for the seamless 
integration of digital data among applications and across plat- 
forms. Through OMF, you can import video and audio files from 
other OMF- compatible applications like Avid's Media Composer. 
Output to Tap, CO -ROM or Over Network. Gives complete 
control over video distribution. There's no long rendering 
process, creating professional quality tape is a snap. Embedding 
video in multimedia presentations for distribution on disk or CD- 

013M is as simple as the click of a mouse. Supports third -party 
MPEG tools to create MPEG files for network distribution. 

Arld's Support Advantage: Real Impact is backed by Avid's 
world -class customer service- Toll -free telephone support and 

bulletin board service are just some of the benefits. 

Import/EXpon 
AVI video files, WAV audio files. 
FLC animation files. 
OMF Interchange files. 
BMP, JPEG, PCX, TGA and TIFF 
graphics files. 

Special Effects 
Filter effects with previews and 
adjustable parameters. 
Transition effects include wipes, 
dissolves, zooms, pushes and 
squeezes. 
Layered effects include picture -in- 
picture, luminance and chroma key. 

Integrated Title Generator 
32 -bit processing (24 -bd color and 
8 -bit alpha channel). 
Support for TrueType fonts and 
international character sets, 
Drop shadows, transparency and 
color blends. 
NTSC and PAL -safe color palettes. 

Media Management 
Media library for organizing digital 
clips. 
Database with search capabilities. 
Customized views for easy clip 
access and retrieval. 

A note about our turnkey systems: 
In addition to the systems listed on this page, we can further customize any system to fit particular needs. We 

carry a large variety of 2X and 4X CD -ROM recorders (HP SureStore 40201, Sony Spressa, FWB Hammer 

CD -Rs), RAID subsystems (ATTO, FWB) and portable storage devices (lomega, Syquest) to name a few. Tell 

as what you need and our salespeople will custom design a system for you. And if you happen to be in 

NewYork, please come and ... 
Visit our newly expanded Video Store ey Digital Video Showroom 

Minimum shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $7.00 op to 3Ibs. Add 60c for each additional Ib. For ins. add 400 per $100. Prices valid subject to supplier prices. alt 1996 Photo -Video 
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INDUSTRY BRIEFS 

The Walters -Storyk Design Group, Highland, NY, com- 
pleted a redesign of the production facilities, including the 
addition of a soundstage, for Video Arts Studios, Fargo, NY. 

Otani Corporation, Foster City, CA, secured the world- 
wide rights to the PicMix trademark from TG Systems, 
Inc., New York, NY. 

The Video Systems Division of Matsushita Electrical 
Industrial Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan, announced an agree- 
ment with Truevision, Indianapolis, whereby the two com- 
panies will jointly develop a DVCPRO -compatible version 
of the TARGA 2000 RTX. 

Solid State Logic, New York, announced the sale of two 
Axiom digital production systems to be installed as part of 
Microsoft Studio's new teleproduction facility in Red- 
mond, WA. 

The Hewlett- Packard Company, Santa Clara, CA; Tek- 
tronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR; Avid Technology, Tewksbury, 
MA, and Panasonic announced their intent to work togeth- 
er to support Fibre Channel as a networking standard for 
broadcast and post -production industries. 

Broadcast Video Systems, Toronto, Canada, sold 43 dig- 
ital and analog linear keyers for use at the Summer Olym- 
pics in Atlanta. 

Netter Digital Entertainment, Inc., North Hollywood, 
CA, reached a definitive merger agreement with Vides- 
sence, Inc., Burlingame, CA. Under terms of the agreement, 
Videssence will become a wholly -owned subsidiary of 
Netter Digital. 

Videonics, Inc., Campbell, CA, announced that it has 
acquired all assets of KUB Systems, Foster City, CA. 

PEOPLE 

Clarification: Willie Scullion joined 
Sony Broadcast & Professional Eu- 
rope, Hampshire, UK, as deputy man- 
aging director, not deputy marketing 
manager, as was reported in the May 
issue of BE. 

Richard Rudman was named director of broadcast oper- 
ations and engineering for the four CBS Radio stations in 
Los Angeles. He will oversee operations at KNX/KCBS -FM 
and KFWB/KTWV -FM. 

Roger Henderson was appointed executive vice president 
of Chyron, Melville, NY. 

Chyron also announced that Roi Agneta was named 
executive vice president. 

Charles Peabody joined Acrodyne as international sales 
manager of the Blue Bell, PA, facility. 

Chris Loberg was appointed vice president of sales and 
marketing for Texscan MSI, Salt Lake City. 

Craig D. Zamzow joined Dielectric Communications, 
Raymond, ME, as vice president of sales and marketing. 

Philip Hillwas appoint- 
ed research and devel- 
opment director for 
Questech, Berkshire, En- 
gland. 
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Brian Brown was named vice president of worldwide 
sales and marketing for Harris Corporation's Broadcast 
Division, Quincy, IL. 

John Falcone was named vice 
president of marketing/sales for 
the United States by Sennheiser 
Electronic Corporation, Old 
Lyme, CT. 

James Conley was promoted to director of engineering at 
Communications Engineering, Inc., Newington, VA. 

George Maier was appointed vice president of marketing 
for Artel Video Systems, Inc., Marlborough, MA. 

Tim Schaeffer was appointed director of sales and mar- 
keting for the Otani Corporation, Foster City, CA. 

Michael Guess joined Odetics 
Broadcast, Anaheim, CA as direc- 
tor of marketing. 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 1 
HI.I 

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
RADIO AND TELEVISION 

DANE E. ERICKSEN, RE. 
Box 280068 
San Francisco, CA 94128 
707/996 -5200 707/996 -5280 Fax 

D.L. MARKLEY 
& Associates, Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peoria, Illinois 61604 

(309) 673-7511 
FAX (309) 673 -8128 

Member AFCCE 

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 

2684 State Route 60 RD "1 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419- 994 -3849 

NETCOM 
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING 

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES 

CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS 
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES 

(201) 839 -8424 
FAX. 1201) 837 -8384 

1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666 

RICH BISIGNANO 
President 

Bast Coast Video Systems 
consultants engineers systems integrators 
52 Ralph Street 
Belleville, NJ- 07109 
201.751.5655 
Fax: 201.751.8731 on line 
102466.250compuserve. coo 

in time 

CHAN & ASSOCIATES 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

CUR TIS J. CHAN 
PRESIDENT 

STRATEGIC MARKETING PUBLIC RFI : \I 

2212 HERITAGE WAY 
FULLERTON, CA 92633 
PHONE: (714) 447 -4993 
Fox: (714) 578 -0284 
PAGFR: (714) 506 -1357 

CLASSIFIED I 
FOR SALE 

CHINESE SUBTITLE SYSTEM 

PC based CG system 
PAL or NTSC 

Time code option 
Analog or Digital 0/P 

Big5 or GB code 

PANDA ENGINEERING INT'L LTD. 
Tel. (852) 2566 8162 
Fax (852) 2512 8517 

by 

60 
Want more 

information 
63 

on advertised 

products? 

67 Use the 
68 Reader 

69 Service 
Card. 

VIDEO PROJECTOR WAREHOUSE 
Super price! Super offer! 

4 -color Standard Projector. 
Multiscan Projector. LCD Video Projector. 

PAL. NTSC. SECAM. 110V 240V. 
All brand new in stock. Please call: 

Tel: 415 -759 -3668 Fax: 415- 731 -0903 

HDCA 5 EB SCALA ANTENNA, 4x4 Array in 
boxes $1200.00. Old Hosmer Meter $120.00. New 
GE-HT Transformer, H Volt 1-4 $400.00. 3M Tape 
Machine $100.00. Call (505) 262 -4789. 

Broadcast Store I 

Thousands of New& Used Items in Stock! 

BCS BUYS Video Equipment Also! 

J SONY 

WRIT rrr.wuw+xr. 

Turn Your UVW or PVW Betacam into a 

4 Channel Machine with the AFM -216 

The AfM -2 16 Upgrade kit is easy to install and 
compatible with all recordings made on a BVW 

ellk series machine. Record and playback 4 

channel audio at a fraction of the cost of a BVW. 

Broadcast BCS -LA Ph:818- 551 -5858 
Store BCS -NY Ph:212- 268 -8800 

BECK BROADCAST PRODUCTS 

? . r I= 

TBCRMT (TBC Remote Control Unit) 
Remote control of up to 3 TBC's. For use 

with internal TBC's on BVW, DVW, PVW, 

UVW, and BVH Beta machines or any machine 
using Sony BVR -50 controller. Purchased 
with 1. 2, or 3 modules. With 3 nodules. $960 

ease eeeeaee 

SCR -4X8 (Serial Machine Control 
Router) Input /Output: Twelve rear 
mounted D139-F connectors (four controllers, 
eight devices). 03 EIA RS -422 send and 
receive. Controls: Twelve lighted push- 
buttons for channel assignment. $980 

SCP10 (Serial 422 Patch Panel) 10x10 

passive nun -normalling serial data patch 
panel. Two rack units high. Legend strips 
and 10 patch cords included. $350 

11111111111C.,,-, 

VU 2P (VU /Peak Meter with Phase 
Indicator) Simultaneous peak and VU 

display. Solid state phase indication. 
Highly readable LED arrays. CI Adjustable 
headphone output. ®F Hi- impedance loop- 
ing inputs. $890 

r' 

SPK2 (Two Channel Audio Monitor) 
Two channel audio confidence monitoring. 
Accepts both balanced and unbalanced 

inputs. " "` Five switchable listening modes. 
Headphone output with speaker mute. $650 

LM 2 +2 (Audio Level Matcher) Provides 
a complete interface between an unbalanced 
audio device and a balanced environment. 

Two channels of balanced to unbalanced 
conversion complement two channels of 
unbalanced to balanced. ' Independent 
gain trims. $212 

LM VCA (Audio Level Matcher w /Remote 
Gain) Two channels of independent 
voltage controlled gain with gain trims. 
11 Balanced or unbalanced inputs and out- 
puts. 100 dB range with 0 to +5V control. 

True logarithmic response. RI Used for 
remote Sain riding, remote monitor gain. $255 

STG (Stereo Tone Generator) - With 
simultaneous, unbalanced and balanced out- 
puts, digital precision and crystal controlled 
accuracy. 91 Provides a source of digitally 
generated 400 Hz and 1kHz tone for any 
consumer or professional input. $305 

Beck Associates Inc 
1-800-728-3725 

2403 Howard Lane ;' Austin, TX 78728 
Phone 512- 388 -9777 Fax 512- 388 -1833 

Circle (100) on Action Card 
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CLASSIFIED 

FOR SALE 

arner 
WHEN COST IS 

IMPORTANT AND 
QUALITY IS CRITICAL 

1- 800 -228 -0275 
Erases all formats in 

quantities of 1 to 1,000,000 

industries 

4200 North 48th Street Lincoln, NE 68504 

Circle (102) on Action Card 

FIX RF ON HEADSETS, HANDSETS & PHONES. 
Filters Tuned for AM, FM & CB. Modular, for 
Handset or Base Cords. Even if you've tried 
others...Ours WILL Work! 30 Day Moneyback 
Guarantee. Call for 4 Page RFI Tech Bulletin & 
Catalog, or on the web at http: // 
www.sandman.com. Mike Sandman...Chicago's 
Telecom Expert. 708 -980 -7710. 

Model 192 
Fiber Optic Video + Audio Link 

Celebrating our 10th anniversary. 

Meets RS250C short -haul requirements. 

Link performance certified with VM700A. 

Singlemode laser link at $1700 /pair. 

In US and Canada call: 1-800-DATA-LEE 

Lee Data Communications 
2501 Technology Dr., Hayward, CA 94545 

Invest your advertising dollars in 

Broadcast Engineering Classifieds! 
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* Studio Exchange * 

Burbank 
* ** 

(818) 840 -1351 Fax (818) 840 -1354 

New and Used Video Equipment 

Audio/Video Dealer 
Starring 

Panasonic & Sony 
CALL NOW FOR CURRENT 

SPECIALS 

BUY, SELL, TRADE & CONSIGN 

1419 N. SanFernando Blvd. 
Burbank, CA 91504 

Cardb vs. DMAN 

Hood' n . rantees gl. ' ` onitor 
ima sin. d vironme1 ds edto 
fi it + 21-in r!z l ni. t w- 

ersar.'tel. -it mp c.` be hip.-d 
to you today! For more information, call 

(310) 379 -6391 
P . Box 816, Hermosa lath (A 90254 

iffigilfige 
Circle (101) on Action Card 

SERVICES 

FULL -TIME TRANSPONDER SPACE 

AVAILABLE ON SATCOM C3 

full-time transponder space available on SatCom C3 

Transponder 20. Located at 131W using General 

Instruments Digicipher I Video Compression System. 

Will be converted to MPEG2 Video compression 

Digicipher II in the second quarter of calendar 1996. 

In addition to transponder space, uplinking and playback 

services are also available from an uplink facility 

located in Englewood, CO. 

Call Doug Greene Q 303. 784 -8809 

SNG -RF- TELEPORT ENGINEER: Available for 
consulting, temporary staffing, special projects, 
vacation relief, etc. Experienced with SNG /ENG 
trucks, flyaways, teleport operations and main- 
tenance. Domestic /International. Day -Week- 
Month. (303) 575 -1209. 

FOR LEASE 

TOWER SPACE AVAILABLE, Oklahoma City 
market. Construction begins July, 1996. Call 
Brad Ferguson at KCSC. (405) 460 -5272. FAX 

(405) 330 -3844. E -mail KCSCFM @aol.com. 

HELP WANTED 

ca\MI 
TELEVISION ENGINEERS 

Turner Broadcasting System, the leading 
News, Sports, and Entertainment system in 

satellite communications, has career 
opportunities for engineers with broadcast 
maintenance experience. These positions 

demand an extensive background in television 
engineering and at least two years of training in 

electronics technology. Turner Broadcasting 
System offers an excellent benefit and 

compensation program. 

Send resumes to: 
Mr. Jim Brown, Corp. Engineering 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 

One CNN Center 
P.O. Box 105366 

Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366 
(404)827 -1638 office 

(404)827 -1835 fax 

TBS is an equal opportunity employer 

MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEER 

Experience necessary. Motivated team -player 

with broadcast service and repair background. 

Preferably knowledgeable in GVG switchers, 

Betacam, Abekas and peripherals. References 

required. Competitive salary and benefits. 

Bexel 
CORPORATION 

Mail Resumes to: 

Terry York 

801 South Main Street, 

Burbank, CA 91506 

Maintenance Engineer 
Swiderski Electronics, Inc., a leader 
in the Audio /Video /Telecommunica- 
tions field, has an immediate opening 
for a qualified Audio /Video Compo- 
nent Level Maintenance Engineer. 2 

yrs. exp. Position works with Broad- 
cast /Industrial 1/2", 3/4" and 1" 
VTRs & related equipment. 

Send resume & salary history to: 
H/R Dept., 1200 Greenleaf Ave. 

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 
Fax resume (847) 364 -5019 
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CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 

OPENING FOR SYSTEMS /DIGITAL Hardware 
Engineer in Audio Applications. Wheatstone 
Corporation is a leading manufacturer of high - 
end audio mixing consoles for the broadcast in- 
dustry. We are experiencing tremendous growth 
and are looking for a senior level systems /digi- 
tal hardware engineer to help us with future 
product designs. You will contribute to the de- 
sign and implementation of the next generation 
of digital consoles for the broadcast industry. 
The position involves playing a role in all as- 
pects of product development from functional- 
ity and architecture to detailed verification of 
product operation along with other engineers. 
The ideal applicant should have the following 
background: must have successfully taken a 
product from conception to production; 5+ 
years of digital hardware design experience in- 
volving microprocessors and DSP's; experience 
in developing and debugging in an embedded 
environment; experience with real -time sys- 
tems; familiarity with high level (C /C + +) and 
assembly programming; FPGA and DRAM expe- 
rience is a plus; audio experience is preferred. 
If you are a creative, highly self -motivated indi- 
vidual with strong technical skills, a commitment 
to excellence and would like to make a differ- 
ence, please send your resume to: Wheatstone 
Corporation, 7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, 
NY 13212. REF: Digital Engineer Position. Fax: 
315 -452 -0160. Join our team of analog and digi- 
tal audio specialists. 

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN /PERMANENT 
Part -time. Minimum two years experience in 
studio and transmitter equipment maintenance 
required. Must be self- starter. Ability to priori- 
tize repairs and to troubleshoot analog and digi- 
tal circuits to the component level required. 
Resumes to Director of Station Operations, 
WJAR, 23 Kenney Drive, Cranston, RI 02903. No 
phone calls. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Midwest's largest 
infomercial production company has immediate 
opening for Maintenance Engineer for the dub 
and post facility. Experience with 1" /Beta SP/ 
3/4 "/ VHS and EFP equipment is necessary. 
Knowledge of studio equipment with emphasis 
on Beta and 3/4" tape formats required. Fax re- 
sume to C. McBeth at (515) 472 -6043. 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING This is the op- 
portunity to work for a progressive company 
that embraces new technology. RAMAR Com- 
munications owns & operates 3 TV and 2 radio 
stations in Lubbock and 2 TV stations in Albu- 
querque. RAMAR is seeking a motivated pro- 
fessional with proven ability in supervising an 
engineering staff & multiple projects. Position 
specifications: 7+ years combined broadcast 
experience TV & Radio; EE or EET degree pre- 
ferred; Studio & RF experience; SBE certifica- 
tion and /or General Class (formerly FCC First 
Class) license preferred. This position requires 
project management, good written & verbal 
skills, and experience in budget preparation. 
Send resume to: RAMAR Communications, Inc., 
Position: Dir. of Engineering, POB 3757, Lubbock, 
TX 79452. (EOE) 

To advertise in 

Broadcast Engineering Classifieds, 

call Matt Tusken at 1- 800 -896 -9939 

WETA- TV /FM, Washington, DC, seeks an Engi- 
neering Manager to join the team responsible 
for management and supervision of the 
division's television production staff and tech- 
nical facility. Station is getting ready to build 
ATV /HDTV facility. Responsibilities include: 
immediate oversight and quality control of the 
technical side of productions; hands -on super- 
vision of technical and operational matters; di- 
rect supervision of satellites and circuits for 
production activity; and front -line manager and 
supervisor on remote productions. Qualifica- 
tions include: BS degree in relevant field or 
equivalent, 7 yrs. exp. in a national, network - 
level TV production operation, including 5 years 
at a managerial or supervisory level. Thorough 
knowledge of current and conventional audio/ 
video signal transmission technology applica- 
tions, broadcast and production technologies, 
experience with the Washington, DC news -gath- 
ering environment and general FCC Radio Tele- 
phone license. Salary $49,000 to $62,000. Send 
resume and cover letter to WETA, Human Re- 
sources Dept. /EM, P.O. Box 2626, Washington, 
DC 20013. EOE /D /M /F /V. WETA JOB INFORMA- 
TION LINE - 703 -998 -2738. 

KBMT -TV ENGINEERING: ABC affiliate in 
southeast Texas is looking for a studio engineer 
with a minimum 3 yrs. experience with Sony 
Betacart, Beta SP, 3/4" and Sony Betacam, Ampex 
AVC switcher, ESS 5 still store, ADO 100, and DCT 
500 editor. Harris transmitter experience a plus. 
Send resume to EEOC Officer, KBMT -TV, P.O. Box 
1550, Beaumont, TX 77706. An Equal Opportu- 
nity Employer. 

CHRISTIAN TELEVISION NETWORK seeking 
qualified Chief Broadcast Engineer with 
experience in Transmitter and RF system. 
Production and Transmitting video systems, and 
Component level repair of all electronic equipment 
involved in TV production and broadcasting. 
The Network is seeking individuals who are goal 
oriented, quality minded and self- motivated. If 

you meet our criteria and share our vision and 
purpose, send your resume to: Tri -State Christian 
TV- Employment, P.O. Box 1010, Marion, IL 62959. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

UHF BROADCAST ENGINEER Religious televi- 
sion network. Duties include transmitter main- 
tenance, trouble shooting and repair for master 
control, video tape and audio production sys- 
tems. Needs to have knowledge of microwave 
and translator. FCC or SBE certifications pre- 
ferred. Traveling is required. Only resumes with 
salary requirements will be considered. Forward 
to Chief of Staff, PO Box 81521, Mobile, AL 36689, 
E -Mail: Sbox @ Pipeline.com, or fax (334) 633- 
2174. Equal Opportunity Employer. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Dynamic, Fast 
growing subsidiary of VIACOM INTERNATIONAL 
is currently looking for a Maintenance Engineer 
to assist in the maintenance of our tape dupli- 
cation department. Qualified candidates must 
have at least 2 years experience working with 
broadcast tape systems. Must be capable of 
troubleshooting to component level. Degrees 
welcomed but not necessary to qualified indi- 
vidual. Resumes to: Joseph E. Ashton, Engineer- 
ing Manager, VIACOM /MGS SERVICES, INC., 619 
West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019 or call 
(212) 765 -4500. 

11111111111 A ' 

TELEVISION ENGINEER 
There's tremendous 

opportunity in our studio 

...for an experienced, hands -on Engineer who 
can handle live TV production, editing, and 
day -to -day maintenance of cameras, VTRs 
and switchers. We're ValueVision, the "Brand 
Name Channel ", one of America's top TV home 
shopping networks, operating 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, to provide millions of customers 
with great buys and entertaining programming. 

To qualify for this potential -packed position, 
you'll need proven experience in live TV and 
TV equipment maintenance as well as at least 
an associate's electronics degree. We'll re- 
ward your technical expertise with a competi- 
tive salary, outstanding benefits, and a fast - 
track opportunity for growth in a highly 
successful, rapidly expanding business. 

If you have the background we seek, you owe 
it to yourself to explore this exciting opportu- 
nity. Please send your resume with salary 
expectations to: 

ALUE' 
,.v VISION 
BRAND NAME 

Channel 
6740 Shady Oak Road 

Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Fax: (612) 947 -5235 

Phone: (612) 947 -5221 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

CHIEF ENGINEER Savannah Valley Broadcast- 
ing Co, Augusta, Ga. is seeking a Hands -On Chief 
Engineer. Responsible for maintenance, repair 
and installation of all technical facilities for 2 

class CFM's and a class CAM. Send resumes and 
references to Savannah Valley Broadcasting Co., 
PO Box 2066, Augusta, Ga. 30903. EOE. 

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: KMOV -TV. The 
qualified applicant will have at least five years 
experience in broadcast television station engi- 
neering management. Candidates must have 
extensive experience in transmitter and micro- 
wave systems operation and maintenance. 
Strong inter -personal skills are needed to man- 
aging the Station's technical maintenance staff 
and support the news operation. This individual 
will work closely with the Chief Engineer in pre- 
paring and managing capital and operating bud- 
gets, as well as planning equipment purchases 
and installation. Resumes and /or applications 
should be submitted to: KMOV -TV, One Memo- 
rial Drive, St. Louis, MO 63102. Attn. Walter C. 

Nichol, Chief Engineer. No phone calls. KMOV 
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER needed for leading 
Radio -TV combo at New Jersey Shore. Must 
have transmitter maintenance experience. 
Please fax resume to Jane Stark 609 -927 -7014. 
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CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 

TECHNICIAN 
SENIOR 

Argonne National Laboratory is one of the nation's premier energy 
research and development organizations. Right now, we are seeking 
experienced professionals to play a key role in the delivery of our 
Advanced Photon Source (APS) - the nation's largest synchrotron 
radiation facility. 

Working within the Accelerator Systems Division, you will be respon- 
stole ror assisting wtm the neveiopment, Improvement and construc- 
tion of if electronics and amplifiers. This involves assembling, de- 
bugging, and installing high -power rf amplifiers; trouble shooting and 
repairing existing amplifier systems; and occasional off -shift and 
weekend call -ins. We require an Associate's Degree or equivalent and 
at least 5 years of related experience in building, testing and maintain- 
ing high power (multikilowatt) rf amplifiers. An in -depth knowledge 
of rf device construction and testing techniques is a must. 

At Argonne, you'll find an environment that encourages both personal 
and professional career growth, as well as excellent compensation and 
benefits. We welcome applicants who can contribute to our EEO/ 
Affirmative Action goals. For confidential consideration, please send 
a resume to Sheila R. Heath, Box ASD- 123902 -53, Employment and 
Placement, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, 
Argonne, IL 60439. Telecommunications Device for the 
Deaf - (708)252 -7722. Argonne is an equal opportu- ..s` 
nity /affirmative action employer. 

For more information, please refer to Argonne's 
home page on the Internet at http: / /www.anl.gov/ 
welcome.html. 

CHIEF ENGINEER 
L.A. Market 

Independent UHF station needs expe- 
rienced engineer to supervise master 
control, maintenance and transmitter. 
Good step up for an experienced super- 
visor in a smaller market. General class 
radio/TV FCC license prefered No re- 
strictions. Send resume with salary his- 
tory to Classified Ad Coordinator, 
Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 777, 9800 
Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215 

WE PLACE 
CHIEF ENGINEERS 

KEYSTONE INT'L, INC. 
16 Laflin Road, Suite 900 
Pittston, PA 18640. USA 

Fax 717 -654 -5765 Phone 717 -655 -7143 
Mail: keyjobs ©keystone.microserve.com 

BROADCAST ENGINEER Installation, mainte- 
nance, repair of VHF /UHF TV transmitters, trans- 
lators, broadcast equipment. Two year degree 
in electronics, four years experience, insurable 
driver. Drug screening required. EOE. KOBI- 
TV, Attn, Engineer, P.O. Box 1489, Medford, OR 
97501. 
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BROADCAST ENGINEER Gateway Communica- 
tions, Inc. has a career opportunity opening at 
WBNG -TV in Binghamton, NY. We seek an expe- 
rienced, knowledgeable engineer to provide 
maintenance and repair to computer based, 
multi- format, state of the art broadcast equip- 
ment. Candidates must have a minimum of 5 
years experience including knowledge of com- 
puter hardware and management of networks 
to interface with broadcast equipment. Com- 
puter science related coursework a definite plus. 
Supervisory experience also a plus. We offer 
the opportunities of a growing organization, and 
highly a competitive compensation package 
which includes a comprehensive group insur- 
ance plan, company paid pension plan, 401(k) 
plan with company matching money, and profit 
sharing. Send resume, including salary history 
to: T. Kerrigan, Manager, Human Resources, 
Gateway Communications, Inc., 12 Gateway 
Plaza, P.O. Box 12, Johnson City, MY 13790. An 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 

SALES ENGINEERING /SUPPORT - Quantel is 
seeking Product Managers and Assistant Prod- 
uct Managers for its Product Support Depart- 
ment based in Darien. It is preferable that the 
successful candidate have engineering experi- 
ence in the Broadcast and Post Production in- 
dustry. Send resume and salary requirement to 
Vice President Product Support, Quantel, 28 
Thorndal Circle, Darien, CT 06820 or fax to 203- 
656 -3459. 

KTVO - TELEVISION has an immediate opening 
for a full -time Broadcast Engineer with demon- 
strated ability in T.V. broadcast maintenance, 
including systems trouble shooting; repair of 
studio audio /video equipment and maintenance 
of computer systems. Microwave and VHF 
Transmitter experience preferred. Successful 
candidates will have 3 to 5 years experience and 
F.C.C. General Class License or S.B.E. Certifica- 
tion. Please send cover letter and resume to 
KTVO -Television, P.O. Box 949, Kirksville, MO 
63501. No phone calls please. KTVO is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 

PROJECT MANAGERS - Quantel is seeking 
Project Managers to co- ordinate and manage all 
aspects of project planning, installation and 
commissioning of large B/C systems contracts. 
The successful candidate would need to be 
highly organized and able to interface with many 
different professionals both internally and ex- 
ternally. Duties will involve customer liaison to 
ensure efficient installation, commissioning and 
training. Experience in the Broadcast industry 
required. The position will be based from our 
Darien office. Forward resume and salary his- 
tory to Vice President Product Support, Quantel, 
28 Thorndal Circle, Darien, CT 06820 or fax to 
203 -656 -3459. 

BROADCAST AND AUDIO/VIDEO TECHNICIAN 
The National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC) at Wheeling Jesuit College is expanding 
its operation in television production and tele- 
communications. This position will join the 
technical staff of the Classroom of the Future 
(COTF) forming a new production team. This 
position requires taking directions well, work- 
ing as a team member, and under the pressure 
of deadlines. Computer literacy is required. 
Responsible for providing technical support and 
maintenance for the television production and 
broadcasting facility. Responsibilities include 
master control operation; camera operation; 
editing; all aspects of audio and video produc- 
tion; lighting, etc. Responsible for operating, 
maintaining, and trouble- shooting audio /video 
systems. Detailed position description may be 
found in the staff section of the COTF home page 
(http: / /www.cotf.edu /staff). To apply submit a 
letter of application, resume, three references, 
and transcripts to: Susan Tate, Director of Hu- 
man Resources, Wheeling Jesuit College, 316 
Washington Avenue, Wheeling, WV 26003. A 
review of applicants will begin on July 26, 1996. 

STAFF ENGINEER Prominent New York post 
production facility is looking for a maintenance 
engineer. Candidate should have knowledge of 
electronics, mechanical dexterity and be self 
motivated. Knowledge of computer systems a 
plus. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Contact: Tom Saylor, Empire Video, 216 East 
45th Street, New York, NY 10017. Phone: (212) 
687 -2060, Fax: (212) 682 -1138. 

VIDEO ENGINEER High -end corporate video 
communications facility has immediate opening 
for senior level engineer. Minimum 10 years 
experience with component -level troubleshoot- 
ing and operations skills on three -suite, post - 
production facility, EFP equipment and com- 
puter systems. Please mail or fax resume to 
Video Engineer, Phillips Petroleum Company, C- 
25 Phillips Building, Bartlesville, OK 74004, FAX 

918 -662 -1119. No employment agency referrals. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
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DIGITAL BASICS 

Me and my big mouth. In the June col- 
umn talking about compression systems, I 

said, "... we are a conservative industry, 
and having taken so long to find DCT, we 
are going to be living with it for quite a 
while. You will see, however, 
an increasing number of uses 
for wavelet and fractal tech- 
niques in video applications 
more specialized than our 
small information section." 
Now I have to pat myself on 
the back and kick myself at 
the same time because the 
wavelet breakthrough has, I 

believe, happened. 

Wavelet compression 
In June, Quadrant Interna- 

tional (QI) showed its new 
VideoWave at the spring 
Comdex in Chicago (a much 
more civilized affair than the 
monster fall show in Las Ve- 

gas). This is a PCI -based non- 
linear video editor selling for 
$499. No, this has not be- 
come a product column; the 
key to the unit is the compression chip that 
it is using. This is a video codec IC using 
wavelet compression. It is the first wavelet 
implementation on silicon and originates 
from Analog Devices. It allows compres- 
sion and decompression of 10 -bit CCIR- 
601 signals from visually lossless down to 
350:1. 

The QI product is for the mass market 
with VHS video capture, editing, playback 
hardware and software. The expectation 
of all the analysts involved in multimedia 
seems to be an agreement that desktop 
video production will be as pervasive as 
desktop publishing, but the implications 
for the professional field are massive. The 
ability to record 25 minutes of VHS qual- 
ity on 1GB of hard disk is significant (even 
more so, if somebody would define exactly 
what VHS quality is). From a professional 
viewpoint, however, there is now a viable, 
editable alternative to MPEG and JPEG. 

By Paul McGoid -ick 

New compression chips 

We will, without a doubt, see the QI system 
producing pictures on -air, but it will be the 
future developments that will be the most 
interesting. 

Wavelets offer the major advantages of 
being totally scalable, symmetrical and er- 
ror- tolerant. The scalability is key: com- 
pression can be chosen for the transmis- 
sion environment and can be varied "on- 
the -fly" as needed. If material is archived, 
there is less concern about the final trans- 
mission standard because it can be trans- 
mission- compressed differently as progress 
takes us to new standards. Editing can be 
on- the -fly too, and the error tolerance is 

inherent because the compression is based 

Works as a supplementary package to its 
MATHLAB software. The package is a 
great bridge between development/analy - 
sis and implementation. 

The biggest message with wavelets in this 
first silicon implementation is in the cost. 
The Analog Devices' chip, the ADV601, 
uses about the same silicon area for com- 
pression as it does for decompression. Vol- 
ume pricing on the chip is less than $40 and 
included on the chip is SRAM to minimize 
the external component count. Compare 
that to the cost of an MPEG -2 coder marked 
by numbers in the double digits of thou- 
sands of dollars. 

One large semiconductor manufacturer 
worked for a long time on 
a silicon solution for wave- 
lets and refused to join the 
MPEG society. Bowing to 
market pressures, the com- 
pany, however, finally 
joined. The only comment 
by the VP responsible for 
the video group after be- 
ing shown the Analog De- 
vices' data was, "Damn." 

Is this the end of JPEG, 
MPEG -1, MPEG -2 and the 
yet -to -come MPEG -Xs? 
Hardly. The momentum of 
the current compression 
standards is going to keep 
them going for at least an- 
other 10 years. But price 
differences are going to cre- 
ate some interesting equip- 
ment choices for users. Is 
the Analog Devices' chip 

using the best possible wavelet algorithm? 
I don't know; others will certainly tell us. If 
we take the common multipliers of our 
industry, the QI VideoWave could be an 
RGB machine for $1,000, D -1 for $2,000. 
Not at all disinteresting numbers for a 
nonlinear editor. 

Disagree? Agree? Let me know at 
74672.3124 @compuserve.com. 

The first wavelet -based IC, Analog Devices' ADV601 provides low cost, high -quality 
real -time video encoding and playback for PC -based capture and editing. 
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on the whole image, not just arbitrary 
blocks chosen for convenience. Loss of 
data does not result in the loss of a block, 
and reconstruction is an easy mathemati- 
cal process. 

Motion- detection characteristics in wave- 
lets are also stunning and simple compared 
to DCT compression solutions. The math- 
ematical needs of an effective motion -de- 
tection unit can be seen in the cost of the 
higher -end standards converters. But the 
mathematics of wavelets has always been 
daunting to the majority, and the reliance 
has been on a number of small research 
groups, mostly university- based, to try out 
various algorithms. Decisions, such as one 
by the FBI to use wavelet technology to 
store and compare fingerprints, should be 
seen as a by- product of the research. Re- 
cently, the ability to "what if" has been 
greatly simplified with a wonderful tools 
package for wavelets from The Math 

Paul McGoldrick is a freelance writer and consultant based on 
the West Coast. 
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The unique Videotek digital corrector can even fool Mother Nature. 

Quick, easy, and with total control. Videotek's new 
SDC -101 defeats any threat to your video images. It lets 
you correct picture errors and alter video levels in serial 
component digital video inexpensively, with controls 
and functions familiar in the analog world. 10 -bit digital 
processing guarantees optimum signal quality. And, it 
does it all without relying on expensive outside services. 

Unsuspecting picture variations fall prey to 4 Z1( frame by frame correction. Changes in light 
and shadows are transformed before your 
very eyes. 

A Digital System 
Integration Product 

NAB 1996NAB 
243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1 800- 800 -5719 (610) 327 -2292 Fax (610) 327 -9295 

The more you work with the 
SDC -101, the more of its many 
faces you'll see. Its versatility 
and ease of operation means 
cost -effective and timely 
performance. That's what 
Videotek's products are all 
about. 

Call us today. The SDC -101 will make your video 
creations digitally correct. 

t 
TM = VIDEOTEK 

A Zero Defects Company 

Circle (2) on Action Card 
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Irreserve Your Still 
Image Quality! 

Store both Component and Composite Stills in a Dual Format STILL FILE® and 
eliminate the unnecessary transcoding quality losses of a single format still store. 

Component 
Used in Graphics 

A to D 

Sample Rate Conversion 
Encode 

4:2:2 
D1, DCT 

Digital Betacam 

A DtoA 

RGB 
Betacam 

Encode 

Composite 
Used in Production 

4Fsc 
D2, D3 

Sample Rate Conversion 
Decode 

A to D 

D to A 

011( - Decode NTSC 

Crossing this line greatly impairs signals by 
reducing bandwidth and introducing artifacts. 

Crossing this line 
impairs signals 
only by adding 

Quantizing Noise 
Mi 

Why Cross This Line? 
The Dual Format STILL FILE® stores 
BOTH Component and Composite stills 
usirg one STILL FILE® maintaining the 
highest quality images by remaining in 
the original format without transcoding. 
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But When You Do.. 
It should be done with the Dual Format 
STILL FILE® which transparently 
transcodes all images in the 
background, producing the same 
superior quality as the high -priced 
dedicated transcodera. 

STILL FILE. 
DUAL FORMAT 

STILL FILE 
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LErminli® Circle (3) on Action Card 

Leitch Incorporated. 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320 Tel: (800) 231 -9673 or (804) 548 -2300 Fax: (804) 548 -4088 
Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd. #301, North York, ON, Canada M3B 3J5 Tel: (800) 387 -0233 or (416) 455 -9640 Fax: (415) 445 -0595 

Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campbell Ct., Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., U.K. RG26 SEG Tel: +44 (0) 256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428 
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